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In the current climate of increasing
attacks on lesbians and gay men both physical assault and artistic
censorship - it becomes ever more
critical to create programs that speak
truthfully about our lives. Come
celebrate our passion and power.
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Days of Desperation
Lesbians and gay men, like Americans in general, disagree
heatedly about the issues involved in the enormous US military
commitment in the Persian Gulf. But one thing about Operation
Desert Storm cannot be denied: Despite a recession and a trillion- .
dollar budget deficit, the government' never flinched from making
a financial commitment in the Gulf that was sure to ultimately
cost the nation tens of billions of dollars. They found the money
somewhere.
Similarly, the mega-billion dollar bailout of the nation's insolvent savings-and-loan industry was undertaken without anyone in
government seriously questioning the ability of Americans, or
their children and grandchildren, to shoulder the massive costs
involved. They found the money somewhere.
Such generosity to military contractors, conupt bankers and
Wall Street finaglers throws America's AIDS effort into sharp relief.
The parsimonius stinting that's been characteristic of the government's response to AIDS has been getting worse, not better, with
each passing year. And the inevitable excuse from city, state and
federal
officials so routine
that it's become a bureaucratic
.
.
mantra~is that they'd like to do more, they really, really would,
but the money just isn't there.
The money just isn't there.
Thus, it's with mixed feelings of regret, di1igust and undistilled outrage that ACf uP/NY and ACf UP/SF respectively titled
their next major actions o.nJan. 23 the Day of Desperation and
the Day of Disaster. Such desperation about the disaster of AIDS
surely warrants dramatic action.in New York, San Francisco and
the other citieS where regional ACf UPs plan to take the streets
that day ..
.
We urge 01!r readers to join these often audacious actions
designed to confront the complacent "general population" with
the raw exhaustion of our daily struggle with the health crisis of
the century.
.
. In New York, activists will rally downtown at Federal Hall at
7 am and march up to City Hall, stopping along the way to make
"deliveries" of coffms at the offices of cynical Gov. Cuomo, the
inept Human Resources Administr:i.tion, the Federal Building,
Woody Myers' AIDS-phobic Department of Health, and the Hous. ing arid Development Corporation. Throughout tlle day, other
su·rprise actions are being planned citywide, culminating in a
. huge civil disobedience at Grand Central Station.
. There are those who fear that the disruptions inherent in
such actions will earn the AIDS activist movement more ill-will
than goodwill. They needn't worty. The world is in denial about
AIDS. It always has been. The imperative is to break throu~h that .
denial and cause people to question their complacency. An irate
commuter, wondering why anyone w;ould presume to delay a
train, is at least wondering and questionirig and thinking.
Which is desperately, disastrously-more than one can say
for most of those in government charged with preserving our
lives and ending the epidemic .....
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uring our past 8O-odd issues, OutWa?k has successfully fuJfiIledirs
most important goal-to make a difference--by waking up people
to their conscious and unconscious homophobic bias, informing about
, impcxtant events and enlivening each of us by bringing forth new, unique
and oftm<:ontroversial opinions. To this end we remain committed.
But even with all of this being accOJllplished in each issue, a
sector of our community is dissatisfied with us lesbians and gay
men who agree
'our point of view, perhaps, but nonetheless feel
left out of, or bored with, our publication. Most of these people live
iri the everyday world of work life and home life and share the same
political and social concerns which we at OutWeek hold dear, but
everyday life makes such demands on them that they would like their
evening and weekend reading to be something more than news,
satirical ;essays or thought-challenging commentary. They want to be
enterrained ~ well as infonned, humored as well as challenged. They
want'in{6rmati<;m
about new developments in trave~ business, health,
,
,
clubs, ~hion and. the social scene that is of interest to lesbians and
gays. In short, they seek a level of reading entertairunent which no
national lesbian and gay magazine now offers,
. . To ihis e.nd, we rededicate OutWeek not the whole magazine, but
part of it. To include those of our community who
have felt excluded; to interest those who have been bored, to
awaRen those who have slept through or missed our first 80-odd
issues. Call it inclusion by entertainment.
We commit to this task without for one second altering that part
of the ~ine
which is essential to us, which is why each of us at
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OutWeek makes the sacrifices we make so our voiCe call be +iearo.
This segment represents the goal which is the very soul of OutWeek
and each of its staff members and probably very much within each
of your hearts. It is the goal which has often eluded us and leaves us
with sleepless nights and with anger in our hearts and tears in our
eyes. The goal's attainment remains ever-elusive, and that leaves us
frazzled, frustrated and furious. The goal has seemed so distant. to
me, that when I left New York in 1988, leaving behind every gay
J
friend but one six feet underground or diagnosed as l:flV-positiv:e,
•
could not honestly say if any goal remained at all, so desperate was I
to seize opportunities elsewhere and get on with my life.
.
But the goal remains. It is so clear, so simple. It is the goal of
equality, the goal that we as gay men and lesbians be viewed no
differently from our straight counterparts. That our uniqueneSs be
viewed simply as a function of whom we find emotronally,
romantically and sexually attractive. That such uniqueness meaIls
nothing else, and is no better or worse, than the way straights
behave' in this world. To this goal we -remajn. dedicated. To
achieve this goal, we will forever continue to inform, argt\~,
ridicule, unmask, lecture, cajole and sometimes scream,
.,
So as we mature, become more sophisticated and seek to
include a larger part orour community., w.e in essence remain
the same. We will never relinquish our goal, quiet our voices,
put down our pens or blacken 'our computer monitors until we
have moved the world to jOin with us in fulftlling the goal'. .
,
Steven Polakoff

,
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THE MEANING OF
SUCCESS
Sarah Pettit's cover story
Qn Sandra Bernhard [no. 81,
Jan. 16] was a thorough and .
thought-provoking evaluation
of the' continued, suppression
of lesbian culture in Hollywood. It might, be of interest
to readers of OutWeek to
know that in 1989, while
working for a controlled-circulation entertainment magazine
(Whittle Communications'
Special Reports: On Personalities), I assigned Ms. Bern- .
ha'rd a first-person article on
her growing celebrity-and
her relationship with Madonna. ~'n)er article, which ran in

the November 1989-January
1990 issue and was entitled
"Celebrity, Darling:' Ms. Bernhard wrote:
"Back to the HYPE
update, okay? Forgive me; I
too have become a victim of
the dread hype machinefrom the cover of the Mirror in
England to smack-dab in the
middle of People, you may
have seen my mug, along with
the unmentionable Holy One,
after performing a steamy and
shocking version of the Sonny
and Cher standard I Got You,
Babe at a rain-forest benefit in
New York. Madonna and I got
the stinky end of the stickafter donating our time and
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Your obviously young
giving the kids w,hat they
it is to pretend that sexual cate, .
came for and doing a very
gories are meaningless. Per- and narrow-minded revi-eWer
,
nice turn for a very important
haps then she will return Ms. takes Timmons to task for
cause, we got roasted with
Pettit's black underwear ...and debatable interpretations of
speculations that, gee, maybe allow Ms. Pettit to kiss her fat footnotes, then dismisses the
the two of us are having a lesi butt. That's called Pride, dar- entire subject. OutWeek readers deserve better reviewers.
affair. Oh, no, how shocking,
ling. That's called success.
Bill Capobianco
how bizarre, gross-out, sickJames A. Baggett
Los Angeles
Manhattan
ening! No, the press can't just
be happy that two cool girls
The trouble with conlike us are tight buddies-like,
HAY FRAY
tributing writer Joe E. Jeffreys'
I think your negative
no competition, no bitchiness,
review of the biography The
except that mock stuff we put review of Stuart Timmons'
The Trouble With Harry Hay Trouble With Harry Hayon, kind of like Martin and
"Founder of the Moderh Gay
Lewis. (By the way: Did any- [no; 78, Dec. 26] was most
one ever accuse Dean and unfair. Given the handicap of Movement:' is that journalistic
and academic
"no-no". Jerry of getting it on?) No, having a live (and difficult)
...
they have to turn it into some subject looking over his shoul- assumption.
One wonders if Jeffreys
freaky, sordid scandal, when der, Timmons has produced a
they should be highlighting
fai r and balanced portrait, in read the book, skimmed it or
the fact that maybe for once the process recovering for all just read the fo.otnotes: Timtwo strong women are setting of us large chunks of gay his- mons' biography is filled with
quotes from numeroUs pera positive example for the rest tory. I hope your iII-considof the gals-like it's fine to be ered, ill-tempered review will sons who were directly
,
supportive of your girlfriends,
involved with Hay at various
not prevent Timmons from
like not all women are back- getting the large numbers of periods of his life. Not~U had
completely complimentary
readers he deserves.
stabbing, vicious nightmares.
No, we've been tossed into the
Martin Ouberman comments about Hay, but all
cesspool of degradation, as if
Bronx did substantiate either what
we were supposed to hang
Hay remembered or wh~tTim,.
our heads in shame and
Having just finished read- mons' research revealed.
humiliation and never talk to ing The Trouble With Harry
The book's chapter notes
Hay by Stuart Timmons, I was contain-in
each other again. Forget it!
addition to firstWe're friends, and that's it, dismayed to then read Joe E. hand written research materiand if people would listen and Jeffreys' superficial and dis- al-the
names. of persons
get something out of the work missive book review, more
rnterViewed and· the dates of
other than just the fun of than half of which is spent
those interviews. I was one of
it-like, how about being con- sniping at the book's subtitle
those interviewed by Ti,I1),~~ns
scious of the survival of this and two of its footnotes.
and was quoted accurately
planet?-then
we're more
I urge anyone interested in about the Mud Ritual at the
than accomplishing our jobs, gay history, politics or spiritual- first Spiritual Gathedng of
and our seedy friendship is ity to pick it up, because the Radical Faeries.
one to be admired and held in bottom line is, it's a good read.
Dismissing a book based
high-esteem. So everyone in
Bru Dye on two footnotes is nothing
the press can kiss my fat butt.
Brooklyn - less than a:hatchet job arid an
That's called Celebrity, darling.
excuse for not discussing and
That's called success."
.
As a transplanted
New intelligently analyzing a- .most
Perhaps Ms. BernhardYorker, I was appalled by the extraordinary life.
now that she has become a short shrift your reviewer gave
Oh, OutWeek.
._
.
"victim" and disavowed her to The Trouble With Harry Hay.
Pseudo-academic rot. .
queer roots because of how
Yes, Virginia,
we all
Neal Twyford
"freaky," "sordid" and "seedy" know the importance of the
Los Angeles
.'l '
the homophobic press has Stonewall riots in gay history.
,
depicted her somehow- "ironic"
I prefer not to quibble with
But to dismiss such a subadmitted lesbianism-will real- stantial story as Hay's foundreviewers, but I must "bash
ize that she cannot "play with ing of the Mattachine SOCiety, back" at Joe E. Jeffreys" outrathe boundaries of our existence apparently
geous savaging of my "book
because these
for her work and for her own events took place in Los
The Trouble With Harry Flay.
. Your revi.ewef faults" my
private gain." Perhaps then she Angeles 20 years earlier, reeks
will also realize just how insipid of New York provincialism!
very choice of subject, pre.
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ferring a quest for the "true"
founder of the modern gay
movement. H~rry Hay's primacy and pivotal historical
role, however, has been singled put by gay historians
Jonathan Katz and John
D'Emilio. In a recent Los
Angeles Times interview,
Martin:Ouberman
said of
Hay, "Without him, the movement would probably have
gotten started later and differpntly." UC professor David
Thomas' called Hay "the most
original and interesting figure
. that th~ American political
gay movement has created."
I agree and gave Hay full biographical treatment.
. Mr. Jeffreys disparages
my research but misleads OutWeek readers by skipping
mention of the more than
seven pages of detailed notes
at the end of the book. Dated
personal interviews are listed
there, along with a full bibliography and the locations of the
hundreds of original documents I consulted.
Next, Jeffreys questions
"the integrity of the enti re
book"-based
on two footnotes. (And through vague
writing or malice, he implies
that these were my only two
footnotes when there were in
fact dozens). ~ven here he
draws false conclusions: Anyone who looks at the cover
and interior fold-out of the
Divine Androgyne-which
depicts 13 men, all with fists
obviously inserted, floating in
the stars against a gold-leaf
background-wjll understand
why ·1 called this Crisco~amp
classic a "coffee-table book on
fist-fucking."
Jeffreys' second "correction" regards whether Ray
Bourbon went under the knife
to adjust his gender, or
whether Bourbon lied about
and publicized that informatio~. Either way, it is a flimsy
basis for Jeffreys to trash a
317":pagebook.
. Finally, Joe E. Jeffreys

.

The conviction grows that
editors, even of prestigious
publications, simply do not
know how to spell. Now OutWeek joins the crowd.
'
Please check Out Week
[no. 78, Dec. 26], and note in
the article about the Timmons
book about Harry Hayes (pp.
53-54), seven lines up from
the end, the following: "gay
movement, one is lead [sic] to
,
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SPELL CHECK

could not verify them 'til after
press time.
Gay activists, especially
those whose different vision
brands them radicals, are
troubling
by their very
natures. Thanks for the
reminder that the gay press
can be just as ignorant and
suspicious as the worst of the
straight press.
Stuart Timmons
Los Ange/es

concludes that this author
did not verify Harry Hay's
statements. Jeffreys must
have skipped page 1 through
page 317. I looked at every
possible document and interviewed every possible witness, many of whom had
never been called on by a gay
historian. When sources disagreed with Hay, all sides
were reported. I left out many
pertinent st.ories because I
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'assume that..."
, . 'Please, please instruct
your proofreaders to watch for
such
fnexc'usable
mis. spellings. 'It hurts us old, retired teachers too much.
Fred R. Methered
,Honolulu
., F .

T"e~pfoolreader responds: I
always love it when OutWeek
readers approach me at an
Acr 'Up: meeting, in a bar, on
fh"estreet-a'nd
now from
Hawaii-to
tell me what a
lousy jo'b I'm doing. May I
sugges'uhat aI/ of you find a
pistiirrie more useful than
catching my proofing errorslike getting together to plot the
assassination"of Jesse Helms
or the kidnapping of the CEOs
of Burroughs WeI/come, BriStol-Myers Squibb and Hoffm/1nii:'faRochtl until AZT. ddJ'
and· ddC aiereleased to all
PWAs'torkee? Aloha!
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Week to be responsible. We
are asking from you no more
and, no less than you ask of
the so-called straight press.
We find it ironic, but not
surprising, that women and
people of color are the people
most absent from your publication. Our strength and experience could have been and
could still be-the rock on
which this new activism
stands and builqs. Learn your
herstory. Learn your history.
Draw on it. You have "discovered" activism as Columbus
"discovered" America, without
regard for those indigenous to
the struggle. .
Out Week has the resources to be incredibly revolutionary. As it is, you arj! setting new standards. We are
not satisfied with this. Previous standards were too low
for your present status to be
considered high or acceptable.

ROCK 'OF ACTIVISM
We found it interesting
that the title given ou r letter
was "On Bulldaggers' Hatred"
and not "I Hate OutWeek," as
its outline was obviously
based on the "I Hate Straights"
essay. Because hatred, as
opposed to anger, tends to be
irrationally
founded,
we
thought your choice in titles
was perhaps an attempt to dis'credit and/or invalidate our
issues. We found it offensive.
In "Mail Call," you stated,
"We will only reply to letters
which specifically attack something that has been printed in
.OutWeek .." How much more
specific should we have got.ten? The issue we brought up
purposely addressed reasons
that some of us no longer buy
OutWeek. Perflaps you under'estimate the number of people
who feel this way.
We are challenging Out-

It is time to stand and
deliver.
'Nut said.
Renegade Bul/daggers
Nedra Johnson
Sarah Chinn
Elizabeth Melendez
Amanda Lopez
Alicia Blackwel/
Ron Fahey
Dione Freenly
Gladys Luna
Deborah Africa Gamba
Susan A. Hennesy
Sandra HOrlon
Dianne Haidy
and others ...
SMOKE AND MIRRORS
So much of the news
you report at Out Week is
depressing-the violence, the
discrimination and oppression we face as lesbians· and
gay men
can. really get one
,
down. That IS why I am so
thankful for the sly humor
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you so subtly 'interject.
Although I am sure many may
miss your coyly hidden snickers, I want you to know you
have at least one fan in me!
Take, for example, your
reply to a letter in issue no. 73
[Nov. 21]. which sought to
chide you for being somewhat
too leftist-even,
at times,
"silly and shrill." Although I
thought that the writer had
~ome valid 'points, I must
admit that halfway through the
letter I began to giggle in anticipation of Mr. Rotello's reply.
Like so many great humorists,
Garrulous Gabe can spin hilarity from even the most unlikely
situations. I knew his response
would be a laugh riot.
. And I was not disappointed! Mr. Rotello wastes little
time, going straight for the
boffo laugh with his claim that
OutWeek has not promoted
the "Q" word. In fact, he
informs us that the word has
been used by activists "long
before" OutWeek began publishing. Ha-ha! In fact, he
asserts, OutWeek has merely·
let the word out of the closet,
after a long history of being
"suppressed"
by the gay
press! Could you die?!
He then addresses the
issue of being too radical. Like
Marty Feldman's brilliant turn
in
in Young Frankenstein,
which he repeatedly asks
"What hump?," Mr. Rotello
knows that blanket denial of a
blatant truth is often occasion
for high hilarity.
It is a delight to think of
Mr. Rotello convulsed with
laughter as he writes that OutWeek reports on moderate gay
groups "frequently," citing
FAIR/PAC as an example.
(Remembering this joke, just
seeing the word FAIR/PAC in
OutWeeKs pages will similarly
tickle me and I am sure that it
will appearthere any day now.)
Of course, his claim that
ACT UP and Queer Nation are
not completely over-represented in the pages of OutWeek is
,

funny masterpiece, Mr. R's
addition of one note of ~eality
almost ruined the overall sidesplitting effect. It caused me .
to wonder if he really was the
brilliant clown I so happily
imagined him to be.
What a fool I was to
dOUbt you, Gabe! Little did I
know that like so many great
comedians, you were saving
the biggest laugh for last!
With a comic timing almost
eerie in its ability to delight,
you were planting a time
bomb of a punch line-the
ultimate detonation of which
only your most ardent of fans
would enjoy! For, no sooner
do you cite "GLAAD Tidings"
as an example of your publication's "giving voice to our
community's diversity" (and I
should have known that a setup line like that demanded a
. particularly amusing pay offl),
then you CUT IT OUT OF
YOUR MAGAZINE ENTIRELY!
For bringing the' world 'i~the brink
(Did you like that all-caps
of destruction
in. a roundabout
trick? I stole it fromailOther of
effort ·to answer that, age-old,
your marvelous humorists.) I
question,
'~Whose ;,missile· is
imagine the OutWeek staff
bigger?~"weriominate ,presidents··1 :m us!' have scream'ed with
George Bush and Sadda,rn;Hu,s~in , laughter! Ikpow I did.
So, again,· thank you for
this week's scary dudes. At, I~ast
not allowing the grimness of the
gay men are generally more direct
news to numb your sense of
in their attempts to assess their
humor. Although I suspect that
manhood.
Let's hope we ai_
you,mily be entirely too modest
to prinUhis liUlenote, I apprecisurvive the somewhat clumsy,
~te your time in reading it. Keep
measurement s,trategies of the
those
whoopie cushions and
American and Iraqi presidents.
. .•
explodingcigars coming I
,
Steven Hennebery
..'" Yonkers, NY
.
almost the ultimate knee-slap- lets just say that Mr. R is
..
per. Mr. Rotello informs us in achieving something close to
WHERE'S GLAAD?
•
•
no uncertain terms that the comic genius.
OutWeek no. 79-80 [Jan.
However, I must admit
only rea~onthese group might
9] 'carries a letter from Victor
get a t~ensy-eensy,
itsy-bitsy that I was somewhat pu~off .. Hanston of Manhattan asking
,
,
bit more coverage than others by Mr. R's argument that'by
about t~~Qjsappearance of
is that they generate '''hard . ,publishing "GLAAD Tidings" . "GLAAD Tidings." His request
for an explanation seems
simnew~ stories
.." Now, we all on a weeklyjJasis""OutWeek
,
",. ,.
,.,
'
know that these groups do was including moremdde'rate pie enough,.yetthere was no
many good things, but to sug- voices in its c;horus. "GLAAD respOl1se fro;m'·t/le,edi.tor.
gest that they are the only two Tidings" always'had bee.nJme}.Wh'iltgi~es? 'Five issues,h~ve
of my favoritf,c~Hi:(nps; ~nd': Ji,pw J)~ss~dwithoutthe bene-·
factions making newsworthy
strides of interest to a wide Mr. R did have a pOint~'Whi:ch:f' fit-pl9,n~:d()f~thebestoppo~~cross-section of the lesbian is precisely why it bofhe'F"ed"...l1iti~s':re,~.~.e~,haveto:partlclme-in
such ,aiia'bsllrdly,
'p'a'te" In a well"coordmated
and gay community ... well,
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effort to fight homophobia!
i will continue my activities with the GLAAD phonetree, and I encourage others
to join, but, surely, there is a
place for "GLAAD Tidings"
between the covers of every
issue of OutWeek.
Bill Kavanah
Beginning this issue, "GLAAD
Tidings" will again be a weekly feature in OutWeek.-Ed.
SAY IT LOUD
I love this magazine.
It's only the hippest,
coolest, angriest fag mag
anywhere. I can't wait for
Mondays to roll around so I
can get my sweaty little
hands on it and read hungrily from cover to cover. Oh,
and Michelangelo-don't
ever stop screaming. God, I
love an angry queen.
By the way, I find it rather

interesting that OutWeek is,
usually stashed at the racks
with the porn magazines at
the newsstands, and When
you ask for it, they usually
look-you over like you're buyIng Hustler., Well, anyway, i'm
educating my local newsstand
by demanding OutWeek loudly
. and confidently, and now they
know exactly what I want
when they see me coming and
are full of polite information
when this mag hasn't hit the
newsstand for some reason.
Yes, we can conquer those
hets one by one, if necessary. So keep on screaming,
queers. We love you.
Jacqueline Marshall
Manhattan
•

SERVICE FOR .
SERVICE
Judge JoAnn Ferdi-'
nand's-sentence (70 hours of
community service) of the

St. Patrick's' "Sider~Sex Six"
. [rio. 82, ~ail. 23] has set a
judicial precedent for community service.
Richard M. Morse
Manhattan
TOUCHE
If one were to judge
your published responses of
Dec. 26 to my "I Hate
Babies" letter ["Strange
Cargo," Nov. 28] as representative of the queer community's attitude at large,
then one must conclude that
we are a pathetically humorless lot. Such superficial
interpretations are an insult
to my intelligence, and to
that of many others, whose
greatest asset is to proudly
carry the banner of outrageous comedy in order to
boost the morale of our
brave and long-suffering
troops. If such an obvious

and ludicrous parody of "I,
Hate Straights" did not make
, .
you fall off your chai r in'
hilarious laughter, then you'd
better lighten up posthaste'
before you croak from a
chronic case of somber-itis.
Ms. Tapellini's angered
response ("No Plea for
Honor") ended with the curious remark: "When talking
gay rights, there is no place
for humor." Well, Donna,
there certainly is a place for
humor (as you already know),
for OutWeek is confeHied {Yith
delightfully funny comics,
articles and clippings some
of which are every bit as outrageous as "I Hate Babies."
(Well, almost, but it's not my
fault if no one else is quite as
talented with the plumed
scimitar as moi, Signorile
notwithstanding). Not to mention our great tradition of outrageous "camp":-just part of

,
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orrectlons
• An article on the federal cO\Jrt system in issue no. 81

incorrectly reported that all of President George Bush's
appointments to the District of Columbia Circuit Court
are white men. While that is true of fonner president
Ronald Reagan's five appointees, Bush has named A.
Raymond Randolph, Karen Lecraft Henderson and
darence Thomas, who is African American.
• In the same issue, the address for telegrams to the
Leningrad, USSR City Council was incorrect due to a
typesetting error. The correct address is: the Commission
for Social and Political Organizations, dom 6, Isakovaskaya Plshad, Lensovet, Leningrad, USSR.
• In the ad on page 37 of issue no. 82, we incorrectly
identified the-Brooklyn Lesbians in Sisterhood and Solithe Bonx Lesbians United in Sisterhood as Sis. Clarityand
,
ters!: Sisters! is a separate group.' BUSS and BLUES are
not identified with Sisters! or the dance on Jan. 20.
•

a .veritable cornucopia of comedy in a multitude of creative
media that is the shining star
of our brave and proud community. Truly, dear lady, the
brilliant wit of my letter flew
over your head like Haley's
Comet behind a forest canopy
When you said, "I won't even
discuss the possibility that
Catalono was writing tonguein-cheek."
To Michael Taglieri ("Fantasy-Phobia"): Is your address
withheld because you fear a
personal vendetta from my
"L&vender Mafia"? Rest well,
Mr. T, secure in the knowledge
that the Lavender Mafia is a
fictitious organization whose
sole membership is yours
truly, and whose only weapon
is the pen, which is, indeed,
mightier than the sword-for
it cuts far deeper than flesh.
And, if you fear my letter is a
pebble that will ripple our little
pond-well, it's not the first
pebble I've tossed. In April
1989, San Francisco's gay rag,
the Bay Area Reporter, published my letter that proposed
displaying the pink triangle
point-upward, to symbolize
"the Ascension of the gay

community and a reversal of
the world's attitude from negative to positive." Since then, I
have noticed more and more
people with pink triangles
aimed heavenward~on
Tshirts, pins, stickers, etc. Over
the last five years, I have written numerous letters to editors, all regarding queer rights
(some of which were outrageously funny), with the sole
purpose of lightening our
hearts during this awful holocaust of AIDS and the consequential spiritual awakening of
our long-suffering (~nd alltoo-self-hating) conftnunity.
(Another humorous example is
my lead1etter,"Pyramid Pink,"
published in OutWeek's July
11, 1990; issue.)
As far as references to
irresponsible journalism on
OutWeek's part by choosing to
publish my letter without an
editor's explanatory handwashing: OutWeek is to be commended, not reprimanded. I
believe the editors were
enlightened enough to appreciate this outrageous parodyand were most eager for the
thoughtful' responses it would
elicit. Either that or they, too,

r:--------~,
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I (this week's actions, rallies and zaps), I
TACT UPs DAYOF

nON begins'

Iwith a 7 am rally at Federal Hall at Wall'and I
BIoad $beetS. followed by a march up to City
IH... on Wed., "an~23, 7 am.
I
~ Lesbian, gay,- queer and friends bus to the .
I ANTI-WAR MARCH IN WASHINGTON, .Jan. 216.1
nte bus will leave fn:Jrn the comer of Seventh
a1CI 13th sa.eet (....
the LesbR1 a1CI I
IAvenue
Gay CcHNnunity Services Center) at 5:30 am,
. ..
I
and retum before midnight. TICkets cost $25
I(more Or .... ) ... win be for sale at the .Jan. 210
ACT UP meeting, or fn:Jrn the
. Against I
Ithe War office. Call them at (212) 227-0225
'1 . 'ltfDEADLINE for listing of activities is ' I
Wed~~yprior to newsstand appearance.
~Call DARµ& at (212J 337-1200·1
I
L ------_
...._-1
felt it was a "crackpot" ,Iet- shall come to love you like
ter...whose contents were nev- nobody's business and make
ertheless important enough you extremely proud, well into
for the queer community to your golden years and beyond.
Don't hesitate a moment
reflect upon. As responsible
journalists, they did not color longer to sweep some needful
the readers' opinions with an child into your arms and say,
editor's addendum-instead,
"I love you."
they left the floor completely
As for WHEN's comment
("WHEN Seeks Paste") that
open to audience participation. Risking, in addition, their women everywhere are grateown reputation as a quality
ful that I am spilling my seed:
publication-at
least in the Touche, touche; you really hit
below the belt! In answer to
eyes of numerous subscribers. G!ltsy journalism is your question, "If women are
all vessels, and genetiCS
responsible journalism.
'make' a baby, what hellhole
Parody can be most
effective in conveying deep- did you come from?" Well, I
seated emotions that must be think we still call it Earth. Part
aired, as a healing/strengthen- of the message in my letter,
ing process for the intended though parodied, is that it's
time to seriously act upon the
audience. Neil DiBernerdo
("Baby Talk") wrote the only unintelligent, wasteful breed'published) letter with that ing in our society, which causes unwanted births and very,
sort of perception-and
thanked OutWeek for printing very sad children. Today's
my letter, as it helped him con- abused child is often tomorfront his own demons. Neil, I row's basket case or criminal.
congratulate you not only for The only way for a queer paracknowledging the value of my ent to have a child is through
words but even more for a careful consideration before
most responsible attitude in adoption or inseminationconsidering adoption of a which is a lot more humane
child. I am confident that than the "wham-barn-thank
should you adopt, your child you-ma'm" strategy so prolific
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appeared in the U Mass Daily
occiJr outside of the tri-state
in our hetero society. Is that
. Collegian informing the camarea often do not receive the
a standard we should continpus of the birth and goals of
attention which ,they deserve.
ue to accept without q1Jes. IHS' beCauseoUhis that! am
Queer Nation/U Mass. At
tion? Such a cheap value on
noon that day, the office of
human souls is part of a
writin~ t?, I,~!,your readers
the U Mass Young Repuhliknow what has ·been happengreater social ill that sees sex
cans and Young Americans
ing at the 'University· of Masas basically evil, and homofor Freedom was taken over
sachusetts/Amherst since the
sexuality as the ultimate
for 20 minutes, and a kiss-in
middle of December.
symbol of that evil. You bet
•
was held, much to the shock
All semester, the conrm heterophobic and damn
and disgust of those organiservative faction of the U
proud of it! (So I ask you: If
zations' members, one of
, Mass Board of GovernorS, or
not now, when?)
whom was heard afterward
BOG,a student-elected board
The question of "birth"
[to say], "I can't believe they
which controls the' mainteplays a far more profound role
kissed in front of me," with
nance, use and· allocation of
for queers than straights:
something less than• delight
space within the campus
Therein lies our spiritual
and amusement.
center and student union,
meaning. We do give birth not
Since then, members of
attempted to remove the Lesto human babies but to human
bian, Gay and Bisexual As.so-" Queer Nation have received
dreams, ideals, concepts and
death threats and threats of
ciation's appointed seats off
beauty. We are the creative
violence
through phone calls,
of the
BOG,
with
little
sucwell from. whi<;h springs the
., .,.,,*
I
physical harassment and
~~ss; 'How!lver, at the last
water of life in that "living" is
chalked sidewalks. But things
meeting of the semester, they
a matter not just of physical
suspendedJhe rules and, in, . are not going to return to the
survival but of nurturing the
days. when we sat back and
clear violation
of the Rules'
heart and mind. For this rea,
took their abuse silently.
of' Order"fotrod uced andson, it comes with mucA grief
Other actions have occurred,
passed. a rU.Qtionto remol(e
to me that so many of Ourown
and more will, but the days
the seats,. effective ,Jail
brothers and sisterS' still per, semesfer 19'91,
.
when all you had to do to be
petuate cruel acts upon their
gay at U Mass is wear a pink
This action,
Whiclf
own kind-a microcosm of ,
triangle and go to LBGA
the straight comm~nity as it' , occumid after a good perdances are over.
centage of the board had left
were. Too many of us still have
Thank you for presentthe me~~ir)g,is a clear examour heads (and anuses) in the
ing queers across the counple of the homop~9bia pregutter. Yet, I see now an awaksent on the U Mass campus.
try a Chance to know that
ening of consciousness is a
In the past, the'gay commuthey are no longer alone. I
more profound ahd kinder
nity has'allowed such actio.ns
highly doubt that without this
understanding of what it really
to go unchallenged.
No
forum, I would have become
means to be queer-through
longer! As a direct result of
as political and empowered
the acts of sisterly/brotherly
the BOG's decision, Queer
as I have; it is because I have
love. Yet how painful this road
Nation{U, Mas~ .was formed
discovered, through Outis, for AIDS is the catalyst. It
'the next"day. Since then, we
Week, the extent of the queer
needn't have been this way,
have vowed ·to no longer be
nation in this country that I
but it is now. In giving birth to
have been inspired to look to
silent, no 19nger.be meek; no
the best in us all, not only will
a brighter future due to the
longer let t~e conservative
a newfound comradery form
the student body
activities of the present.
faction
between lesbians and gays,
deny us our rights.
...
Queers bash back!
but the world shall acknowlThe removal of our rep- .
Jay Carter
edge us as a vanguard to a
resentation· occurred on a
Amherst, Mass.
better world.
Thursday night. On Monday
Gene Catalano
PANTHER PRIDE
morning, the evidence of
San Francisco
This issue of HollyWoodQueer Nation's actions was
vS.-the-Pink-Panthers [no. 82,
evident. Not only were more
MASS ACTION
Jan. 23] transcends the
than 600 fliers distributed on
Since I first picked up a
absurd. Any group of voluncar windshields and buildcopy of OutWeek a few
teers who protect the innocent
ings and along pathways
months Qack·, I have been
represent the acme of our
across campus announcing,
consistently impressed with'
species.
This protection of
"We're
here,
we're
queer,
your coverage on all aspects
humans/human rights is inherwe're fabulous, get used to
of our community. However,
ently more altruistic and posiit," but a letter to the editor
it seems that events that
,;
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tive than any form of animation. If Hollywood would listen
to its heart,this fact exists. The
Pink Panthers and their work
are realand won't go away.
I truly wish we lived in
an environment that didn't
need to protect human
rights, the innocent, etc., but
since we do, I'm politically,
intellectually and emotionally
stirred by the work of the
Pink Panthers. Hollywood
should be proud to share the
category of same species
with the Pink Panthers.
Jackie Beckett
Brooklyn
,

POSTER CALL {
The letters from read1ers
in issue no. 78 [Dec. 21]
show that OutWeek's readers
'have a lot more sense than
you have when it comes to
understanding the significance of mainstream museums collecting aspects of
gay and lesbian history.
While we'll always need our
own community-controlled
institutions like the Lesbian
Herstory Archives and the
Canadian Gay Archives, it is
important that we also
ensure that places like the
Smithsonian provide space,
curators and scientific conservation techniques for preserving the artifacts of our
diverse experiences and our
communities' history.
As a gay historian of
medicine, I would like your
readers to know about another important national collection needing our assistance.
The National Library of
Medicine has initiated a major
collection of AIDS posters.
While we should, of course,
try to preserve more than just
posters, and more aspects of
our communities' experience
than just AIDS, this is still a
very important effort. AIDS
activism has incorporated
many of our finest talents,
and AIDS posters capture and
record our energy, our aes-

•

•

thetics, our political demands
and our educational efforts at
any moment in time.
Given the diversity of
posters, often by small groups,
a comprehensive collection will
require help from activists all
over. When you are putting up
posters or taking them down,
cleaning out your closet or disposing of a deceased friend's
effects, remember the importance of archives and museums. Posters and placards
from the AIDS struggle (carefully packed in mailing tubes
to protect them) can be sent
to: William H. Hlfand, NLM
Poster Collection, History of
Medicine Division, National
Library of Medicine, Bethesda,
MD 20894.
Bert Hansen, PhD
•
Manhattan

JOE M. PUMPHREY

•

,

•

Accountant,
,

•

,

•

226 West 71st Street, New York, New York 10023
~12/S9S-107S
Personal Tax Planning and Preparation
Small Business Accounting an4 Taxes
Specializing in Small C~pperatille Apartment Corporations
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Gay nightlife. It's as easy as

-

>

BOMB THE
PATRIARCHY

Congratulations
and
thanks to Andrea Natalie for
putting, the discussion of gay
men and lesbians in the milita~y in proper perspective
["Stonewall Riots," no. 78,
Dec. 21]. Behind the rhetoric
of "opportunity" and "serving
my country'~ i~ the sfark reality of. soldiers as killers! As
gay men and lesbians, we
need to reject patriarchy in all
its forms (marriage, military,
corporate hierarchy, homophobia, etc.) and not just try
to change it a little so we can
get our piece of the pie (at
someone else's expense).
Tom Rayburn
Burlington, Vt.
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by Nina Reyes
WASHINGTON-A lesbian reservist
came out to her commanders last week
just days before her unit was to be
shipped to Saudi Arabia, providing a new
bold challenge to the Pentagon's policy
of barring gay men and lesbians from
militaly service.
The action of reserve Spc. 4 Donna
Lynn Jackson, who wrote a letter to her
post commander stating, "1 am an open
lesbian, and I wish to be deployed as
such with my unit," initially did not
appear to be an' obstacle to deployment, according to a source familiar
with the case.
However,
when Jackson
was
informed that the Department
of
Defense's anti-gay policy would come
back into force when she returned from
the Middle East, and that she would be
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sep-arated from the service in accordance
with the prevailing policy only after she
had risked her life for her country, the
reservist contacted the media with news
of the Pentagon's apparent hypocrisy.
While initial reports indicated that
the Pentagon may have temporarily sus- .
pended the ban on queers serving in .
the military, since Jackson's coming out
riveted national attention on the policy,
the Department of Defense has at least
formally retracted its apparent softening
ring gay people from the anned services
would be affected by the implementation
on the issue.
"There was certainly some confuof the Stop Loss policy. "There was an
sion in regard to the Stop Loss policy,"
individual who was misquoted,' Goodno
admitted Army spokesperson
Capt.
explained last week, reiterating the
Barbara Goodno, referring to a recentDepartment of Defense's stance that
ly adopted wartime procedure that
homosexuality is "not compatible' with
allows the armed services to defer
military service.
administrative separations of military
In Shilts' article, U. Cmdr. Ken satpersonnel who are not involved in
terfield, a spokesperson for the Pentagon,
actual misconduct.
was quoted as saying, just because a
The possibility that Stop Loss might
person says they're gay, that doesn't
include lesbians and gay men enlisted
mean they can stop packing their bags.'
in the armed services, effectively sus"This doesn't abdicate the rules,'
pending the Pentagon's anti-gay policy
Satterfield added. "You just have to estabof automatically discharging queers, was
lish priorities."
first suggested in a Jan. 11 San FrancisThose familiar with the ways of the
Pentagon, however, have disputed ·the
co Chronicle article written by gay
Department of Defense's insistence that
reporter Randy Shilts.
the armed services rigidly adhere to· the
As soon as Shilts' piece hit the
newsstands, however, the Pentagon
anti-gay regulation, 1332.14.
Sandra Lowe, an attorney with
immediately denied that the policy bar-
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a combat support unit permanently staGerry Stu dds, the
ION BEAlL
tioned at Fort Ord, an Anny base south
openly gay MaslHEMyj
I CAN 5E IN
of San Francisco, while the rest of her
sachusetts Democrat
CAl( I
unit, the 129th Evacuation Hospital, has
who has spearheadHERE.
LOOK!
been shipped to Saudi Arabia. .
ed the fight against
"The Anny yesterday told me that
the Department of
by the end of this month, there's going
Defense's anti-gay
to be a determination," said Beth Settle,
policies. "And it is
a civilian spokesperson at Fort Ord.
utterly inconceiv"She's not going with [her unitl so that
able to me that these
she can work on this issue."
same
men
and
In the past, other lesbian and gay
women, upon the
•
'-. . .'
members of the armed services have
loyal completion of
challenged the anti-gay exclusion with
their tours, will be
mixed results. As recently as November,
kicked out of the
•
•
•
. .
•
the Supreme Court ordered the Army to
service because they
allow Perry Watkins to reenlist. Watkins,
are gay."
~ f>N ARM'( Of LOVf.RS (AN~T f>EDEFEA.TW" - PLATO.
a Vietnam veteran, came out when he
As the skirmish
was drafted and had been permitted to
over Stop Loss and the Pentagon's antiLambda Legal Defense who represents
reenlist three times previously, even
former Naval Academy star Joe Steffan,
gay policy continues in the media,
,
s __ PENTAGON
on page
38
reservist Jackson has beeh reassigned to
claims that she knows of a number of
gay men and lesbians who came out to
their-superiors but were shipped off to
the Gulf anyway.
WE'RE HERE, WE'RE QUEER,
"They are asking people to prove
WE'RE FATUOUS?
that they are homosexual by violating
their Fifth Amendment rights, and if they
NEW YORK-Lesbians, gay men and even heterosexuals who don't fancy the·
donIE;. then the military doesn't, believe
idea of killing people for petroleum can follow the military's exhortation to be all that
thenJ;,"Lowe said.
they can be by coming out to recruiters and the Selective Service.
, Former Anny Reserve drill sergeant
So urged Randy Shilts, the mainstream media's favorite openly gay journalist, in
Mirilµn Ben-Shalom, who now ax:hairs
an op-ed piece published two weeks ago in The New York Times.
National Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual VetShilts' call provides a national-arena echo to an idea that "pro-choice"
erans of America, reports that Stop Loss
activists-those who believe strongly in freedom of employment opportunity-have
has.:1f.ken on a decidedly more crude
tossed around for a while. And it bluntly challenges the military to recognize how vulfOlTIlforgays
in the service.
nerable its anti-gay stance makes the various services to WOUld-beCOs.
, .,
."Pardon the language," she began,
Miriam Ben-Shalom, who lost her appeal to rejoin the Army Reserves when the
"but this is what they've been told, in
Supreme Court refused to hear her case last February, is another proponent of the
some cases, exactly what they've been
direct-action-like protest proposed by Shilts.
told: 'We're going to ship your ass to
However, Ben-Shalom also would like to see the military establish segregated
Saudi Arabia; use your butt as cannon
units for lesbians and gay men, in which queers could prove their commitment to
fodder;
and if you come
back, we'll
~.
.
their country, their integrity and their ability to be heroes despite their homosexuality.
throw you out. '"
While she doesn't like the idea of segregated units, she points out that groups banned
. Lesbian and gay activists who have
from the military in the past, such as African Americans, served in segregated units
closely monitored the military's attibefore they were fully integrated into the armed forces.
tudes toward queers reacted angrily to
"Why are they thinking about a draft when they have a whole pool of individuals
the apparently temporary shift in Penwilling to serve right now?" Ben-Shalom asked in frustration. She disclosed that she
tagon policy.
personally knows 250 gay and lesbian veterans, many of whom have already endured
. "If gays and lesbians are fit for milithe rigors of combat, who would be willing to volunteer for service even front-line
tary service durin& a war, including serservice in the Persian Gulf tomorrow, if the Department of Defense would lift its
vice that may result in injury or even
anti-gay exclusion.
.
death, they are equally as fit during
But the suggestion, offered by Shilts and others, that draftees "bring turmoil to
peacetime," commented Paul Di Donato,
any new military draft" by saying that they are gay when they are called to service
legal director of National Gay Rights
has irritated some gay and lesbian activists who are fighting to rid the military of its
Advocates, an advocacy law firm based
anti-gay pOlicies.
.
iri California.
:'We don't think that's the appropriate step for everybody now." remarked Steven .
"It is, in my view, the lowest form
Petrow, a spokesperson for National Gay Rights Advocates, pointing out that ~eople
of hypocrisy for the Pentagon to mainwho are currently members of an armed service could face dire consequences If they
tain that gays and lesbians are unfit for
were to come out without legally and emotionally preparing for the trials such a reve~itary service while it sends them off to
lation can create.
- Nina Reyes
risk their lives in the Gulf," added Rep.
~
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D1SfIlISSING ,..lDfASTERN ETHICS
-Connie Lofton

THIS IS A SCARY ONE
-Jeannie Bredwin

HYPOCRISY ABOUT DEMOCRACY
-Jose Fide/ina
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by Duncan Osborne
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. NEW YORK-As the possibility
shooting match loomed
.
.,
ever doser, OutWeek spoke to gay men
and lesbians
here, seeking
their feelings
on US involvement in the
Middle East.
Not surprisingly, their opinions
and
thoughts, given
during
interviews conducted on Jan.
•
14,
ranged
from poignant
anti-war sen-

of a US-Iraqi
-.

. '\ 't &

•
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timents to unabashed sabre rattling.
Gay men and lesbians are willing
patriots who want to keep the oil
flowing
from the Middle East;
ardent dissenters
who want the
US out of the region, and everything in between.
Curiously, despite their outlaw
status in America and especially in
the US military, some gay men and
lesbians
appear to embrace
an
American identity in this time of crisis. And all feel strongly that they
have a personal stake in the events
unfolding in the Persian Gulf .
.
One thing is Clear: Despite
being a political deadline and not a
military one, Jan, 15 instilled a sense
of dread in many. The array of

•

deadly weapons deployed by both
sides and routinely reported -in the
mainstream press led some to conclude that the Middle East warcbuld
be distinctly ugly.
"I don't agree with how we got
to this position," said Marc Reiss,
38. "Other things could have been

-

•

.

' .,'

•

,

•

•

adamant
in his support,
saying,
"Let's fight." . Interviewed
at the
Lesbian and Gay Community Center,
Nick, who declined to give his last
name, labeled ·Hussein "a maniac
just looking for war" and said that
the US engagement in Saudi Arabia
would "help a little country gain its
freedom."
He added: "I think we're the only
ones who can do it..I'm very proud of
the US." While Nick hopes for a quick
US win, he had little praise for US
allies, other than Israel, whom he
sees as complacent.
.
And Dr. G. Milo, a patron at a
Different Light Bookstore, agreed .

inevitable. It's heading that way,"
she said.
Mary MacNamara, 32, a Crazy
Nanny's patron, confirmed Bredwin's
observations.
"I'm very afraid for
everybody.
It looks like another
Vietnam. I don't want it to happen,
but it looks inevitable." MacNamara,
however, has turned a corner in her
reasoning. With nearly a half-million
US troops stationed in Saudi Arabia,
MacNamara responds to the question
"Should the United States be there?"
with this answer: "We've already
made that decision, so I back them
100 percent."
Crazy Nanny's owner, Elaine

done on Aug. 2 to prevent us from
getting this far in. But we're in this
position, so how are we going to
get out of it quickly?"
Bringing the issue home, he .
added, "The gay and lesbian community is best served by economic stability in the United States, and.that
would be best achieved by a quick
war and a minimum loss of p.ersonnel or materials. And if that means
using the best of our arsenal, induding strategic nuclear weapons, I'm
for it."
. "I've been through three wars:
World War II, Korea and Vietnam,"
.said Jeannie Bredwin, 60, a bartender
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FIGHT THE WAR AT HOME ARST
-Rob Berkowitz

.WAR ISA NO-WIN SITUATION

WE CANNOT PLACATE DICTATORS
-Dr. G.Milo

-Lea
•

.at Crazy Nanny's. "But this is a scary
one. I've never felt this kind of feel'ing before.'.' And she said that her
'customers are having similar feelings.
:~'Everybody's upset," said Jeannie.
"Mostly because of the chemical
weapons and the terrorism.'!
•
While Bredwin sees.,."greed,
money and oil" as motiv.ating the
United States. She also gives credence to the Hitler-Hussein analogy
frequently employed by Presid~nt
George Bush. Equating Iraqi soldiers
with Japanese
kamikaze
pilots,
Jeannie thinks that the Middle East
stand-off holds great danger due to
the irrational character of the protagonists. And she sees only war for
the United States on the Middle
Eastern
horizon.
"It
seems
•

Romagnoli, did not equivocate, either .
"I'm totally opposed t6 our being
there. It's about oil and big profits.
We're going to experience a lot of
death." Nevertheless, Romagnoli sees
representations
of Iraqi president
Saddam Hussein as a modern-day
Hider as containing a grain of truth: "I
think [Hussein) is crazy. But I still
truly believe we have no business
being there."
Among some gay men, the US
military build up in the Middle East
is necessary, and the reasons for it
dear. They register no doubt or hesitation as they present a mainstream
view of the Gulf conflict as their
own, defending US military action.
Nick, 65, a World War II combat vet
who served in the US Air Force, was
. t~~!!'

•

Milo'sees Bush's Hider-Hussein analogy as apt: "We learned in World War
II we cannot placate these kinds of
dictators. Stop [Hussein) now, or we'll
have 1:0 do it later. The longer we
wait the stronger he becomes." Milo,
who lost a lover in the Vietnam War,
looks to the United States to win in a
quick
engagement
that will "nip
•
[Hussein) in the bud."
But other gay men and lesbians
•
are as adamant in their opposition as
Nick and Milo are in their support.
They see a United States operating on
the basest motivations,
ignoring
domestic issues and seek a complete
US withdrawal from the Middle East.
"This is about money, greed,
politics
and
penises,"
said
Deborah Gavito, 33, who was also
•

•
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'interviewed
outside A Different
Light. "You can write I said, 'Penis,
penis, penis, penis.'"
For Gavito it is machismo that
moves the Middle East players and,
Gavito communicates the sense that
those same players are welcome to
the results of macho posturing with
deadly weapons.
But she also sees guarding oil
production as central to the conflict,
and a US presence in the Middle East
facilitated by the media. "We're there
because the media doesn't cover what
is really going on," she added. For
Gavito, too, war is a certainty. "Bush
approached it as a bully. Bush made

•

• •

•

•

,•
•
••
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the Middle East and allow Iraq to
keep Kuwait, but nonetheless confesses to being unsure
about
Hussein: "That's problematic. I don't
know enough to say if he is a threat
or not."
Outside, the Community Center,
Robert Berkowitz, 30, termed the US
actions "a power play, over oil, production of oil, more so than anything
else." Berkowitz sees the US action in
the Middle East as overblown. "There
are larger causes we should fight for.
This is not a make-or-break issue for
the
, United States," said Berkowitz.
For Berkowitz
the United
States focus ,is misplaced
with

Nanny's, and Ben Currie, 29, outside A Different Light, separately
came to the same conclusion.
Currie suggested that Iraq might be
justified in seizing Kuwa it, and
Lofton echoed the suggestion. "We
are dismissing
Middle Eastern
ethics," she said.
Calling for a US withdrawal
deeper into Saudi Arabia and a
stepped up naval blockade instead,
Currie thinks that US maneuvering
ma,y be a bluff to force Iraq's retreat.
"If it works" , said Currie , "and
Saddam Hussein withdraws, it will
make Bush look good. But whatever
we're doing, it is out of proportion to
•
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BUSH MADE CONFUCT INEVITABLE

UKE SWITZERLAND AND DISNEYlAND

IT WIU MAKE BUSH LOOKGOOD

-Deborah G;1Vito

-DewU.

-8enCurrie

conflict inevitable."
Jose Fidelino, a Different Light
employee and, at 24, a potential
military draftee, was pithy in his
comments.
"I think ;,it sucks.
Bush's hypocrisy about defending
democracy and democratic ideals
appalls me."
Fidelino thinks that the United
States should withdraw entirely from

pressing dO!llestic problems, such
as homelessness and AIDS, being
ignored. "We shouldn't
be over
there. Fight the war at home first,"
said Berkowitz.Lea,
who also
declined to give her last name,
concurred with that view. "I don't
like it," said Lea of the US Middle
East• involvement.
Lea looks for
the United States to address
domestic problems, negotiate for.
peace in the Middle East and help
settle the decades
long ArabIsraeli conflict. At 60, Lea lived
through World War II, but has no
interest in the Hitler-Huss,ein analogy. "I'm most interested in stopping war. I think war is a no win
situation for everybody."
Connie Lofton, 26, in Crazy
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the danger," he concluded.
And for Lofton, much of the US
motivation is politics, pure and simple. "Bush is trying to establish a new
world order in light of the end of the
Cold War," she opined. "And we have
no business being over there."
Perhaps the most ironic comments came from Dew U. Care, the
pseudonymous
publisher of Slut
magazine. She stated her view that
this was a fight over oil, and her
belief that the United States should
adopt neutrality "like Switzerland
and Disneyland."
Then, in comments recalling those made after the
devastation
of World War I, she
added in all sincerity, "Maybe this
last great flight of idiocy will usher
in a newera."T
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PARKSIDE Lodge-Westgate
30 miles north oj DaUas
Metro (214) 434-3549
(817) 565-8100

HIV

by Peter A. Hendrickson, Ph.D.
is available at Integral Yoga Bookstore,
A Different Light Bookstore, East Wall. Books.

Dr. Hendrickson is now accepting referals
for a small psychotherapy group for HIV
positive people. Insurance accepted. NYS
licensed psychologist.

CALL NOW FOR
SAFE-CONFIDENTIAL
Chemical Dependency & Eating I;>lsorder
Treatment for Gay/Lesbian Individuals
Phones answered 24 Hours a Day
Metro (214) 434-3549

260 West 72nd St., Suite 1B,
NYC, NY 10023· (212) 721·5176
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place in the city in the last few
SAN FRANCISCO-The ability of
weeks. Those demos have shut down
gay activists to measure the pulse of
the Golden Gate Bridge three , times
their conununity as well as their ability
to marshal the resources to launch
and the Oakland Bay Bridge once
high-profile of the demohstrations has
and prompted the cops to use Mace
become the foundation for the current
on protestors.
wave of .anti-war protests ·convulsing
"It seems to me we are the cutSan Francisco.
ting-edge radical movement of the
In the 15 days following the con'90s," said Jonathan Katz, a member of
gressional decision sanctioning
treated, we can
the use of force in
understand
the Persian Gulf
when there is a
violation of huon Jan. 12, activists in San Franman decency."
cisco had planned
Within minmore than 25
utes eX the vote in
demonstrations,
Congress
on
the majority with"
Saturday,Jan. 12,
the active support
a ten-foot banner
if not the actiye
appeared .on the
participation, of
comer of Castro
members of the
and 18th ~eets,
. lesbian and gay
the heart of the
conununity.
gay and lesbian
And the nowcommunity here.
well-known
TThe
banner
.so shirts of ACT UP
called for a proif
and Queer Nation
test against the .
PEACEOFMIND-Gay protesters at the Federal Building Jan. 15
"could be found at
policy of the .
Virtually all of the
United States that
Queer nation. "We spent the '80s in
·numerous anti-war protests taking
evening at 9:~
at Castro and Market streets.
intensive training through the AIDS
As the time approached, hundreds
movement th,at other communities did
.of people emerged. Some carried small
not. We are taking those lessons and
tom-toms; other carried signs. The
broadening them and teaching them."
mood was one of purposeful anger.
Because of our understanding of
Moments later, a mobile TV truck
.>
·0
how badly the system has treated us, we
arrived extending its antenna into the
><:
.,
.are
more
sensitive
than
the
population
night
sky for a live shot.
,:z
c
generally,"
said
gay
San
Francisco
With
remarkable,
yet almost
o
..,
Supervisor Harry Britt. "Like Jews and
casl1al, precision, the crowd, w:hich
other groups [who] have been miswas beginning to swell in size, made
-:;>
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its way into the crowded Market Street
intersection. The heavily traveled thoroughfare was closed to traffic.
As the crowd swelled to thousands, they slowly began to move
down Market Street. "Money for AIDS,
not for war," went one chant. "Fuck
George Bush," went another. Picking
up speed, the young marchers quickly
walked about five blocks through a
•
maze of ongoing traffic, turned and
moved toward Haight Street. As they
walked, their numbers increased.
Finally, at the Times Square of the
'60s movement, the corner of Haight
and Ashbury, they stopped. Discarded
Christmas trees and the newspapers
froIjl nearby racks became. the fuel for
a bfi)nfire that filled the cnsp Saturday
night air. As flames billowed more
than 25 feet in the air, more people,
both gay and straight, emerged from
the many bars and clubs on the street.
As some danced around the fire,
others, now nearly 5,000 strong, continued down Haight Street, circling
back to the Castro.
One of the most telling statements
of the crowd's politics came as the
march fell silent as it passed Davies
Medical Center, a hospital with one of
the largest numbers of AIDS patients
in the city.
Later, the crowd filed into the
intersection
of Castro and Market
streets, laying down in the street by
the thousands.
And as the deadline day for war
approached, members of ACT UP and
Queer Nation joined nearly 10,000
other activists in an action that completely shut down the city's federal
building. By 6 am on Jan. 14, both federal and municipal police made arrests
and at one point Maced hundreds of
demonstrators in an attempt to regain .
order. In two days of protests, more
than 600 people were arrested.
.
Many were the same activists who
had so carefully planned a week of demonstrations and protests lastJune during
the VIth International AIDSO:>nference.As
they had done last summer, their planning
to protest the government action in the
Persian Gulf was remarkably complete.
Every major media outlet had been
kept completely aware of every move.
While the government told its
workers to arriv~ 30 minutes before
the protest, supportive workers inside

RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER ROSS BLECKNER ROBERT BORDO
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tpe· building tipped off organizers, and
within the hour they countered by movJng the demonstration back one hour.
For Britt, the participation of the
lesbian and gay community in the
budding anti-war movement is a
source of pride. "The San Francisco
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lesbian and gay community is possibly the most powerful progressive
urban constituency
in the United
States," he said. "The test of our
power is our ability to use that power
to humanize the whole environment
in which people live in this city, and
that includes an understanding of the
urgency of peace." .
Britt also noted that the community has learned to understand the
political as well as the human dynamics of war. "When the peace movement tells us that America's posture in
the world is that of a bully, gay people
can understand
that because we
understand about bullies," he said. "It
is not gay people who are making
decisions to go to war. We are not
involved in that process, and if we
were involved in that process it

.

NEW YORK-A
week of anti-war demos
peaked as word of war
swept across the city.
Protesters
jammed
Times Square, blocked
the Brooklyn Bridge and
surrounded the United
Nations in the days leading up to, and following,
US air strikes in Iraq.
Similar protests
cropped up in Los
Angeles, Minneapolis,
San Francisco, Washington, DC, and other cities
across the nation. In
Olympia, Wash., demonstrators reportedly took
over the state capitol.
Planned protests
were scheduled in the
nation's capital for two
consecutive weekends .
-Andrew Miller

wouldn't be happening."
In fact, the only two openly gay
voices in Congress, Massachusetts
Democratic Reps. Barney Frank and
Gerry Studds, both voted against the
resolution allowing the use of force.
"Since we are not there," Britt
continued, "we are here, and we are
protesting very loudly that we have to .
find a new kind of social order in
which the interests of the privileged
. and the oil companies do not take
precedence over the lives of people."
Newly installed lesbian Supervisor
Carole Migden agreed: "We are the
moderrl-day advocates and the street
activists of the '90s. I am proud we are
playing a pivotal role in helping the
American public organize in the oppo_·
s'ition to this war. I think we have a
special responsibility."'Y .
.
J
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Bronx
Lesbians
United in
Sisterhood

Dr. Charles Silverstein
Psychotherapist
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Quality, Personal Dentistry
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Bronx Lesbians United in
Sisterhood
(BLUS, pronounced
,
,
''blues'), is a multi-racial group of
women of all ages, committed to
promoting
solidarity
with, and
opening avenues of communication
among lesbians in the Bronx, and the
other outer boroughs.
We began in 1988, in response to
,
tl}e lack of a visible and organized
pFesence of lesbians in the Bronx.
The group is dedicated to outreach,
education, and the identification ·of
.the unique needs of the Bronx lesbian
. community. We have targeted the
following needs:
• Establishing a proud and
positive identification as
lesbians within our community
• Distribution of information
about existing seIVices in other
boroughs, and an assessment
of needed seIVices for the
gay and lesbian community
within our borough.

insurance
ii()n()red
:!:n \\· ..s' H'lnl St.. :\ .. w York. :\.Y. IOO:!1

(212) 799·8574

Suite 704
200 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019
(212) 333-2650

,

Office Hours by Appointment Orily

Dr. Charles Franchino
30 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10011
212.673.4331
,
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office hours by appointment
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NOW

" • Organizing activities and a
group which fosters educational,
cultural and political awareness.
• Outreach to other gay and
non-gay groups alike for
'..coalition building.
)

We envision BLUSas a community
organization that will continue to grow
and change in its efforts, according to
the needs of its members. We invite
you to become part of the effort to
make the Bronx lesbian community a
stronger and more visible presence.
We are everywhere and proud to be
Bronx lesbians.

•,,
,

JOIN US!
We meet in Manhattan & the Bronx at
The Lesbian & Gay Community Center. 1St &
3rd fridays of every month. 6:30-8:00pm
t fordham Plaza, 8th floor,
BrollI AIDS Services goom.
2nd Wed. of every month. 6:30-8:00pm.

-

-

Contact 212/829-9817 or 2121409-1131
BLUS P.O. Box 1244. Bronx, NY 10462
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by Cliff O'Neill
WASHINGTON-War. For over five
months now, it has been the subject of
nearly every newscast, talk show and
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PUSH,PUSH,I~ THEBUSH-Our
Commander-In-Chief
•

p.ot a, few casmil conversations in living
rooms nationwide. National broadcasts
have exposed us to a broad spectrum of
thought on the war in the. Middle East,
and gay Americans have all slowly
formed their own opinions on what
should or should not happen next.
. Policy analysts have debated the
. size and shape of possible military
action. Cable 1V brought us the specta-
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cle of American legislators coming to "the
toughest
decision"
of
their
careers whether or not to OK the use
of force. And newspapers, television and
radio have brought us reports on how
the Gulf war will affect virtually every
aspect of American life. But neglected
from those reports is the- profound
impact the crisis is likely to have on
America's gay and lesbian community.
The effects are already being felt.
On the surface, the first influence of
the Gulf war on the lesbian and gay
community has been its nearly complete
overshadowing of all public debate on
the ever-expanding AIDS epidemiC, not
to mention the myriad issues on the gay
and lesbian agenda.
Close behind the problem of
increased invisibility of gay and AIDS
issues, however, lurk other, murkier
problems soon to be faced by gay men
and lesbians nationwide as a result of the
nation's and the Congress' preoccupation
with the unfolding Middle East drama.
The most apparent of these, clearly,
is how the aisis will effect gay men and
lesbians in the military and the
Pentagon's continuing policy of expelling
them on the grounds that homosexuality
is "incompatible with military service"
[see ~icle, page 14). But threatening to
have an equally far-reaching effect is the
prospect that a costly Gulf war could
endanger funding for a host of federal
AIDS programs and could easily push
gay and AIDS issues off a crowded legislative table.
"It's dear that the attention of
Congress is on the Persian Gulf right
now,"
suggested
Gregory
King,
spokesperson
for the Human Rights
Campaign Fund. "But that simply is true
for all Americans." .

The first session of the 102nd
Congress has only just begun, so there
are presently few pieces of substantive
legislation being held up by the Gulf crisis debate. But if the crisis turns into a
shooting war that lingers for months,
crucial bills reauthorizing a series of
AIDS research and education programs,
as well as prospective bills on hate
crimes, could fall victim to the congressional time constraints.
Lobbyists are quick to point out that
war or no war, Congress still has to, deal
with
the appropriations process aj1d,
as
.
part of that, expected anti-gay amendments from Republican Sen. Jesse Helms
of North Carolina and Republican Rep.
WIlliam Dannemeyer of California.
And as the budget and appropria- .
tions processes move forward, the
impact the war in the Middle East could
have on AIDS funding is striking fear
into the hearts of AIDS activists and lobbyists. Although Operation
Desert
Shield is being financed outside of the
standing budget agreement,
a protracted confrontation
could force a
reassessment of it and result in drastic
domestic spending cuts.
Any such reassessment would likely
slice through funding for all domestic
•

,

•

programs, including AIDS. If that happens, maintaining level funding for AIDS
programs-much
less securing new
funds for recently approved AIDS care
and housing programs--will get harder
and harder.
.
"I think: new funding under the best
scenario was going to be difficult," commented Dan Bross, executive director
for the AIDS Action Council. "The economic conditions in the country and the
problems in the Middle East don't make
that any easier."
"We will be looking to fully fund
some of these authorized programs in
the next cycle," added AIDS policy
analyst Jeff Levi, "but if Desert Shield is
eatl~g up billions and billions of dollarsJwe may have a hard time getting
that money."
, _ To help head off that problem,
AIDS groups are already working .on
forming a coalition with representatives
from groups supporting other domestic
spending, such as advocates for cancer
research and education, to urge Congress
to hold the line on domestic spending
despite the worsening economic predictions and the Gulf crisis.
"While I'm afraid that domestic programs are going to suffer as a result of
this, I think: we have an opportunity here
to show that all domestic programs ...are
underfunded," added Bross. "There are
wars going on here within this country,
like the drug war and the war against
AIDS, So maybe we have an opportunity
to [bring together al coalition and ...get
that message across."
And there is also the underground
problem created when military resetvists
and) commissioned government scientistSJ.!-boththose already stationed in the
Gulf and those that could be called up
now that fighting has erupted-are
called away from AIDS work in the .
United States.
'
Nurses, doctors and laboratory
technicians nationwide have already
been called up to serve, leaving behind
a vacuum in the AIDS care and
research fields. One top National
Institutes of Health pediatric AIDS
staffer has already been shipped to the
Middle East. And now, AIDS lobbyists
are worried that, should they be
needed,
flood of federal commissioned scientists could be called on to
serve in the Gulf, creating large gaps in
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·T ry,

for a
,moment, to
forget.
Forgetting
shouldn't be so difficult. Judging by
the war-mongering
mood
across
America, 55 percent of the popula.tion must either be amnesiac or in a coma.
1bat's the percentage of the US public that believes our president had done
everything he could have to avoid war,
according to a CBS/New Yom Times poll
taken before they ·started bombing.
. Forty-seven percent also thought
that it was time to start bombing Baghdac:i. Six percent weren't sure. There are
27 lawmakers in Congress who were
around for the ne:.rrlyunanimous Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution that sanctioned the
Vietnam War. Twelve of those legislators
last week voted to authorize the use of
force in the Persian Gulf.
So forget •about whether the US is
winning the war or not. Forget about
whether the sanctions were working
or not.
Forget what political party you're
registered with, Forget about blood for
oil. Forget about money for AIDS and not
for war. Forget about Texaco and Amoco
and&Xon.
Forget about the decades of animos-
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ity among the Arab nations, and nearly
50 years of Arab-Israeli conflict. Forget
that a nation created for Holocaust survivors has created an apartheid-like social
system. Forget that years of oppression at
the hands of both Israelis and other
Arabs have mired even the eloquent
Palestinian ·intelligentsia in the most
opaque, dogma.
Forget about Saddam Hussein's
disingenuous attempts to draw together
those problems and Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait. And forget about the almighty
sovereignty of the Kuwaiti people George
Bush is so quick to talk about. That
should be easy, too. After all, George,
has, during his political career, forgotten
about the sovereignty of the people of
Grenada, Panama, Lithuania, Palestine,
Nicaragua, El Salvador and Chile.
Forget
about 1V reporters' incessant
, .
use of the word "we" when referring to
the United States in ostensibly disinterested news reports from around the world.
Forget about the fonnidable press. restrictions ordered by our own FIfS1: Amendment government'for repOrters convering
the war. . .
.

Historically speaking, it was guns
and bombs and the enforcement of arbitrarily drawn borders and the propping
up of sagging dictatorial regimes and the
death-for-dollars foreign policy of this
cOuntry and others that made the Middle
East what it is toclay.
So why did it take another war to
get some of the dtizens of this country to
question the role that the military has
played in all of this?
The invasion of Kuwait was wrong.
War is bad. War is wrong. And the only
right two wrongs make is the right
wing, which has been itching to find a
way to bolster the US defense industries
Forget all of the rhetoric that the left
ever since someone coined theitterm
traditionally uses to denounce war. For<.
"peace dividend."
get all of the reasons the right traditionalJudging from the protests currently
ly uses to justify traditional warfare.
convulsing San Frandsco and cropping
And for Goddess' sake,. forget the
up in other dties across the United States,
wholesale nightmare that is war. Just forthe anti-war effort is off to a healthy start.
get it. George Bush did. So did 52 senaIt's good that people are out in the .
tors and 250 members of the House.
streets. It makes George Bush look like
Why are our lawmakers still
even more of a hypocrite than he did
grasping for a justification
for .. when he pronounced congressional conkilling? Why are dropping bombs
sensus on a resolution that passed by a
and shooting
people
still an
handful of votes in the Senate and just
acceptable form of foreign policy
over 60 in the House.
for so many? Why is being
The gay and lesbian community
bombed and shot at an acceptable
maintains a unique critical position in
risk? And how can anyone believe
America. While many of its members are
an integral part of the social fabric, the
for a minute that going in, guns
blazing, will result in long-term . conununity as a whole is, by definition,
on the outside looking in.
,
workable solutions to the probAnd because of the wholesale dislems in the Middle East?
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crimination woven into the f~bric of the
ble economic alternative on the horiZoo.. J ':boinbing Baghdad'ten ,minutesaga.';,c:
American military, our community is
But, in the era of the "peacetime' .... 'Suddenly, 'every passing tar's r-idio
army," many military personnel and civilWas tuned to the 'news. In the IRT station
poised to help America understand the
hypocrisy of asking Americans to risk
ians alike didn't think through the US
in Times Square, a token clerk scrawled
their lives ostensibly defending what
military's potential. Even a peacetime
''TIIEY'RE FIGHTING IN TIlE GULF" on
army trains for war. The bottom line?
the message board intended to infonn
many of those same citizens can't claim
in their own country: basic civil rights.
Within any, military exists the potential
oolIUlluters of train delays. At the Break,
for killing people.
. '.
.
a gay bar on Eighth Avenue in Chelsea,
Of course, it is the right of gay men
When I took this job, the possibility
someone painted a peace-sign on the
and lesbians to choose to partake in the
that I would one day be furiously poundfront door.
'
institutions, like the military, that their
ing out an essay about war while listenFour hours later, CNN reporters
society offers up to others. And the
ing to the radio to fmd out if the bombs
money and time and energy spent
seemed unbelievably to be pronouncing
that a US victory was already within
defending
or
reach. And Saddam Hussein, via CNN,
winning
that
right, as all of
was prq<;:laimingthe same for Iraq. The
next d!orning, Dick Cheney and Conn
ou~ gay rights
'A ,
law flnns do, is
Powell were: warning Americans not to
money and time
be overly optimistic. And the Iraqi
and, energy well
ambaSsador to Britain· was vowing to
speik
fight "to.the last children."
.
But it is
"', ..N,'oUtWee}z, the news department
also our right, as
sperit 'the· foll()wihg day salvaging news
..St6t1es for' a weekly magazine that had
gay men and
lesbians,
to
been so thoroughly overtaken by current
work
toward
ev.ents. As we went to press, Iraq was
exposing what
bombing Tel Aviv. And the reality that
,
many
of us
the govemmeht had begun another war
know is wrong
sank in.
with institutions,
So forget all the right-wing justificalike marriage
t.ions for war. Forget all the left-wing
and the military,
rhetoric about how current events have
and war. Maybe
led us to the brink of World War III. Forit's evefl our
get Whether we're winning or losing. And
.patriotic duty,
remember the potential realities of war,
.,
The Sight
Remember the body bags, the air
of enlisted men
raid drills, the steady processi0n of funer·
scrambling for
als, the daily death toll graphically reportCO .status days
ed on 1V. Remember the concentration
before they are
camps, the relocation camps, the refugee
to be deployed
. camps. Remember the social upheavals,
in Saudi Arabia,
. the lives lost, the lives ruined, the longor of mothers of
lasting global destabilization. Remember
enlisted
men
the missing limbs, the prisoners of war,
,WHEt{
and
women
the chemical weapons, the terrorist
•
begging
the
attacks, the threat of terrorist attacks, the
president not to start a war, daring him to . had dropped yet seemed remote. Now
wholesale killing in some foreign country
deal with their grief and their wrath if
war is a reality. .
you couldn't find on a map last year.
their children should be killed, is not a
It's odd how quickly the unthinkEven if this war, like those iri Panapretty one. Neither is the spectacle of
able becomes yesterday's news.' On Jan.
ma and Grenada, is over quickly, as
exemplary gay and lesbian military per16 at 6:30 pm, I was having dinner with
eVeryone now hopes, remember that war
another reporter at a Chinese restaurant
sonnel being tossed out of the jobs
is the use of deadly foke between two
in the West Village, heatedly discussing
or more sides th;l.tcan't seem come to an
they've devoted their lives to because the
possible reolutions to the Persian Gulf
government can't deal with whom they
agreement any other way.
.., If you can't remember, ask som~ne.
, crisis. At 7:15, we were standing in front
might love.
. And then ask yourself how oµr politici.;µls
of a- newsstand· across the street,looking
But while their spirit of dissent is
at late editions of the papers; when a
can ever look us in the eye and tell us
healthy, it is coming astoundingly late.
that they .risked all that because they· had
young Arab-American man hung up a
Many of the men and women in the serpay phone on the comer, turned to us,
vice signed up because the military, and
exhausted all the other options."
two complete strangers, and said: "We
Andrew Miller is tbe news editor at
its goals, appealed to them. Others turned
•
are at war. We're at' war. We started
to the military because it was the only staOutWeek.
•
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got a lot of junk
. mail when
I
lived in Miami.
I was going
to throw this letter
out with the others. But something about· this
particular
flier
struck me as comical. "Join the Army. Get a free pair of
shorts," it read.
They probably got my name off a
list of people who graduated from college in the past dozen years and were
known to be wandering about in limbo. I
was going to throw it out.
But I figured I could use a free pair
of shorts.
It didn't take much effort to send off
their little card. And I figured the shorts
would be appropriate for working out.
A Few weeks later, in June 1988, I
got a letter.
•
Dear Giff Neill (They get zero points
for spelling):

I

•

I

-

•

, ,

sage on my answering machine. Uncle
. Sam wanted me. Now.
They told me that a person with my
background could start out as a non-<:ommissioned officer. How could 'I· refuse?
Sure, I would come in to talk to a
recruiter. They scheduled an appointment
A phone call woke me up in the
morning. (I had purposely forgotten to
set my alarm.)
My first words into the phone: "I
can't do it!"
..'
,
My caller was reassuring. He told
me that I didn't have to join if I didn't
want to. Somehow, it didn't sink in. My
car found the recruiting station address
all by itself.
I bit the bullet, left my les/gay-politico-button-<:overed backpack in the
•
swung open the recruiting station door
and marched right in.
I found myself in the middle of an

car,

open office, surrounded by 20 to 30 oafs
who looked like they'd just wandered in
from a gay-bashers' convention. Being
the only one not wearing a Megadeath
.
'
or R~n DMC T-shirt, I stuck out like a
sore thumb.
i asked for my assigned sergeant.
He waS standing right behind me.
He was certainly not what I had
expected. I had envisioned being interviewed by a hard-bitten drill sergeant,
looking like a cross between Beetle Bailey's Sgt. Snorkel and Gomer Pyle's Sgt.
. Carter. What I got more resembled my
uncle, the reserved reverendlVietnam vet.
He explained that "those guys" were
soldier wanna-bes. My case was different.
He took me into his office.
"fell me about yourself," he said ..
I thought back to my theater days
and remembered what a director once
told me. In order to get into a character, I

You've responded to tbe cballenge!
'Our cballenge to you is to "be all tbat you
can be." We can belp you do just tbat in
today's Anny of Excellence.
It all looked too good to be true.
Money! Prestige! Status! And, best of
all snappy uniforms! Who could resist?
I soon found myself walking
.around, humming.
Hmm-bmm-bmm,

•

U

you can be, 'cause we need you, bmmbmm, A-a-anny."
Two days later, my snazzy shorts
came in the mail, and I quickly put them
to good use. They perfectly offset an
oversized T-shirt as part of my overnight
wardrobe. Not exactly a fasbion statement, but comfortable.
I figured that things would stop there.
I quickly learned othetwise.
Two days later, I got a strange mes28
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I'VE GOT YOU, BABE. -High school student visits landing craft at NYC's Veterans' Day Parade
last November. .
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•

needed to find that character within
myself. I had two seconds to search. I hit
a gusher.
I remembered a time when, as a
confused queer boy right out of high
school, I seriously contemplated the
Army. I needed something drastic, traumatic and irrevelSible to change my life;
the Army seemed like the perfect answer.
One ,problem: The idea of having to lie
about myself or about anything else
struck me as abhorrent.
I remembered
that as a budding gay activist right out of college, I
again
contemplated
the armed ser,
vices. The idea of discipline, order, a
life-altering experience, stability and
travel all piqued my interest. But by
the~, the concept was bordering on
the absurd.
Hiding my gayness
wouldn't be possible, much less sensible. I considered the Peace Corps and
eventually chose the path of least
resistence secretarial work.
I expounded on my life (albeit leaving out certain important parts) and
explained why the Army was right for
me. The fact that I honestly meant what I
was saying was all too frightening. I
thought that I had buried those feelings
for all time.
My recruiter seemed pleased.
All the while, various and sundry
officers were waltzing in. and out of the
room, collecting documents and pricking
up weir
ears. I was tense.
,
Just coming off a week when my
face was on two TV stations and on
the front cover of a local newspaper, I
was deathly afraid of some khakied
crew-cut marching into the room and
saYiPg, "Hey, aren't you that faggot
thaflwas on television last night?" My
fears proved unfounded.
He moved on to phase two.
Sitting me in front of a large .com- .
puter terminal/video monitor, he weht•
on and on about how much the Army
could give me.
,
He showed me video-disc after
video-disco of "propaganda" film: See the
happy soldier jumping out of the airplane. See the happy private wave as he
looks up from his engine work, monkey
wrench in hand. Hear the swelling chorus sing: "Be all that you can be... "
I started to drift.
I remembered how a lesbian coworker volunteered for the Army when
she felt she had no other career options
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available and was hastily turned away
when she admitted to being gay.
I thought about Leonard Matlovich,
a highly decorated war hero in the Air.
Force during the Vietnam War, who was
given a discharge when he· voluntarily
admitted to being gay and asked that
he be allowed to stay, regardless.
I flashed on Perry Watkins and Miriam Ben-Shalom, who pledged their lives
and their honor to the Army. I recalled
how the Army turned around and told.
thenl, "Out!"
I recalled how years ago I had
advised a heterosexual male friend with
no other career options to take the
opportunity the Army o/fefed him.
J thought about the millions of gay
men and lesbians in the same circumstance who aren't offered the same
opportunity.
It all struck me as terribly unfair,
and I found myself getting more and
more emotionally wrapped up in the
game. It couldn't be true. They couldn't
really turn you away if you're otherwise qualified.
.
I Came back to earth. My sergeant
had been singing my praises for ten
minutes solid. He crooned about how
well I scored on the preliminary test.
He went on about how educated I was.
He drooled when I told him'l spoke
Spanish and could read French. He told
me that I'd be perfect for military intelligence, security clearances, the whole
ball of wax!
.
I beamed. They could see that I
was qualified. 1bey couldn't turn away
someone with my capabilities.
Of
course they'd let me in!
I looked at my appointment card
and contemplated cancelling my next
recruitment session. I was to be given my
choice of duty, a battery of tests and a
physical. I was nervous. I was crazy.
I went back.
Armed only with my pride, I again
went to the station. My sergeant, now
. decked out· in the fmest of zippy Army
drag, saluted,- smiled and told the other
Army hopefuls how he expected that I
would do well and qualify for intelligencework.
Flashes of Supreme Court battles
over whether gay people pose security
risks simply because. they are gay ran
through my head. I sat down to my exam.
Only a 31 percent rating is needed
to qualify; I got an 85. My sergeant was
30
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more concerned with behavior than
with orientation.

clicking his heels and saying how soon
I would be jumping out of airplanes.
They all started singing. "Be all that you

I initialled "yes" and moved on.
"Do you plan to continue to have
homosexual sexual relations in the future?"
Again, "yes."
I kept writing.
Then my stray marks caught my
sergeant's eye.
"What is thatl" he asked in a quiet
tone.
I turned the form around on his
desk and slowly pushed it at him, pointing to the deadly questions.
He didn't flinch. Quickly he read
the questions to see if I had misinterpreted them. When his eyes hit the "H"
word, be stopped. Slowly he read each
of the questions again.
. Again it didn't sink in. He then took
his right index finger and pointed to
each word, one by one, as he mouthed
them to himself.
Again he stopped on the "H" word.
"Yeah, that's what it says", he muttered under his breath.
Surprisingly, he turned the paper

can be..."
I smiled sheepishly. I was getting
airsick.

He told me how he'd only need me
to fill out some papers before I could be
on my way. I started to sweat profusely.
Divided into two sections, the way
the first form worked was obvious: Any
"yes" answers above the line were
negotiable; anything below the line
was not. The "H" question was below
the line.
As I quietly initialled the "no" column, my sergeant calmly prepared more
reams of fonns for me to fill out.
Then I hit a "yes."
"Are you homosexual or bisexual?
(Homosexual is det1ned as a person who
has sexual relations with a member of
the same sex. Bisexual is defmed as a
person who has sexual relations with
members of either sex)."

It would seem that the Army,
like the Roman Catholic church, is
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LOVE-SHACK BABY-Coney Island headquarters, last August

11:

back around and gave it back to me.
Within seconds of my finishing it, he
handed me the other forms and acted as
if nothing had happened. He told me
that I was scheduled for my physical at
oh-6oo hours the next morning. He
asked me for directions so he could pick
me up.
Twenty minutes later, he hesitantly
brought it up.
"Now, I'll be honest with you, Cliff,"
he said. "What you answered back here
about...Well, I'm not sure what...I mean, I
don't know if the Army will acc~pt people with those behaviors. Now, I know
you wouldn't have come here if you
knew they wouldn't, so I'll have to find
out. I mean, who knows? Now, I know
that in the past, they-i.t was no. But I
don't know how tPings are today. But I
don't know. Somewhere in one of my
regulation books there could be something that says you can't have people
.with those behaviors, but my supervisor
will have to tell me."
He bid me farewell and let me go
home to ready myself for the next day's
physical. When I got home, stupidly, I
took out my contacts as my reauiter had
suggested. They had handed me a battery of stipulations for my physical
including such requirements as: "You
must wear underwear when you go in
for your physical."
Then next morning, the phone
rang. He was short and curt: "I'm sony,
Cliff, but my supervisor told me the
Army does not let people in who
have ...those behaviors."
He told me he would drop off my
birth certificate later in the afternoon.
After years of pontificating and
posturing about discrimination, I had
felt it for myself. Someone had finally
told me straight-out, "We can't let youyou're gay."
A few hours later, I got another
phone call. Leonard Matlovich had just
died of AIDS.
On his gravestone would be the epitaph he had written himself: "When I
was in the military, they gave me a
medal for killing two men, and a discharge for loving one." A sentiment that
deserves to be etched in stone. T

Cliff O'Neill was the editor of The
Weekly News in Miami from 1986 .
through 1989. For the past two years, he
has covered Washington, DC, for the lesbian and gay press.

R. Allen Wood,

D.C.

Chiropractic Care
For Peak Performancel

(415) 563-1655
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rornpany says that it will pick up the tab
for 'the remainder. The other pays for the
total cost of the drug for anyone who
makes less than $25,000 per year and has
no insurance. Before the drug was
approved, about 2,500 people with AZfinduced anemia were getting the drug
gratis since June 1989 under an FDA
investigational new drug status. Now
they will have to pay for it or take advantage of Ortho Biotech's
program.
Because it was free, "more people had
access before it was licensed," said Kevin

NEW YORK-People with AIDS and
assessed weekly. If the levels .stay low,
their advocates are questioning both the
then the dose is increased incrementally
cost and usefulness of a drug ,indicated
over another eight weeks. If after 16
for treatment of an AIDS-related condi~
weeks of therapy, the hematocrit level
tion and approved on Jan. 2 by,the lJS~' .remains low, then EPO·isdiscontinued. If
Food and Drug Administration.
. ", . hematocrit levels are sa.~ctory, then a
The drug, erythropoietin, is indicat-·. maintenance dose is established. Even
ed for AZT-induced anemia. It is the sev-,; "when the drug is working, blood transfu'.
enth drug approved specifically for
sions may still be necessary, according
to
•
AIDS-related complications. AZT, tHe
Ortho Biotech's product information
only drug approved to fight the human •
sheet. "We don't'know how efficacious it
immuriodeficiep.cy virus, can deplete red
can be," said· Mike Merdian, executive
director of the DC-based National'Associblood cells so· severely that blood trans•
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patients with AIDS or AID5-relat···············C ...,,»d..-·
going to need this. You're not
ed conditions stay on life-proEPO--AII this...and you still may need blood transfusions. going to not need it."
.
But otherS argue that approVal
longing AZf therapy," Health and
Human SelVices Secretary Dr. Louis W.
ation of People With AIDS. "We're sitting
will increase access, as insurance compaSullivan said in a press release. Using
back. We're not excited." He added, "We
nies and Medicaid will be less reluctant
.EPO instead of blood transfusions may
feel that transfusions are more cost-effecto reimburse for an approved medication
help maintain the nation's blood supply,
tive than extended protocols with EPO."
than they tend to be for experimental .
experts say. .
Critics also question the drug's
drugs . .Armington added that insurance
While some activists applaud the
price, which can be exorbitant, especialreimbursement may be a problem initially, as some companies take a while to
approval of any AIDS drug, aities are not
Iy when therapy lasts a minimum of 16
impressed, Blood transfusions are still
weeks. A company spokesperson was
approve claims for new drugs.
required in many instances, and dosing
reluctant to discuss the per-unit price,
Nevertheless, one critic requesting
anonymity
speculated
that Ortho
and administration--ill most cases, by selfabout $70 per dose $6,000 to $8,500
Biotech may lose money on the prodinjection-are time-<:onsuming,they say.
per year-but instead stressed two proFor the first eight weeks, the drug is
grams "designed to ensure that no
uct. Although other drugs also deplete
given either intravenously or injected subpatient is denied access to the prodl,lct,
red blood cells, EPO is indicated specificutaneously (between the skin and musregardless of their ability to pay."
cally for AZf ,-induced anemia. But anecle) three times per week. Hematocrit levThe first program puts an $8,500 cap
mia is not the problem with AZf that it
once was. When ,AZT was approved,
els, indicating red blood,cell volume, are
on the amount one pays per year. The
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WHAT THE FDA
APPROVED
ROCKVILLE, Md.-The FDA
based its approval for EPO on
results from four placebo-controlled
trials. According to EPO's package
insert, 297 participants had AZTinduced anemia with a hematocrit
level less than 30 percent.
Results were reported frol)1
subgroups of subjects. Those with
endogenous serum EPO level at or
below 500 mUlmL (normal levels
are 4 to 26 mU/mL) were given
either the drug (89 subjects) or
'placebo (88 subjects). The need
for blood transfusions was 40 percent fewer in the EPO group than
with placebo. In the adjustment
and maintenance phases of treatment (eight and 16 weeks), 43
percent in the EPO group required
no transfusions, compared with 18
percent on placebo.
In a subgroup of 118 patients
evaluated after three months of
therapy, EPO recipients required 40
percent fewer transfusions than
those on placebo, a difference
deemed statistically significant.
Hematocrit levels increased to 38
percent in 17 percent of those who
started the study with endogenous
EPO levels 500 mU/mL or below.
According to the package insert, the
hematocrit increase had nothing to
do with the effects of transfusion or
AZT dose reduction.
Side effects, which the product information sheet notes may
be exacerbated by progression of
HIV infection, include fever (38
percent), fatigue (25 percent),
headache (19 percent), cough (18
percent), diarrhea (16 percent) arid
rash (16 percent).
The new FDA commissioner,
Dr. David A. Kessler, said in a press
release: "The FDA has been giving
highest priority to AIDS patients!
reviewing AZT, for example, in less
than four months. Today's approval
is just another example of the
agency's commitment to streamlining the drug development for all
AIDS-related therapies." ,
-P.R.C.#Jew York

,
l

the standard dose was about 1,500 mg
daily. Toxic reactions, including anemia,
were expected. Now that the antiviral is
I pre~ibed
itl much lower do~, 200 to
600 mg daily, the incidence of anemia is
less frequent. "It was odd for Ortho to
take a gamble," the source said, adding
that the company took "a leap of faith
that AZT would be around forever."
Ortho Biotech isa division of Ortho
Pharmaceuticals, which is a subsidiary of
Johnson & Johnson. It is marketing EPO,
generically known as epoetin alfa, under

I u

X

U·

the trade name Procrit. The drug is manufactured by Amgen Inc. of Thousand
Oaks, QUif. The companies have a marketing agreement whereby Ortho Biot~h
'is selling EPO for its anemia indication.·
Amgen will continue to sell its identical
version under the trade name Epogen for
treatment in renal failure patients, a previously approved indication. The Ortho
Biotech spokesperson said that the drug
should be at the wholesalers 4 to 6
weeks from the approval date.
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by Allen Roskoff

Ii
I

ishop

Daily,
On Monday, Jan, 7, a group of anti,Roman
. gay zealots held a press conference on
Catholic bishop of
the steps of City Hall to oppose the
.. cirys plan to distribute condoms in high
Brooklyn
and
schools. Among those present was
Queens, is refusing
to lease two buildCongress member and Queens County
Democratic , leader Thomas Manton, Statings to the Board of
en Island Borough President Guy MoliEducation because
nari',
Conservative blowhard Queens
of a . dispute over ...'I"
sex education
in
....
'.
state
Senator Serp4inMaitese
and
.
.
Queens Democratic AsSembly member
the pubJic scbools. This is the sa!?e"
BishopD,aily who organized a pray;er"_" Denis Butler and Frederick Schmidt.
vigil· outside ,a recent. Board of Educa:-,~. These two, , Crawled
. . out from under their
tion hearing on condom distribution in
rocks just for this festive occasion. How
high schools.
I think that this is fUle. The Board
should take Daily.up on his threats and
, While Bishop D,aily
let himforfeit his receipt of our tax dollars. Let's see who suffers then. The
exerts the,political
clout
Board should discontinue leasing any
,
space from
the
chutch
and
end
all
gov! •
, .
of the
church, .the Board
ernment
contracts with the archdiocese.
,
;,
,
Let there. be true sepa~ation of <:hµrd~
of Education's selfand state. Stop, the church' from living
off public dollars. ,The ch~rch' lea&rs
proclaimed expert on
..
would hav~ to curb their extravagant
lifestyle, and their structure would, begin
anal intercourse, Board
to collaps~. At the same time,governVice President Irene
ment would achieve a new freedom. I
also think that our elected officials
ImpelliZzeri, leads the
should stop paying homage to religious
leaders 'who try to deny women's reproholy crusade against sex
ductive freedom· and who campaign
against the civil rights of lesbians and
education from within.
gay men. There should be an arm's
length
between progressive politicians
•
and church leaders. True progressives
should save the hugging for the lesbian
they found their way to City Hall to
and gay leadership. After all, we are the
attend the presS conference is beyond
ones in struggle.
me. I mean, have you ever heard of
,
While Bishop Daily exerts the politDenis Butler or Frederick Schmidt?
ical clout of the church, the Board of
Also there-and
this was a surEducation's self-proclaimed expert on
prise
was
our
friend
Cynthia
Jenkins, a
anal· intercourse,
Board
Vice
President
•
staunch gay rights supporter
who
Irene linpellizzeri, leads the holy crujumped into bed with. the right-wing
sade against sex education from within.
crazies in order to oppose the school
Don't forget that this Church lady was
system's condom distribution plan. This
hand-picked
by Borough President
is quite, disturbing because Jenkins is an
Howard Golden ..
. ·the
B
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outspoken gay rights advocate who first
won her seat in 1982, the year after she
was a stalwart in organizing the Black
community for Frank Barbaro's bid for
mayor against Ed Koch.
Jenkins' iast two elections have
been close ones, and there's speculation
that she may be trying to broaden her
base among conselVative Black voters.
The other possibility is that she's just terribly misguided on the condom issue,
Her son, Joe Jenkins, is an assistant to
Comptroller Liz Holtzman and a possible City Council candidate from Queens.
He tells me that he disagrees with his
mom. I hope that Joe is able to convince her to change her mind-lives
hang in the balance. At their January
meeting, the Gay and Lesbian Independent Democrats passed a motion to
invite Assembly woman Jenkins to their
February meeting to discuss her position
on the issue. It should prove interesting
ifJenkins agrees to come. Stay tuned.
• On Jan. 9, Queens Council member Arthur Katzman announced his resignation. He is 86 years old and ~ill
retire,
effective Feb. 28, for health reasons,
•
Katzman entered the council in
1962 as a reform candidate backed by
Eleanor Roosevelt. He was always a
supporter of our rights, but in his later
years he took up with the Queens
Democratic machine and the conselVative elements within the gay community.
He supported the racially polarizing
Koch administration, including Koch's .
1989 re-election bid.
As chair of the Education Commit.tee, Katzman was the target of protests
last year (organized
by Assembly
woman Jenkins) when he asserted in a
newspaper interview that "there appears
to be no liking of learning among Black
and Hispanic children." 'This set off
demonstrations· by parent groups and
demands for his resignation. Katzman
apologized, but the damage was done.
Progressive lesbians and gay men can

D

OBHa

,

,

.

be happy to see Katzman move on to
retirement. Ed Koch and the conservative crew will no doubt miss him and
his racially divisive ways.
Katzman has thrown his support
behind Forest Hills Democratic District
Leader Karen Koslowitz, an aid to prodeath penalty advocate, City Council
President Andrew Stein.
• Jack Chartier, who is ·executive
assistant to Assembly member Alan
Hevesi, has also thrown his hat into the'
ring. Hevesi is a strong friend to our
community and even attended Deborah
Glick's swearing in-the only non-Manhattan Assembly member to do so. Also
on board for Chartier are pro-gay state
Senators Emmauel Gold and Jeremy
Weinstein, and the John F. Kennedy
Democratic Club. In a brief discussion,
Chariter assured me that his position on
gay and lesbian issues matches Hevesi's.
• It seems that Council member
Priscilla Wooten of Brooklyn will
become the new chair of the Education
Committee. 'Wooten opposed us on our
civil rights bill and on all issues surrounding AIDS. She is a bigot par excellence, and the city's children will be the
losers. '!Pough an African American, she
is not aligned with Brooklyn's progressive Blacks, such as Congress member
Major Owens or Assembly members Al
Vann, Roger Green or Clarence Nonnan.
She is allied with her county leader,
Howard Golden, who is responsible for
appqinting Board of Education Church
Lady;Irene Impellizzeri.
• After the Council lines are
redrawn, will Margaret Chin face off
against Council member Miriam Friedlander? If so, who else will enter the
frey?,What has the insipid Councilwoman Carol Greitzer been up to? Think
about that 'til next week. ...
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267 -10 Hillside Avenue, Floral Park, NY 11004
(718)347-7433 - (800) 237-7433 (USA)
•

You an: inn-vited to experience our style of
smali·hotel

hospitality.

Where strangers

become friends and friends become closer.

SINGLE

. DOUBLE

Includes continental breakfast. Single or
double occupancy. Add 9.7% tax. Subject to

a\'ailability. Advance reservations sugg~sted.
For r<'samtio"s. call 1-800-842-3450
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Inn Town Bed & Breakfast
2&Chandler.lt

Berkeley, Boston, MA 0211&

(617)4"82-3450

New York

FROM

$65
tax included
Charming, newly renovated Brownstone
Private bath w/refrigerator OR shared bath
-Telephones. NC • Continental Breakfast
• Advance reservations suggested

(212)243-9669 FAX (212) 633-1612

COLONIAL HOUSE
INN
CHELSEA
318 Wesl 22nd SI., N.Y.C.. 10011
212·243-9669
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Pat Bond
Pat Bond, one of the most prominent
openly lesbian actresses in the United
States, died in Larkspur, Calif., of lung cancer, on Dec. 24, 1990. She was 65 years old.
Born in Chicago, Pat grew up in Davenport, Iowa. During her high school years,
she developed a keen interest in literature
and the theater. In 1945, she enlisted in the
Women's Army Corps and served as a
medical technician caring for wounded soldiers returning from the South Pacific.
When the war ended, her company was
sent to serve in occupied Japan.
After her honorable discharge, Pat
moved to San Francisco, where she
became involved in th,e gay and bohemian
life in North Beach, acted in various theater
groups and received a BA degree from San
Francisco State College under the GI Bill.
She spent the last four decades of her life
in Saulsalito, San Rafael and Mill Valley.
Pat was best known for her appearance in the 1978 pioneering gay documentary film, Word Is Out, where she
described her life in WAC and in North
Beach gay nightspots. In the late '70s and

early '80s, she wrote and performed in
four one-woman shows which were major
contributions to the development of lesbian theater: Conversations With Pat Bond,
about growing up queer in the Midwest;
Gerty Gerty Stein Is Back Back Back, based
on Gertrude Stein's life in Paris (which was
made into a PBS TV special); Murder in the
WAC about a terrifying witch-hunt against
lesbian WACs that Pat witnessed while stationed in Tokyo; and Lorena Hickcock and
Eleanor Roosevelt: A Love Story.
Pat performed her sh'ows (many of
them benefits for lesbian and gay organizations) at universities and theater~ across
the United States and in Canada. She also
directed a production of Carson McCuller's
Member of the Wedding at Theatre
Rhinoceros in San Francisco.
Pat is warmly remembered by many
people as the first openly lesbian performer they had ever seen. She has moved
audiences with her feistiness, her humor
and her sometimes-raucous lesbianism.
In the '80s, Pat was an emcee and
grand marshall for Lesbian and Gay Pride
parades in San Francisco, New York and

Dallas. For a time, she wrote a column for
City News, a gay newspaper in New York
City. In 1990, she was among a group of
lesbian and gay veterans honored by the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors for
their service during World War II.
Pat died in the hospital surrounded by
her friends, singing carols on Christmas Eve,
a time when she had traditionally gathered
people together in her home. Her friends are
now collecting her papers and photographs
to preserve in an archives and are' raising
funds for an annual "Pat Bond Memorial Old
Dyke Award" to be presented to a lesbian
over 60 whose service to the community has
not been sufficiently acknowledged. Donations may be sent to the Pat Bond Fund, 545
Douglass St., San Francisco, CA 94114.

-Allan Berube

Robert Cecchi
Robert Cecchi, a volunteer, board
member and former ombudsman of Gay
Men's Health Crisis, died of AI DS-related
causes in Manhattan on Wednesday, Jan.
9, 1991. He was 49 years old.
Mr. Cecchi started at the agency as a
,
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thirtysomething
by Cheryl Moch
The network says that it cost them $1.5 million in lost revenues when two nice gay men spent the night together on TV.
So what's the tab if these two guys just chat with one another at
a party?
You may remember last year's ground-breaking episode of
thirtysomething--the one that allowed us to peek into a bedroom
where two gay men were having a C07)f post-coital ~iscussion. ABC
announced that they lost $1.5 million on this episode-which they
never rebroadcast-because some sponsors pulled their advertising from the show. ABC wouldn't name the defecting sponsors
who bowed to pressure from right-wing bigots.
The two gay characters were not seen together again on the
show until recently, but apparently that's because actor David
Marshall Grant had been away making a movie. Well, he's back
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now, and the men were together at a New Year's Eve party on the
show. Even though theirs was just one of several stories played
out during the episode, showing nothing more passionate than a
midnight kiss on the cheek, ABC says that this time, the network
lost more than $500,000 because of the gay content. But again,
they won't reveal the names of the defecting sponsors. Because
these sponsors caved in to pressure from right-wing groups, you
can bet that ABC is hearing from the bigots as well. That's why
they need to hear from you. Tell them that you appreciate thirtysomething's'sensitive portrayal of these gay characters, and that
you look forward to seeing the episodes rebroadcast, and some
lesbian characters too.
'
Write to: Robert Iger, President, ABC Entertainment, 2040
Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, CA 90027. T

•

•

•

•

volunteer in October 1982 and served as a
board member for two years from October
1983. As a full-time'unpaid volunteer, he
simultaneously held several positions,
including assistant director of Clinical Services and memberships on the Quality
Assurance and Speakers Bureau committees. His early efforts were directed to a
health care system that was unprepared
and unwilling to respond to people with
AIDS and their needs. He realized that fear
of AIDS and homophobia presented problems that demanded a new kind of health
care advocacy. He argued for the creation
of an independent department at GMHC,
and in August 1984, he himself became
the first GMHC ombudsman. He served in
that capacity until April 1988.
'Catherine Daly, the current ombudsman at GMHC, stated: "Bob fought for,
and achieved, radical changes in health
care delivery. The concept of AIDS designated units and centers, the reaching out
to forgotten PWAs in the correctional system, his addressing and changing the
unacceptable discriminatory practices of
the funeral home industry are a few of his
accomplishments.
The driving force
underlying all of his work was his unyeilding belief that people with AIDS must have
the fullest access to health care and its
related services~"
In the nearly four years that Mr. Cecchi served as ombudsman, he personally
handled more than 1,000 complaints
brought against the health care system.
He.also devoted time to educating health
care providers about the special needs of
the AI DS community. His analysis and
reports of unsatisfactory service delivery
publicized the problems facing people
with AIDS. His 1987 report, "Prison
Inmates With AIDS," had a considerable
impact within the correctional system and
brought together high-level city and state
representatives to re-evaluate their poli"
cies in caring for patients with AIDS.
As a result of his work at GMHC and
because he was a person with AIDSrelated complex, Mr. Cecchi served on
numerous panels and AIDS advisory
councils. In 1983, he was appointed by
Gov. Cuomo to the AIDS Advisory Council
of the New York state AIDS Institute. He
was a former member of the Health Care
Surveillance Working Group, which met
regularly with the New York state commissioner of health, Dr. David Axelrod,
and applied coordinated pressure on state
government. He served on the AIDS Advi-

sory Council of the Greater New York
Hospital Association through which he
brought AI OS issues to the attention of
hospital administrators.
Mr. Cecchi was the recipient of many
awards for his AIDS health advocacy work,
and in May 1989, he received a Community
Service Award from the Samuel and May
Rudin Foundation, Inc.
Timothy J. Sweeney, executive director of GMHC, called Mr. Cecchia a role
model for current and future advocates

working to improve the state of care for
people with HIV-related illness. He proved
to us that solutions can be found if we fight .
long enough and hard enough.
Gay Men's Health Crisis, founded in
1981, is the world's first AIDS education,
advocacy and service organization. GMHC
provides support services to people with
AIDS, people with AIDS-Related Complex
and their loved ones; educates the public;
and advocates for fair and effective AIDS
policies on city, state and federal levels....
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Men of All Colors Together are men
united in struggle, refusing to be divided,
celebrating our diversity.
JOIN US! We meet every Friday at the
Lesbian & Gay Community Center, 208 West 13th St., at 7:45 pm
MACT/NY P.O.Box 1518 Ansonia, NY 10023

212/245-6366
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Desks
Ergonomic Seating
Compuler Furniture
Book Cases
Filing Cabinets
Office Panel Systems
Steel Shelving
Shop Equipmenl/ Lockers
Storage Cabinets/ Safes
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CALL OR FAX FOR OUR CATALOG
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Off\'lrs more than just price.
40 Yrs. of dependable service.
Huge selection of office furniture
in-stock, for immediate delivery.
Experienced & knowledgeable
sales people to assist you.

SECURITY OFFICE FURNITURE CO., INC.
155 West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10011
(212) 243-8097· (212) 989-3670· FAX: (212) 633-6596
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the nation's AIDS research effort.
But what is being felt hardest right
now is .the lack of attention for AIDS in
the media. Since the flurry of attention
given to AIDS in 1985 and 1986, the
news media have beat a steady retreat
from actively covering the epidemic.
And now with less time and space
devoted to all domestic issues, AIDS is
likely to suffer further if war develops.
"We're already losing ground," said
Levi. "HN didn't even make the [1990)
top ten health stories in theWasbington
Post, without a war."
But whether the media take note or
not, gay and AIDS issues are sure to
continue to develop both in the halls of
.Congress and in the American populace,
whether the country is at peace or at
war.
"I think [the Gulf Crisis) will have
some impact on all our legislative issues.
There will be less focus on them," concluded the American Civil Liberties
Union's Capitol Hill lobbyist Chai
Feldblum. "But. ..neither Congress nor
the country is going to stop and just
deal with Persian Gulf issues. For better
or for worse, both the positive and negative...will probably come forward." ...
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. though the Army knew that he was gay.
Watkins began his challenge after
he was forced out of the Army in 1984,
purportedly because he is gay. Even
though Watkins ultimately prevailed in
his effort to rejoin the Army, the decision
:that came down from the court was so
.narrowly drawn that Watkins's case cannot be used as a precedent for other
'challenges
to the Department
of
Defense's anti-gay policy.
In two cases that came up last
.February, however, the Supreme Court
refused to hear the appeals of James
Woodward, a gay man and a former
naval officer, and former Arrny Reserve
drill serg~t Miriam Ben-Shalom, a les, bian, effectively upholding the Pentagon
,policy.
-filed from New Yom
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Because We Care

"You are a Godsend,
wonderful human
beings. Thanks especially
from M. and me for all
the wonderfulness
POWARS is about. "

GRI LL

305 WEST END AVENUE
(BETWEEN 74th & 75th STS.)
HOTEL ESPLANADE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023
(212) 595·7775

156 7th. AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011
. (212) 255-1955
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"My appreciation for all
you did for my brother
Joe and his bestfriend
Monty. Monty is healthy
and happy and living
with friends in New
Jersey. I see her often
and know that without
your help she wouldn't
be as terrific as she is. "

,

:es me SMILE!

He

"I think the work that

you do is wonderful.
I only wish it could
catch on everywhere. "
-a few words from those
we help their families
and friends!

DEMETRIOS SENGaS, DDS
JACK ROSENBERG, DDS
•

Pet Owners With AIDS! ARC Resource Service. Inc.

New York's only complete
pet care service for
HIV+ people.

(212)744-0842

Amex- Visa-Master-Card-Insurance
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The Pyramid Club's newest impresarios

.bring a popular queer nightspot·
back from the ashes
•

•
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by Liz Tracey
photographs by Michael Wakefield

On a trip to Montreal with a now-very-ex
girlfriend, "I went to an art exhibit, held in the
basement of an apartment building, and argued

r:<"'

•

,

about where
we would all
go dancing
that night. We
decided
that
asking the two
boys working at
the entrance of
the makeshift
gallery would be
our best bet, since
in 1987, men with
ponytails were, if
not a gay tip-off, at
least a hip tip. In
broken English (he
refused
to speak
French to us after I
mangled "Where's a
good place to go?"), he
tried to indicate a club
on a wall map. Finally, he asked, "Do you
know Le Pyramide in New York?" I nodded
vigorously. He assured us that Poodles was
just like it. We went early and stayed late.
While it wasn't exactly Pyramid, it was a close
as ~ou would get a la Quebecois. We felt
comfortable: A wacky home away from a
wacky home.
n Dec. 10, 1981, the Pyramid dub opened its doors on
Avenue A in New York's East Village. It featured, among
other things, live bands, drag queens, perfonnance art,
poetry readings, dancing (on the dance floor and on
the bar) and above all, atmosphere. It was almost
always mixed-gay/straight,
neighborhood/above
14th Street,
banji boys/East Village clones and never apologized for its
queer sensibility. The club, and those who were the creative
forces behind it, fostered a unity among those attending, even
if it was unifying behind a performance you couldn't make
sense of. You always got more than what you paid for (which
was never really a lot), and you left with what bas now been
analyzed, anthologized and eulogized as "the East Village
experience. "
Pyramid came together at a time when the East Village
was becoming a center for artists, writers, dancers and perfonners. It was a place where rents were low, so working a

.

day job wasn't always a necessity. As the galleries sprang up, and the attention of the world
began to focus on the area, the feeling was that
the cutting edge of creativity was surrounding
you. And much of it was gay.
By the late '80s, rents went through the
roof, artists had either "made it" to SoHo or
were being taken by the AIDS epidemic,
and the faces of queer politics was changing. The sensibility of arts was taken to the
streets, and activism became a social outlet. Pyramid felt this, too. Night-life promoters seized upon the mood and put
together parties that were supposed to
be the activists' place to be a purely
male, blatantly sexual aura that, while
preaching to the converted, picked up
on the militancy of sexual desire in
the queer nation.
But in rrlld~l990, in an attack of
homophobic paranoia, Pyramid's staff
and management were frred because
of the "newly" discovered jerk-off
action in the basement during Dean
Johnson's Rock and Roll Fag Bar
nights. Management was changed a
number of times in a short pericxi, all
trying to bring about either a revival of the good old
club or a rebirth of an animal of another type. Through it all,
gay and lesbian nights continued and would be looked upon
as their most successful during that time. The gay sensibility
.
remained, even if the people who made it so did not.
Then in December, a completely pink triangle was
pu t over Pyramid.
The dub's
eU1'f£ft\C\l
official
eft\,,"
name was
changed to
101 Avenue
A. A new
lineup
of
nights
was
announced,
all of them
gay or lesbian,
some of them
both-andeach
with its own
attention-grabbing name like
"Fuck" (Sundays)
or "Oleap" (Thursdays). The feeling
on the street was
that this might be
what queer nightlife has needed for
a long time; it just
took the right trio to
bring it home.

•

•

•
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were, disgusted' by the all-male scene out there,"" Victor
The three queer night-life impresarios, now managers
recalls. They came back to the city and began working
and creative directors at 101 Avenue 'A, come from backtogether . in the dubs.
They frrst worked at Lucky Strike and
grounds that have produced some of the most entertaining.
Danceteria and then went-on to become creative directors at
and interesting nights in New York. Brian Butterick was
Lim~~d
;nother neigi;Iborhood legend was born.
manager of Pyramid from 1982 to 1990 and has now
After
a
few
mishaps with the club, Limbo closed in
returned. Joining him are Victor and Jeanette Anonymous?
'1985. They, too, went on "hiatus" until last, summer, when
(the names come from their production company, Anonythey began "Disco Interuptus" at Roxy with Butterick.
mous?), who worked at Lucky Strike, Danceteria and Limbo
When "Interruptus" began there, it brought a whole
Lounge. They have managed so far to incorporate the new
new crowd to the cluD-artists, homeboys, yuppies and
queer political scene, the sexual energy bubbling forth from
exposed them to performers like Penny Arcade-a conit and the "vaudeville" nature of club life to produce
frontation, if you will, with art.
.
evenings that are not just dancing, not 'just boys· in their
It
was
not
far
along
into
this
that
underwear, but the "experience," '90s style.
"Interruptus" won its notoriety for its
Butterick took over management of Pyramid six months
"Holy Chaos" night, during which a
after it opened in 1981, leaving the Mudd Club
pregnant woman was mock-crucified,
and taking from it the sensibil-...",...
surrounded by nuns and priests.
ity that it wasn't a cardinal
Roxy owner Gene DiNino, forced
sin for a deejay to play
Butterick and the. Anonymouses? to
dance music and then Ethel
submit all future videos for review,
Merman. At the time, club
and limited their performers to
deejay and drag performer
non-controversial material. It was
Sister Dimension was also at
soon after this that the trio left to
Pyramid, sometimes clearing a
take over 101 Avenue A.
dance floor and earning
the
.
.
It is important to understand
claim to the first "bar dancer."
that
the "new" Pyramid has
The club housed live bands,
struck
upon something that has
along wit!). performances (the
long been present in the gay
first time •I saw the late, great
•
..
community,
yet not fully
Ethyl Eichelberger was on a Sunexpressed
until
now: the feelday night there, doing her intering that queers of both genpretation of Gone With The Wind),
ders can mix and not pressure
and "shows, shows, shows." One,
each other out of the scene.
described by Butterick, perhaps
"Fuck" on Sunday nights hfLS
captures the feeling best: Called
succeeded beyopd expecta. ':Holiday in El Cuspidor," it featured
tions with a racially mixed
a nasty dictator, his,lovely wife, a milcrowd of fags, dykes and
itary junta, the audience being roundsome very cool straights.
ed up and arrested and radical nuns
The Pyramid team encourtaking over the. deejay booth to play
ages the hetero interest
their own kind of music. The shows,
and works to foster· a
while not Obie-winning performances,
feeling of community
contributed to this aura of anything-caninside its doors. But
happen kitschiness that still seems to
small problems a.rise:
haunt the stage and drive even nice
One night an announceyoung men from Connecticut in for the
L."
.N1tAOUS1
ment was made from the deejay
weekend to take off their clothes and
W\ctOR"NO
booth that, "while we love our sensitive straight
gyrate with two drag queens (who will
.'
friends, they are not allowed to deep-kiss on the dance floor."
subsequently fight over who gets to take
The next thing'up for the triumvirate: the Bank, Jasper
him home).
Johns'
former studio at the southwest corner of Houston
Butterick's says that the Pyramid aesthetic "has been
and
Avenue
A. With a splashy opening party on New Year's
recycled with form but no content in any number of
Eve, that sucked in upward of 3,000 people, all bodes well
clubs." The ideas of installations and themes had been carfor their opening the door in February. The trio will simply
ried with great success to clubs like Area, which, with a
manage both clubs.
higher budget and wealthier patrons, started a "rich kitsch"
Weekends will be the queer nights at the Bank (a
trend in clubs last summer' that still has its hangers-on.
reverse on the usual tradition of shafting queers with SunDuring his "hiatus" from Pyramid last summer, Butterick
days). But, as in anything Butterick and the Anonymouses?
teamed up with Victor and Jeanette to throw a weekly
do, the remainder of the week will always be mixed. As
romp at the ROXY.
The Anonymous? couple-he
a gay man, she a les- . someone once said, you can take the club out of the queer,
but you can't take the queer out of the club;T
bian-met eight years ago on Fire Island in a gay bar. ''We
•
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,Bronx
Lesbians
United in
Sisterhood

'"

The First Ever
ALL BRONX GAY
AND LESBIAN DANCE
March 23,8 pm-l am
•

presents a

Lehman College's Student
,.
Life Building
$10 or $6 with Student ID
Cash & Juice Bar

February 2, 9 pm -1 am

sponsored by
• Bronx Lesbians United in Sisterhood,
• Gay Men of the Bronx
• Fordhani Gays and Lesbians
• Lesbian and Gay United Force
• Lehman Lambda Club

D.J. Carolyn Ford
The Center, 208 W. 13th St.
co-sponsored with Women & Their
Friends Productions
$8 or $6 with flyer or Student or Center ID

. Call 409·2692 for info and directions

Cash and Juice Bar
•
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is thr()wing a dance and party'
from 9-1
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•
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athletic
teams the
Gan1ecocks, or
"Cocks" for short.
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All over the state,
in fact,

people are

proud of their Cocks,
scandalously

flaunting

the fact on
t-shirts and assorted
other paraphenalia.
One perhaps
sex-negative

slogan

even proclain1s:
"You Can't
Lick Our
Cocks."
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often ask me
OK. Perhaps
you
it is we want
would say that I'm not
closet-case celebrities
wrong to ask them these
and the assimilationist
things, but it is wrong of
queers in HollyWood to
me to demand. And you
do. The individuals asking the questions claim that I rant and
may say that my treatment of these individuals is temble--that
I harangue them, criticize them, taunt them, intimidate them,
rave without any coherent direction, and that I either don't
terrorize them and attempt to rum their lives into Holy Hell.
dearly ask for anything specific or ask for far too much, shrilly
demanding that the doseted types make totally unreasonable
Well...maybe you have a point.
concessions. I'v~ even been charged with infringing on these
But look: We don't have time to waste. People are being
celebrities'/rlghts"
and "freedoms" by
.
-.
beaten on the streets and/or losing the battle
viciously attacking them and' ordering
against AIDS every day. We've talked to the
them to be responsible when they, accordpower-mongering queers until we're blue in
ing to the conservative rationale, don't
the face. IF WE HAVETO TREAT lHEM IN
really owe us anything. The thinking is
A VILE MANNER TO GET THEM MOV1\111L L 1
1'1- ING TO GET lHEM TO STOP OPPRESSthat they are free individuals building their
own careers and that anything they grant
ING US 1HEN SO BE IT. I didn't make up
ObLLAR
,
us is icing on the cake which we should
the rules. To the contrary-they did. It's their
be thankful for.
game we're playing here. And, unfortunateWell, I say that all people have a
ly, since they've learned quite well how to
responsiQility to help the rest of humanity,
get what they want in this society, it's the
and certainly that couldn't· be more true
only game they know to play. And if they
when one is in a position to move mouncan't take what they dish out, well, then
tains for the oppressed group to which one
they'll be sucked up soon enough by their
also belongs.
own kind anyway.
,
Let's look at the MGM/Pink Panthers
Meanwhile, on the topic of sucking,
situation. It was announced two weeks
let's talk about George Michael. In Us magaago that the big, ferocious movie company
zine, prodded by the questions of writer Ian
which owns the Pink Panther films was suing the neighborParker, he ftnally says: "No, I haven't [denied being gay]. You'll
hood patrol of the same name which fights gay-bashers in the
have to fmd the place where I've denied it. No, I think that
streets. MGM claimed Panther leader Gem Wells and her crew
people presumed that because my relationship with Kathy
hurt the films' wholesome "family" image by using the name,
Geungl, which was pretty public with the video ...that was their
though the company says that it vigorously supports lesbian
version of a denial. But everybody
knows it means
and gay civil rightS. What garbage! MGM's act was so blatantly
nothing-there are plenty of gay men in the world with two
anti-gay that even the usually rabid and gay-hating New York . children. No, I've never denied it. I very frrmly believe that sexPost ran the hea.dline "MGMBashes Gays Over Pink Panther."
uality...is such a personal thing ...And I'd be mad to say yes. I
Now, am I wrong to ask that lesbians and gays in the
would be absolutely mad. Especially now."
entertainment industry rise up and denouce MGM for such
Make what you want of Michael's lunacy (personally, I
actions, much the way Black or Jewish public figures would
think it's all now quite obv:ious)--the point is: Ian Parker found
rise up if similar public actions were taken against their
it necessary to ask the big question. After all, the rumor of
respective communities by a ·corporate giant? AM I WRONG
Michael's homosexuality has been rampant for years. And ever
TO ASK THAT THE CLOSET-CASE· "ENTERTAINMENT
since the outing debate began last year, many journalists subCOLUMNIST" LIZ SMITH STOP THINKING ABOUT HER
scribe to a new order which mandates them to ask that quesSOCIETY FRIENDS FOR A WUSY MINUfE AND ACTIVELY tion, especially if the rumors are so big that they've become
. CONDEMN MGM FOR ITS HORRIFIC ACTIONS? AM I
newsworthy. I mean, the celebrity has the right to answer
WRONG TO ASK BARRY DILLER, A GAY MAN AND TIIE
vaguely or emphatically avowing her or his gayness or totally
. HEAD OF A RIVAL COMPANY, 20rn CENTURY FOX, TO
deny it, true or not. Such has happened recently with Whitney
RELEASEA STATEMENTDENOUNCING MGM? AM I WRONG
Houston, Keanu Reeves, New Kids on the Block, Sandra BernTO ASK TIIE QUEER DAVID GEFFEN, NOW ONE OF TIlE
hard and even Madonna.
MOST POWERFUL PEOPLE IN HOllYWOOD, TO GET ON
Why then, you may ask, did Jonathan Van Meter do an
TIIE HORN AND TIIROW All OF HIS WEIGIIT AROUND
exhaustive interview with Jodie Foster for the cover of The New
REGARDING TIllS ISSUE?AM l. WRONG TO ASK TIlE LESYork Times Magazine a couple of weeks ago and not ask that
BIANS·
AND GAY MEN WHO RUN AROUND WTIH 1HESE . million-<iollarquestion that everyone's been waiting for: 'Jodie,
,
are you a dyke?" (I mean, she could say no, couldn't she?)
POWER-MONGERS-WRlTERS, EDITORS, AGENTS AND
STARS-TO PUT PRESSURE
_
_
: _
Instead, Van Meter asked her if
ON THEM TO USE THEIR
ENORMOUS RF50URCES?
ro::'
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< :)
QUESTION:

....
.JODIE,

ARE YOU A

DYKE?"
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I Pledge a Grievance.
War is in the air, and everything's coming up baseball,
your part, call all the strapping young men you know and
apple pie and heterosexual heroics. But if we want to keep
offer to help them avoid the draft. I'm sure that you can figure
our all-American heroes tough, why did a reader of that
out something or invite them to be arrested kissing-in at the
amber-waves-of-grain newspaper supplement, Parade, have
ACf UP Day of Desperation:
free evidence of your nelly
to write and ask about Mel ~'s
"queer middle name so
ways when your mug shows up in OutWeek. Heavy recruiting
queer, he never uses it."
is essential in wartime, afterall, and it gives some insight into
It's as if Rosanne's anthem rocked the country because of
what that troll, Uncle Sam, meant by "I Want You."
By the way, NBC camerapeople win the informal poll for
how closely it mirrored the real state of our dreams for a butch
nation. Scratch the surface and ...not much is what it seems.
best coverage of the boys of Desert Shield. Life in the desert
Why ruin the illusion? Mel's middle name is Columcille,
has made them all very close, the soldiers say. A sma11 sample
which is not a bad name, but not quite right for Mad Max.
of pre-<leadline coverage reveals that the soldiers are mainly
Just scratch that surface and ...welcome to the media zone.
men and are mainly well built. They clean their guns with their
No one at the 1V networks seems to have relatives in the
shirts off, sit draped over each ather with their shirts off, take a
Gulf (nor does anyone in Congress),
so they're more than happy to whip
us into a patriotic frenzy. But
remember,
Congress has never
voted war on such a small margin,
and Jack Newfield, now at the pink
Susie Bright has made it to the pages of Rolling Stone. Some fear that lesNew York Obseroer, notes that
many hawks, like Quayle, are draft
bians have been reduced to a trend ...Craig Lucas' entertainment highlight of 1990
dodgers, while those opposing an
early strike included combat veterwas Michelle
Pfeiffer in The Fabulous Baker Boys: "And I'm not a straight guy."
,
ans Democrat Robert Kerry of
Nebraska, DemocratJohn Glenn of
Though we all know that she's fab, and it's great that Entertainment Weekly will
Ohio and recently outed Republican
Mark Hatfield of Oregon. Incidenexplicitly say that a fag made Longtime Companion, would they have printed his
tally, Hatfield was the only one to
vote against both Gulf resolutions.
vote for an Andy Garcia body part? ..Hope you sent in your GMHC lobby coupons
At least America rests easier
knowing that the "red glare" is free
to Albany, since the• agency paid for a great full-page in the Times.
of boys who are light in their com•
bat boots and girls who trod a little
too heavily in theirs. But Randy
Shilts, the only gay journalist fit to print, was given space on
lot of showers with their shirts off and playa lot of sports with
the Times opinion page to recruit for the army of lovers:
their shirts off. They don't even seem to realize that they may
"Claim You're Gay, Avoid the Military."
die protecting a country where women aren't allowed to drive,
_ as the Washington, DC, button-<>f-the-moment reads.
What will the Joint Chiefs think when legions of draftable
. Back home on NBC, Jane Pauley took a look at nonmilk-fed lads show up with limp wrists? Shilts says that since
sports fans, those American outcasts, on the premiere of Real
the '60s, the regulations have been strengthened to the point
Life. The report began, ''Who are these guys who make the
that "lesbians and gay me~r
anyone who says they might
others so nervous?" Pauley never explicitly told us what they
be gay at some point in the unspecified future are banned
meant about men who don't know the score. But you know.
from SClVing in the armed forces." He rightly points out that
~Too many potential viewers might have switched to
America has come a long way, such that "homosexuality is not
Amerlca's·Funnfest Home Videos if Real Life had discussed
the bugaboo it once was." Everyone's going to b<i: getting selfhow an ignorance of sports stigmatizes boys on playgrounds
consciously fierce.
and in board meetings. For that matter, both
In that vein, a friend has patriotically
in Real Life and in real life, women and sports
suggested that new draftees could be tested
are treated like oil and water. Tell that to any
by giving them ten minutes to redecorate
the barracks. Actually, if you want to do
S & GAVDAA • I' page 60
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started off the day being humiliated on national television
it in' the Bronx, jerking off with a bunch of drooling junkies. Just another typical day.
It was The Joan Rtvers Sbow. I had been scheduled to
appear with party promoter Michael Alig, performer Leigh
Bower, a sex-change named Amanda and a wacked-out
bondage
designer
named
Ernie Glam. The theme was
"Freaks of Nature." Or "Abominations of God. I never bothered to ask ...
I'm just one of those
people who can be dragged
anywhere, anytime, by anybody. Any fool with a dollar
and a dream, a vision enough
to see past the next cocktail
can have me as a guest at their
house or on their show.
So there I was-all
gussied up in my Sunday-goto-Meeting drag. My skin was
painted a beautiful shade of
Elmer's Glue. My naturally
curly, naturally clown-red hair
was piled high on my head. A
pretty new nose was latexed
onto my face. Ahd I was wearing a sexy new maillot ("That's
French, Mother") that was cut
up to bere. In short, I looked
just like Ivana Trump doing a
little Kabuki number-on add.
The time came for all of
us to go out onstage. Joan
. walked out first, shaking her
head. "Next we have some
people so weird, they mutilate
their bodies and their clothes

I and ended

II

.-u
Q)

~

just.fOrattention."
Tawana Brawly was on with us? Oh, she was referring to
Leigh BoweIY's pierced cheeks. It was going to be tbat kind
of show.'
I marcl1ed out onstage, did a practiced little half-step and
twirl. The audience applauded. They loved me. I was magnificent ... a hit! I waved and decided to
mayl5e show off a few df myoid breakI
dancing moves. Or a few high kicks.
48
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Then, mid-twirl, both of my testicles, which have always
been adventurous to a fault, dislodged themselves from my tuck

and made a special appearance on national television. The
audience gasped, Joan gasped.
I quickly sat down, humbled. As I was doing so, one of
my curls fell off my head and onto my lap a fa Bette Davis in
Mr. Skefftngton. OK, so they
aren't natural, I pin them on.
Nobody was supposed
to
know, goddamnit. And if you
really want to get picky, my
hair isn't naturally clown-red.
Are you happy?
I picked up the curl and
tried to think of something
witty to say. Nothing came to
mind--so I tried tossing it over
my shoulder.
It hit Joan in the face.
Whoops!
Things only got worse.
Joan asked Amanda, the sexchange, if she turned tricks for
a living.
"You're disgusting," Amanda sniffed.
We still had the audience's
support, though, even if we'd
lost Joan's--that is, until Leigh
BoweIY mentioned that his new
cabaret act involved an enema
that he shot onto the audience.
That did it. The rest of the
show was a cloudy nightmare.
A hellish blur of horrified
housewives asking embarrass- .
ing questions about our sex
lives, our salaries and our religious beliefs.
I ran from the studio in
te.ars. I ended up alone and depressed that night at my
favorite hustler bar in Times Square. Together, my fellow
outcasts and I commiserated on life's cruel ironies. Daylight found me in the Bronx with my new friends drunk
out of my mind, spitting up fake eyelashes and having
extremely safer sex, while they
nodded and drooled and did more
drugs ...just another typical day. T
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e Go to the Circus
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ure, plenty of lesbians are wealthy don't you
believe what you read in Naiad novels?-but
we aren't. So we are darn grateful for comps
when we can get them; otherwise, we would hardly go
out at all. Trendier types· get on the guest list for clubs
which probably wouldn't let us in even if we could
pay them. We, on the other hand, take what we can
get. Anne fondly remembers a free screening of a
docudrama on Rosa Luxemburg (her life was less
eventful than you might imagine), and the week in
Ann Arbor, years ago, when she scammed free vegetable curry off the Hare Krishnas. Just last month, she
got into Shogun: the Musical for free, in a complicated
deal involving the main display window at a branch of
a well-known bookstore chain. And we would never
explain, even for money, precisely how Madame X
ended up with her blue parka.
Anyway, we know a theater tech person, bless
her well-lit heart, who is the source of endless freebies. Last week, she put us on the guest list at the Big
Apple Circus, which turned out to be our most homoerotic art experience since the Georgia O'Keeffe retrospective at the Metropolitan Museum. We couldn't
believe that Donald Trump (that family-values kinda
guy) was a big benefactor of Big Apple, must less that
people blithely took their small children into the
Trump Tent and stayed there. Why weren't they running out seconds later, screaming for a refund and the
Art Police? They didn't even put
their hands over the kids' eyes at
the really dirty bits.
The kids, to their credit, did
not seem intrigued by the sexual
aspects of the performances. They
paid very little attention,
for
instance,
to the two men in
skimpy, skin-tight outfits doing
something which looked like slowmotion wrestling, except that it
ended up with the really big guy
lying on his stomach holding up
the slightly smaller guy (who was
doing a handstand on one hand)

!

with the bottom of one foot. We did not hear a Single
child exclaim, as we did, "Those guys could be models from Honcho!" Nobody but us remarked on the
perverseness of their claim to be brothers. The woman
with the leather boots, skin-tight pants and long, long
whip did nothing for the younger generation, distracted as they were by the three horses and three ponies
with cars in the ring at the same time. In fact, many
children appeared uninterested in anything except
souvenirs and cotton candy. Circus is really a grownup thing: What do kids know about making hard work
look like joy?
Only someone who has already felt the first twinges
of a creaky back or tried to housebreak a puppy could
really appreciate the slack-wire artists and the elephant
trainers. Big Apple Circus, which is pretty small, gives
everyone in the audience a chance to see just how
much effort is involved in running the spotlights, selling
the popcorn and making the props, besides the kinds of
spectacular activities to which a circus ordinarily draws
your attention. We noticed the orchestra leader transmitting the precise beat set by trotting pigs to the rest of his
band, and we met the lady responsible for rescuing fallen mufflers and mittens from under the bleachers. All
those hard-working people!
It was a fun house-mirror version of a factory,
which was only appropriate: The theme of this year's
Big Apple show was "the golden age of circus," the late
19th century, the time of the industrial revolution. The circus peaked
just when the majority of its audience began earning their livings in
factories. No wonder that watching
Qther people sweat amused them.
The circus reminds us, too, that
even in the age of Queen Victoria,
pUblic entertainment was sexy. Circuses, now as then, meet a deep
need: Everyone wants to see real
bodies at work, at play, at risk. Too
bad that these days the tickets. are
priced well beyond the budget of
most working people. T
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STAYING POWER: LONG-TERM LESBIAN COUPLES by Susan
E. Johnson. Naiad Press. $12.95 pb. 331 pp.
CEREMONIES OF THE HEART. Edited by Becky Butler. Seal
Press. $14.95 pb. 308 pp.
by Sarah Chinn
I had a suspicion that my editor
had more than admiration for my writing style in mind when she· put these
books in my hand. My initial reaction,
in fact, was to ay, "Typecasting!" as I'm
fast approaching a sixth year with my
incomparable lover, and soon to celebrate the second anniversary of our
"nuptials." Strangely, I felt ill-equipped
to review both Susan johnson's Staying
Power, a sociological paean to dyke
pairings, and Becky Butler's Celebrations of the Heart, a collection of flrstperson accounts of "lesbian unions."
Most of my knowledge of longterm lesbian couples or queer commitment ceremonies derives from my own
experience,
and I find enthusiastic
praises of monogamous, till-death-dous-part queer "marriages" troubling if
not terrifying. I have always believed
that monogamy, commitment and permanence should be choices withinnot inevitabilities enforced on-any
relationship that survives longer than a
month. If the best we can do is hope
to emulate straight relationships, we're
in serious trouble. The central appeal
'of these books, however, is the immediacy of their subjects' voices. As each
lesbian struggled to define the range of
this subject, I found issues I had barely
considered, as well as a new consideration of on,es I had dismissed.
Paradoxically, Staying Powers major
fault is its unintentional smothering of
such voices. Johnson continually interrupts, interrogates and interprets the
50
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women's stories with her own questions
and comments. But this is jUst the symptom of a deeper problem with the book:
Rather than a thorough examination of
the variety of these women's lives, Staying Power is a text with a thinly veiled

. agenda.
A glance at the notes on the back
cover suggests the author's ideological
project: "Staying Power is the book
about the one goal that most lesbians
express as an ambition: the creation and
nurturance of a lifetime love affair."
Whil<ithis statement is based on a finding in a 1978 study, in which 25 percent
of "women-identifIed-women" said that a
permanent relationship was "very important," and 35 percent believed it to be
"the most important thing in life," it is
hard for me to believe that this is the
"one goal" rather than one among many.
Johnson picks up on this bias, announcing that "[these women.J tell us the most
important single thing we need to know:
that they have indeed stayed together."
Staying Power isn't presented as a
how-to book, but it is clearly an ex~ded lesbian advice column. Rather than
chronicling long-term lesbian relationships, the book uses those relationships
to illustrate "our" lives. But who is this
"we"? Part of it is, of course, Johnson
herself, who continually uses these
women's. experiences as a springboard
to discuss her own feelings and/or generalize about lesbian life. She leapfrogs
VOW-WEE,......ceremonies· Yael SilverbergWillis and Luana Silverberg-Willis
,
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from talking about how she defmes "lesbian" to discussing her own coming out
to affirming that "we" ("You and
I...lacked experience, ...role models").
While she admits to "using my own
experience to project a definition of
what it is to be a lesbian," the projection
too often overwhelms those who, she
maintains, are the real subjects of the
book: the couples themselves. She
becomes a lesbian Barbara Walters, pos-
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ing psUedo-q~¢st.!6Ps:';'WelI;:."You
knoW,'· deeply Coiisioered examination of w~t it
this is ,:1 fabulowtStory.;. ;a~al1y. DOO't" might m~
have a (;Qrnmitmentcereyou' feel )uCky?\Do you.'feeJ.)µCky?"and: . monY-illld then traces "A Histrny, of I.es"I remember how that feels;:'not hav.ing . bian Partnerships" from, andent .China to
any words for \.;hat ymi're.rloiQg....It's a . the contemporary United States. Although
miracle really."
After a whi1~cthese'irtter-·
the author's reliance on the
"lesbian' con.'
r
'_,<,"
.
jections
feel likeintrusions---even in• the'
tinuum" theo'Y seems a little sh$y to me
•
chapters suppqsedly devoted' to specific· (''the sharing of rich inner life [and] bondcouples; the space given up to JohnSon's . ing against male tyranny" is ,admirable but
questions and commenta'Y equals and
d~ not a lesbian relationship make) she
often exceeds that of the women.
succeeds where Johnson fails: Here is an
Johnson often draws direct correlaaccount of lesbian herst0'Y, from Native
tions between her subjects' statements· ..American shamans to 18th-<:entu'Ycrossand her own valid gene~tions
about . dressers tb pre-Stonewall military women
relationships, while at other times engagand beyond, which is truly inspirational
ing in skilled analyses of subtext and
and provides a rich background for the
implications. It's when she ventures into
accounts of contemporary lesbian life.
the realm of unqualified generaliz.ation
Butler does not explicitly hold
that she's at her most ideological and least
these ceremonies up as models for
convincing. In one flight of fancy she
emulation, but she does see them as
declares: ''We are role models for those
part of an ongOing struggle for lesbian
people lucky enough to know us. The
liberation. While this may seem a paramore people who know about the sucdox--how can a ceremony which finds
cessful experiments we lesbians conduct
its closest analogue in patriarchal mardaily in fashioning our non-traditional
riage be lesbian-afftrming, after all?-the
lives, the more people would be chalexperience of the majority of lesbians in
lenged to try their own hands at conthe book bears this out. Issues such as
structing creative social forms ...and the
eamin.g out, being out, aligning a queer
less rigid and oppressive our lives would
identity with spiritual beliefs, validating
be ... and the more powerful women
lovers and community as family are
would be ...and the more humane and 'intensified
by such a public ritual.
liveable our society would be ...and so
Whereas Johnson zeroes in on the couon." While lesbians and gay men have to
pies themselves, the narratives in Cereconfront gender assignment explidtly, Iesmonies of the Heart emphasize the
bian coupledom especially long-term,
importance of such ceremonies to the
monogamous, nuclear coupledom--<:anlesbian and gay community and vicenot singlehandedly recreate the world.
versa. While this book is not aimed
Staying Power is extremely valuable
specifically at women planning such
in several regards: Johnson gives the
ceremonies, I don't doubt that it will
•
reader an almost unparalleled opportunihave greatest impact on these women;
ty to hear from older lesbians (surpassed
The one thing the lesbians in these
only by Long Time Passin{j), whose voictwo books have in common, apart from
es are frequently discounted by a ~verethe similarity of their subject matter, is
Iy ageist nation, as well as from these
the way they negotiate the incongruities
long-tenn lesbian couples long rendered
between political ideologies and perinvisible by heterosexism, the near hegesonal realities. For many of them, a
mony, of youth in the queer community,
long-term .relationship or a commitment
the erasure of women's experiences from
ceremony (be it a Jewish wedding, a
so many sociological studies. and the
Catholic mass, a pagan handfasting or a
power of the cl0set. johnson's folksy,
Bµddhist Beltane) was not the result of
axiomatic style is unfortunately at times·
an articulated desire, but an outgrowth
heavy-handed and overbearing. If she
of shared experiences. Thus, both Stayhad Simply let her subjects speak, ,this
ing Power and, more effectively, Cereeffort would be infinitely more effective.
monies of the Heart explore that space
Becky Butler adopts
between political com•
a much more han~-off
mitment and personal
approach in Ceremonies
desire, a space which,
of the Heart. She begins
while full of contradicwith an articulate "and,
.tions, can often be
astute intro~duction-a
called home.~
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CONTINUAL LESSONS: THE JOURNALS OF GLENWAY WESCOTT. Edited by Robert Phelps with Jerry
Rosco. Farrar, Straus & Giroux. $27.50 ct. 438 pp•
•

by Stan Leventhal
Our history is slowly returned to
us. The lies and distortions about
gay men and lesbians are being
found out and corrected, the layers
of thickly applied paint scraped
away, revealing the images that have
been hidden. The last 20 years have
witnessed the appearance-in
shelfloads of books of writing that tells
us the truth about our spiritual
ancestors
and contemporaries:
Jonathan Katz's Gay American History, Shari Benstock's Women of the
Left Bank, the memoirs, journals,
diaries and letters of figures such as
Tennessee Williams, Janet Flanner,
Christopher Isherwood, Elly Bulkin,
~amuel M. Sterward, May Sarton,
Harold Norse, Audre Lorde, Denton
Welch, Adrienne Rich, the Bloomsbury Set, Judy Grahn and Jane Rule.
The
publication
of Glenway
We~cott's
journals,
Continual
Lessons, adds a new document to
this library and increases our kn'owledge of pre-Stonewall gay life, the
literary wars of the first half of the
20th century and the life and spirit
of a great writer who is a qualified
candidate for the distinction of "most
overlooked and underrated."
Glenway Wescott's contemporaries were Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
Faulkner and Wolfe, and although his
work is as accomplished as theirs, he
never attained quite the same degree
of fame and fortune. Born on a Wisconsin farm in 1901, Wescott escaped
to the University of Chicago, although
health considerations
forced his.
departure after three semesters. He
moved to New York and began trips
to Europe, abandoning his rural and
provincial beginnings to embrace the
arts and culture. Soon Wescott formed
a major presence in the literary and
artistic circles that flourished between
the World Wars.
His first novel, The Apple of the
Eye, was published in 1924 and
A GAY STROLL-Wescott
Robert Phelps

(at right) wfth

•

"Lovely, peculiar color, colors, of
garnered praise from Sinclair Lewis.
is something minutely wrong with
George's sex' in bright sunlight: half
When in 1927 The Grandmothers
not only every sentence, but every
its length is very tawny, even sallow.
received the Harper Prize Novel
idea, something one is half-ashamed
Then on the tissue laid bare by cirAward, Wescott's reputation
w.as' ,. of minding, something in the nature
cumcision (delayed until his la.te
made. In fact, so jealous was Hemof mispunctuation
or misspelling."
adolescence),
there are little odd
ingway over the reception of this
But Wescott's world was a complex
markings, like faded bloodstains,
book that he panned it, saying,
and constantly
evolving
one.
and others like stains of grape. The
"Every word was written with the
Throughout the journals, Wescott's
glans is a gray sort of pink, softly
intention
of making
Glenway
thoughts about Maugham veer from
freckled, and its flange or corona
Wescott immortal." Wescott went
admiration to scorn. When it came to
vivid pink. Under which the scrotal
on to write a handful of very signifcertain figures, like Jean Genet, he
skin, too delicate
and lax and
icant books, including The Pilgrim
was, however, unyielding: "My prinweighted, has a cold bloom and silHawk and Apartment
in Athens,
cipal objection of Genet: Within the
veriness of wrinkles."
yet the sort of stature conferred on
framework of his works of fiction, he
The phrase, "continual lessons, n
his peers always eluded him,
makes too many references to their
is Whitman's, an American writer
being fictitious. n And he deals quite
The published fiction of Wescott
with whom Wescott has much in
does not deal much with overt sexucandidly with privileged information,
common. Both were deeply influality, although suggestions of a gay
as in this gem on Katherine Anne
sensibility surface here and there,
Porter: "I think she should never
enced by Americana,
but both
particularly in The Grandmothers
yearned for ideals and degrees of
speak her mind of people she disand The Pi/grim Hawk. All of
freedom that America cannot satisfy.
likes or of whom she feels resentful.
Wescott's thoughts about homosexuThen her malice is not for fun, it is They transcended their immediate
ality and intimate details of his
an expression of self-pity. Her attisurroundings and wrote about the
active sex life, however, have been
tude toward homosexual writersworld with knowledge of greater
made public between the covers of
Gide, Maugham, even Forsterpotentials and grander designs. Both
these published journals. The entries
becomes an expression of her (de,ad- led actively homosexual lives and left
Iy) lonesomeness ... n
run the gamut from juicy gossip to
behind writing that attests to the
ruminations on politics, music and
There is precious little informa'- strength and durability of gay love.
family matters to descriptions
of
With the publication of his journals
tion about the sex lives of prenature to revelations
about the
and the reissue of The Pilgrim Hawk
Stonewall gay literary figures, and,
author's work and his thoughts on
fortunately,
Wescott is very free
(by Farrar, Straus & Giroux, this
writing and publishing. Most of the
regarding his own. He writes in
month), Wescott's stature in the panentries are brief-the reader is contheon of American letters will be
depth about his lovers, offers titillatfronted with an ever-changing kaleiing tidbits about certain sexual
reaffirmed, and his contribution to
doscopic
view of subjects
and
encounters and waxes poetic about .gay life and culture established finally
for all the world to see ....
observations-and
the entire journal
the genitalia of George Platt Lynes:
is written with precision and elegance. These are not thoughtless,
random scribblings
but carefully
composed paragraphs that display
the same artistry as the author's fiction and essays.
.
INVENTING AIDS by Cindy Patton. Routledge. $4250 d. $13.95 pb. 160 pp.
Wescott knew most of the major
literary and artistic figures of the day,
and he has many priceless anecdotes
to relate. Included in Wescott's circle
expendable ranks, the responsibiliWe advocate that everyone who is
of acquaintances were Paul Cadmus,
ty of the HIY-positive to protect the
at risk get tested.
George Platt Lynes, Pavel Tche"general public" from infection
-Teny Beswick, Project Inform
litchew, Katherine Anne Porter, Janet
(preferably by dying quickly, but in
(quoted in Au Courant,
Flanner, W. Somerset Maugham,
the 'meantime by identifying their
Dec. 24, 1990)
Thornton Wilder, Christopher Isherdoomed selves as a threat to the
wood, the Sitwells and Alfred Kinsey,
health of others). With increasing
by Max Cavitch
and the many inSightful portrayals·
evidence of AZT's apparent medical
Knowledge of one's HIY-antibenefits for asymptomatic HIY-posengender memorable remarks. Of
body status has always been underitive people, however, has come
Maugham, for example,
stood in terms of
the message (from the medical
Wescott writes: "His lack
responsibility-prinestablishment,
from AIDS service
of talent is so basic, it
cipally the gay comorganizations,
from activists) that
munity's responsibilimust be in the very
getting tested is now the best way
ty to contain the
cerebral tissue like ophof taking responsibility for oneself.
virus
within
its
• thalimic migraine. There
/
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Cindy Patton
is not out to
discourage
anyone from
getting tested,
but rather to
encourage all
of us to place·
less faith
,.

in the notion
"

that there can
•

be a simple,
•

scientific
•

response to
this epidemic
that ignores
the social
repressions that
make it a-true
•

•

crISIS.
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The presumption
used to be that
knowing one's HIV antibody status
would help in making decisions
about sex and recreational drug use.
Now, the supervening presumption is
that it will help in making decisions
about treatment.
It's hard-perhaps
irresponsibleto question the advocacy of testing for
"everyone who is at risk" in light of the
lifesaving potential of early treatment.
Yet, as Cindy Patton demonstrates in
Inventing AIDS, what "the test" is able
to establish often can't compare with
what it encourages us to ignore. Without pausing even to consider the unreliability (and thus potential lethality) of
current testing technology, it's clear
that the anxious enforcement of the
categories "positive" and "negative"
has the lethal effect of reinforcing
what Patton calls "the stigma and patterns of discrimination
already
insinuated. into AIDS risk logic." Risk
behavior is still so closely linked in the
public mind with gay men, prostitutes,
drug users and people of color that
'seropositivity acts more as a confirmation of one's membership in those
communities least likely to be valued
or listened to. Advocating testing for
"everyone who is at risk" still means
advocating for those who, regardless
of their serostatus, already run the
risks of gross mistreatment.
Cindy Patton is not out to discourage anyone from getting tested, but
rather to encourage all of us to place
less faith in the notion that there can
be a simple, scientific response to this
epidemic that ignores the social repressions that make it a true crisis. These
repressions occur, Patton argues, not
merely because George Bush favors
genocide over education, but because
AIDS is a phenomenon around which
reaction and resistance to a staggering
array of power relations assume a
heightened significance for our entire
culture-indeed,'
for the global community. Paula Treichler has spoken of
the "epidemic of signification" engen- .
dered by the AIDS crisis. Cindy Patton,
along with Treichler and other cultural
analysts like Simon
Watney, has been brilliantly successful at
helping us explore the
etiology, symptomatology and possible treat-

ments for this other "epidemic" by
unpacking the significance
of the
words we use (and are told to use)
when speaking about AIDS.
"The test," "risk," "community,"
"health" , "public" , "science" and
"knowledge" are just some of the
terms that Patton would like us to be
skeptical about, for the simple reason
that they are made to mean very different things in different contexts.
Who decides, for example, whether
"healthy" means antibody-negative or
asymptomatic? What is the difference
between a "risk group" and a "community"? Where does the "general
public" end and all the rest of us
begin? Such terms structure our experience of AIDS; they help determine
who gets attention and who doesn't.
Inventing AIDS is not simply a
glossary of dangerous terms marked
"handle with care." Patton knows that
she can't inoculate her readers against
the virulent effects of language any
more than she can quarantine particular words. What she does do with
impressive clarity and sophistication is
to show how in a variety of contexts
(coalition politics, medical literature, .
the classroom, international AIDS work,
minority activism), the way we speak
about HIV and AIDS can and must be
less complacent, more critical and thus
more likely to disrupt the power relations that continue to silence, marginalize and punish. Patton's work is critical
in many senses, but most of all because
it helps locate points of possible transition and change, not just in the deadly
progress of a single virus but also in
the juggernaut of social repression that
has accompanied it.
The test, says Patton, "is a series
of events, not a moment of transcendentally assessing truth." Ultimately,
the results of testing pose a range of
questions without definitely answering
them: questions about treatment, certainly, but also about education, about
counseling, about community awareness and action, about individual lives
and how they can be lived with a
minimum of suffering and a maximum
of dignity. Inventing
AIDS insists that we
not stop short
of
addressing these questions. Don't risk not
reading it. ....
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A BRIGHT ROOM CALLED
DAY by Tony Kushner. New
York Shakespeare Festival/
Public Theater. 425 Lafayette St.
(212) 598-7150.

by Michael Paller
Tony Kushner could be a very
useful sort of danger. His plays suggest
that he wants to employ the theater to
tumble the convenient lies on which
American life is built. This is all to the
good; our theater could use a jolt of
social consciousness these days. When
the dust clears from A Bright Room .
Called Day, however, it is the play that
has collapsed under its own weight.
Kushner's troubling premise is that
Ronald Reagan and George Bush are
indistinguishable from Adolph Hitler.
Rather than develop this idea dramatically, he simply makes the statement (several times) and then attempts to prove it,
as if he were working backward from .
the conclusion. But that's not the best
way to build arguments-or characters.
As destructive as the policies of
the last ten years have been (there is
no want for dramatic material here),
they cannot, if one remains intellectu-.
ally honest, be compared to those of
the Nazi Party. Hitler possessed a
malevolently
brilliant imagination
which enabled him to do what, in
modern times, had been unimaginable. Conversely, what characterizes
our 40th and 41st presidents is a profound lack of imagination. They cannot conceive of the plight of people
less privileged than themselves, and
the result has been excessive callousness and a cruelty breathtaking in its
offhandedness, but calling our current
OOPS-Zillah (Reno) visits Berlin.
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and recent leaders
Nazis merely begs
the important question of why the
American
public
keeps electing these
insensible numbniks by ever-greater majorities.
Kushner tries to prove the point
with two stories, more or less. The
main action occurs during the early
'30s in the Berlin apartment of an idealist and actress, Agnes Eggling
(Frances Conroy). She and her friends,
all of various left-wing beliefs, oppose
the Nazis but differ as to how to defeat
them. They are in turn themselves
defeated, and Kushner suggests that
their failure is due partly to too many
tactical disagreements and fatal differences on ideological points. In the
end, all flee Berlin, except for Agnes,
who becomes increasingly immobilized by events and who, we imagine,
does not survive,
Me·anwhile, in 1990, a young
woman named Zillah (Reno) comes to
Berlin and Qccupies Agnes' apartment.
She is tired of the "United States of
Amnesia," where the most recent
cliffhanger was waiting to see whether
Ronald Reagan could remember his
presidential lines. But Zillah has no
story, really. She is a speech-maker,
not a character, and it is her impossible
duty to tell us exactly why Reagan and
Bush are as bad' as the Nazis. America
went to sleep in the '80s because reali-

.,

ty became
too
ugly, she says.
Uglier than, say,
Vietnam? The Depression? The Civil
War? This sort of
glibness is the piece's thematic flaw.
Kushner's main weapon is the
harangue,
and while Zillah is
haranguing us, poor Agnes gets it
from almost everyone. Her Gommunist friends Gotchling and Husz (Joan
MacIntosh and Olek Krupa) chastise
her for not caring enough; her more
successful, opium-addicted,
acting
colleague, Paulinka (Ellen Mclaughlin), faults her for caring too much.
She is tormented by a mysterious old
wraith called Die Alte (Marian Seldes),
who demands food and attention.
More metaphor than character, the old
woman may represent Germany's
past. Gregor (Henry Stram) submits
that Agnes is a middle-class actress
. who knows nothing about the proletariat; she responds that his freewheeling homosexuality has given
him perverted notions about workers.
Until he is interrogated by the SS
about his work at the Institutefor Human
Sexuality, Gregor is blithely
apolitical.
,
Afterward, he attempts suidde. While still
toting his gun, he has an opportunity to
kill Hitler but lacks the nerve. There may
be a metaphor here, too, for the reaction
of the gay and lesbian community to
AIDS, but Gregor has little to do in the
story save serving 'as a handy thematic

link between the gay '30s and the queer
'90s. His veins course with calcUlation,
not life. This is, overall, the fpiece's dramatic flaw.
.
There is one very affecting
moment: Zillah and Agnes circle each
other, sensing the other'S presence,
reaching out for an unknowable
companion. The image is powerful,
its meaning hard to define and far
more resonant than the rest of the
evening, which is all too clear.
Michael Grief's production cannot
disguise the play's problems. The acting is generic, and while Grief, as
director, is responsible for this, Kushner has provided his characters with
little but their thematic tasks. Indeed,
acting seems rather beside the point,
the point being all.
Part of the· point is that Agnes'
vacillations and indecision are ours,
This is made obvious by the the audience's placement on either side of the
stage so that it sees itself through the
action. The night I attended, however,
the audience seemed less intent on
being implicated than on seeing who
was sitting on the other side.
Kushner is a talented writer who
intends to stimulate audiences and say
things that he things we ought to hear.
A Bright Room Called Day does not
succeed because his anger has gotten
the better of him, and he has built neither argument nor play. But it is only
one play, and Kushner is young. On to
the next work."Y
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THE GARDEN by Derek Jarman. Distributed by International
..St. (212) 727-8110. Through Jan. 29, at 10:15 pf!1.
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Film Circuit. Film Forum. 209

I'm going to slap the next person
" who praises a film by saying, "It was
.so entertaining," or: "Such
a good
•
escape." It's not that I'm a snob--I'm
just a cynic. Given that most filmmakers are straight white men with access
to money and power, I don't trust
their .intentions to offe~ me an escape
from a reality that they help perpetuate through their pop-cultural contributions. The best films for me are the
ones that take risks, exploring the
56
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possibilities for innovative forms of
filmmaking and. a new range of
imagery, with the i~terition not to
numb"'me over but to stir me up .
. Derek Jarman makes films this way,
and the evidence is in his latest dare
I say it-work of art, The Garden.
Jarman is an openly gay
British filmmaker and a person living with AIDS, whose
features experiment with
narrative, continuity and traditional characterizations.

They are also breathtakingly beautiful
and heavily invested with personal
emotion. The Garden is a film of
many moods, alternately peaceful and
disturbing, ethereal and familiar, but
as with many of jarman's films, it is
also often frustratingly abstract, cryptically symbolic and resolutely self-referential.
,
The Garden is ultimately about Derek Jarman
himself. It starts and ends
with the sound of his

•

•

OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE
NEW r:ESTIVAL ... Or is it out with the
New Festival? No matter, just be sure not to
miss any of the goodness the producers of
the New York International Festival of Lesbian
and Gay Film have organized for the upcoming months. Their Winter Series, which runs
Feb. 1-9 at New York's Anthology Film
Archives, launches the flrst-ever national tour
of gay and lesbian filmwork~ tour already
confirmed for ten-day stops in five of an anticipated 12 cities
Including more than 30 fUmselections from the 198,9and,
1990 festivals, it will offer many audiences a first-time glance at
a number of internationally acclaimed works. Rob Epstein and
Jeffrey Friedman's Common Tbreads, Joy Chamberlain's Nocturne, Heiner Carow's Coming Out and Stuart Marshall's Comrades in Arms are just a few of the treats included on the roster. Executive Director Susan HoroWitz commented: "The only
way to defeat homophobia is to confront it in our lives. The
tour demonstrates that we are not going back in the closet,
that we will not be silenced, and that gay and lesbian artists
cannot and will not be stopped, in spite of the current political
climate." After New York, the tour will touch down at Seattle's
Neptune Theater (Feb. 15-21), Houston's Rice University'S
Media Center (March 1-10), Washington, DC's Biograph The-

voice, and he appears throughout,
writing, filming and working iIi his
garden. The first voice-over is an invitation to the audience: "I offer you a
journey without direction,
much
uncertainty
and no sweet conelusion"~nd
he delivers. jarman's status as a gay man and a PWA form his
point of departure, the film brutally
exploring the persecution and pain
he's endured because of this. Childhood memories are juxtaposed with
nightmarish adult visions a scene of
a young boy surrounded
by old
schoolmasters who rhythmically beat
their rulers on a table, forcing him
into mindless submission, is intercut
with a scene of two gay lovers being
brutally whipped to the same methodical beat by a group of men in;anta
suits. This is film as autobioflraphy,
self-analysis and the exorcisry'i of personal demons-a
concepr familiar
enough in most forms of art but usually a source of derision among all
but the most adventurous filmmakers.
What makes The Garden more
than just a series of internal ramblings is the presence of two gay
lovers, seen dressed alike and in each
-MY SHAKING HANDS CANNOT EXPRESS

MY RJRY.- -Derek Jarman

ater (March 15-24), Boston's Brattle Theater
(Apr. 5-14) and Atlanta's Lefopt Plaza Theater (Apr. 19-May 2). Call the New Festival
HQ for more info: (212) 966-5656.
'.
SATAN, MAYBE? ... Channel 13 is fmally
airing the explosive documentary Priest on
Trial on Jan. 25 at 10 pm, and queer critics of
that homophobic "fat cannibal in a black
dress" sleazebag Cardinal Q'Connor..,..-will
have a field day. The program documents the
tribulations of Father Bemard Lynch, the saintly "AIDS priest"
who was accused of sexual misconduct on trumped-up charges
and dragged through the muck of an infernal Bronx trial before
being completely exonerated in' spring 1989. Produced by
Britain's Channel 4, the documentary clearly depicts Father
Bernard as the victim of an elaborate conspiracy orchestrated by
the New York archdiocese, the FBI and an unscrupulous Bronx
DA Even though the outline of the travesty is by now well
known, the effect on viewers actually witnessing interviews with
the principals and seeing trial footage will be electrifying. By the
way, don't thank Channel 13 for airing this show. It had been
submitted to them~nd
rejected several times. The station
only repented when Father Bernard himself showed up at a 13
Boycott meeting asking embarrasing questions. T
-complied by Sarah Pettit, Gabriel Rotello

,
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others' arms throughout the film.
They are allegorical characters, and
Jarman places them in scenes that
mirror the story of Christ, climaxing
in a string of hideous persecutions
.
that include tarring.and ,feathering,
implied crucifixion and death. The
lovers' mythical plight connects Jarman's own struggles widi- a larger
history of oppression of intolerance.
The film is saved from the burden of overarching gloominess by
jarman's extremely sensual cal;nerawork and _S'imonFisherTurner's
evocative soundtrack, whii::h'rr\'erge
to create a feast for the eyes' and
ears; In one powerful scene,. "Jarman
lies naked on a hospitalb,ed
on.. the'
..
beach, his sheets soaked with sweat,
while a group of men and women,
wearing only long, white skirts, circle
around him holding fiery, smoky
torches above their shoulders. It's a
fantastical procession-whether
it figures as.a deathwatch or a· posse of
guardian angels is uncertain.
In
another'stunning sequence, a bejeweled Virgin Mary with her infaqt in
her arms, poses for a crowd or photographers only they're wearing ski
masks, and the sound of their.,lenses
clicking becomes increasingly threatening until it's replaced by the sound
of bullets firing. It's a pointed condemnation
of media-as-terrorist,
something that a,s a PWA and a public figure Jarman knows firsthand.
The Garden is not without its
problems.
Though
his various
tableaux are exquisitely crafted and
smartly edited, many of the shots inbetween seem superfluous and distracting. The use of the two lovers
as stand-ins for the life of Christ is a
powerful
knock
at Christian
hypocrisy,
but their elevation to
martyrdom would be more inspiring
had they seemed less passive in the
face of their own demise.· And it
could only have better served Jarman to include more of his own
poetic narration.
His final monologue,
whi~h
accompanies the. resurrection of the
lovers, a!lows him to vocalize what
he's been visually depicting throughout the film: "My shaking hands cannot express my fury." His sometimes
shaky camera, on the other hand, does
exactly that, with sheer mastery ....
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by Cheryl Clarke
I want the last wor<\
(
"
you arrogant, you-Bourgeoise.
Puttihg on your lipstick publicly.
Your behavior "las familiar.
But why blame lesbians
because some other. lesbian
.
in another workshop at some other
conference five minutes ago or
five years ago>-didn't want to fuck you
or fucked you and didn't want
to maKe promises
or left befor,e breakfast
or asked you to leave before lunch?
Why traipse around in lesbian after lesbian
workshop, conference after conference
holding serious women hostage to your arrogance
because of some. other lesbian's taster?
(And more power to her, you Conference Hopper.)
......
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Bourgeois Straight Feminists:
Stop stalking lesbians
and interrupting our work. ..
Stay at your country clubs.' .
Drive yourAudis
to ...,Hen:' _
,. . .
And ke.epup y~ur fantlli!y , . •
that lesbiails,want your ass
somewhere
else.
,.,. • ,
I
,
_.,'
/.
,.,,'
.. .. :. ,
Lesbians: jdst, understand this.
•
It's so hard for (bourgeois) straight women
~', '0'
"
to give it up'···
.,,: .
.
...
give up the ~6tion .
that we want ,their aSses.
They have to think that.
How else can they measure their worth?
Hunh?
.
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Cheryl Clarke is' a pdet and author of three
books of poetry,.the most recent being
Humid Pitch· by Firebrand Books. She has
.been a memlkr oj the Conditions Magazine
Editorial Collective since 1981. Humid Pitch
was nominated for a Lambda Book Award
in 1;>90.... , ,.
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ACT UP/NY· AIDS Resource CenterlBailey House.Body Positive'. Broadway Cares.
~ York· Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund· Lesbian and Ga'yCommunity ~
Panthel' Patrol· Queer Nation· Senior Action in a Gay Environment,
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CHARGE

~ JOSEPH NE(HVATAL
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C HAM

TICKETS: $18.50 RESERVED. AVAILABLE AT
THE GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC HALL BOX
OFFICE, 859 O'FARRELL, SF 94109, OR AT ALL
BASS/TICKET
MASTER LOCATIONS.
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Berkeley Community
Theatre
:
Friday, Feb. 8 • 8pm
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DJs: Dinah in the Chapel.
Michael Paoletta in the Main Room
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The Party with a Cause
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LOT 20: "PRETTY BUTCH BROOKE"
HENNY GARFUNKEL PHOTOGRAPH
SIGNED BY BROOKE SHIELDS
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A PREMIERE OFFERING OF FINE ART,
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don't say that everyone must become a
placard-waving, screaming mad person.
But we all must ask that people do what's
in our own power. Van Meter is going to
go far as a celebrity interviewer and journalist-illld I'm thrilled to see him doing
so well in his career. God knows we need
good people up there. And what we need
them t6 do most is attack the homophobes, challenge the powers-that-be and
report the truth.
Jonathan,
and all of you other
celebrity journalists out there, you'll
inevitably profile many bigots and interview lots of famous, closeted and not-socloseted stars in your future careers.
(And I will be monitoring it all in my
future.) It's up to you to bring up issues
and get them out in the open. There is
so much that you can do for the gay
community. Make us proud of you, and
make your work the kind that we can
applaud and salute. Rather than run
away from a scary situation, make waves
once in a while, and remember that others are dying and/or being beaten up
and/or putting their bodies on the line
for this movement. In the face of that,
how difficult can it to be to ask Jodie
Foster if she is a lesbian?
And as for you, Jodie Foster, honey,
why don't you stand up for queers at a
time when we desperately
need you?
,
You're wonderful and brilliant! You shine!
Talking about your so-called personal life
would not be "trvializing." To the contrary, to us it is validating and enonnousIy powerful. WE NEED YOU JODIE.
DONT DPSERTUS!
Do it yourself, in a dignified manner. Because, dear Jodie, if you think that
you can slither past the dirt-slingers and
go on to become a great ACfOR/DIRECTOR/PRODUCER/WRITER/SUPER:'
POWER of HoJlywood without having
your "personal life" cheaply whipped up
in the whirlwind of the media-from the
tabloids to the more "respectable"
press-you are sadly mistaken.
Th\! wood for that fire, you see, is
being gathered as we speak. Take it from
me: I know these things. T

and about "dating." She replied: "No, but
I wouldn't talk about it if there was .. J
don't think about it. I certainly don't talk
about it because then it's like...talk about
trivializing your life!"
Van Meter is one of those really
careful guys, always afraid of saying the
Wrong thing, always afraid of offending.
As I once wrote of him in an admittedly
harsh attack, he walks a tightrope. That's
how he's gotten thi~ far, to the point
where he's writing for every major glamour rag in the country since ending his
regular stint at 7 Days when that magazine folded.
. "I've really given it a lot of thought,
and I'm unresolved about it," he told me
on the phone. "It was something I just
didn't feel comfortable doing .. J really
learned a lot since that time [when I
attacked him regarding his profile of Liz
Smith last year!. It's .opened
my
eyes ...She'd never been asked [that question] before, and I guess, to be honest, I
just didn't want to be the first to ask..J
understand what you're doing. On a personal level, I totally understand where
you're coming from."
Maybe he does. I certainly understand where he's at. As he and I discussed on the phone, it's not easy asking
a celebrity'if he or she is queer, especially
if that celebrity is very protective about
the issue. It's a fear that grips you, a fear
that, no matter how liberated you are,
makes you feel as if you are infringing on
this person in' a terrible way-simply
because the person gives off that energy
to .you-illld it's something you have to
fight against in order to get to the truth.
And certainly, The New Yom Times is
not the place that's known for printing
such truths. This was Van Meter's first: feature there. For sure, he didn't want to
, make waves with his editors who, he
says, expressed concern over his getting
too "personal" in the interview. Perhaps if
. this were his second or third major piece
for them, he'd challenge them.
Perhaps.
However, Van Meter should underGAVDAA
stand
that
enduring
those
dif.. r 0
....
.... "7
ficulties a,skingJodie Foster if she's a lesbian and challenging editors regarding the .
dyke rugby league.
Pauley couldn't touch on how
reporting
of
celebrities'
homosexua1ity-ARE '!HE VERYTHINGS "watching the game" is a security blanket
mAT HE, AS A JOURNALIST WHO IS for insecure heteros, but she could have
GAY, CAN 00 FOR 1HIS MOVEMENT.I examined the repressed homosexuality of
60
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American sports--the body fascism, the
society-sanctioned ass-pat, the' rolling
around, getting dirty, tal~ing dirty and
group showers. She CQuid have shown'.r
how sports leagues are a big part
of surprise!-the lesbian and gay community. But she didn't. In looking at
sports and gender roles, she struck out.
She protected the masculinity of her
guests Oucky for them), saying, "Make
no mistake, these are physically fit guys."
One of the men in her clutches was an
artist, so of course she had to exaggerate
the testosterone factor. OthelWise, pe0ple might have talked.
The final joke, however, was on a
psychiatrist who said that non-sports fans
are more successful and are at peace
with themselves. He obviously wasn't a
sports fan, and we all know what that
means. Nervous?
Finally, CBS, grabbing a piece of
the repressed sports action, is treating us
to a newall-star weekly sitcom, Good
Sports, this winter. Ads for the first
show had Farrah Fawcett asking Ryan
O'Neal to wear his earring "on the more
heterosexual side." You know, the side
more befitting a 1V sports personality.
The viewers might get nervous and start
to think that everything is not the way it
seems. Of course, it isn't.
. That scene wasn't in the first show,
so we have something to look forward
to. Always end on an optimistic note. T
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American foundation for AIDSResearch
1515 Broadway, N.-.v York, NY 10036

People with HIV disease who cannot alford a paid subscription may
obtain a complimentary copy by calling the National AIDS
Informotion Clearinghouse at 1·800·458'5231.
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For additional infprmation, call
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ADVANCE LISTINGS
THE NETWORK OF BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL ORGAN IZATIONS
presents a Share-a-thon for those
seeking summer shares. The Sharea-thon benefits the Gay and Lesbian
Anti-Violence Project. Share seekers:
$15. Share offerers: $25. The Center.
208 W. 13th St. Jan. 28. 6-9 pm.
Info: (212) 517-0771.
bTHE NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL
RESEARCHpresents Photography: A
Gay Perspective. This class, limited
to 18 students, is taught by Steve
Morrison, and will be divided
between lecture and workshop. Lec.ture topics: the history of gay representation in the arts; current issues
facing gay artists, including censorhip and pOlitical realities; contemporarygay
artists.
Workshop
combines critique of students' work
with discussion of technical subjects.
Students are asked to examine their
own pasts as sources for discussion
of their work, and an individual
approach is suggested for each studenfs direction. $330. The 12 weekly
sessions begin Monday, Feb. 4, and
run from 7:45-9:30 pm. For more
info, contact the New School at (212)
741-5600.
bTHE NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL
RESEARCHpresents The State of the
City: A Gay and Lesbian Perspective,
given in conjunction with OutWeek
magazine. "Gay men and lesbians are
vital participants in the life of New
YOrkCity," says the c~assdescription.
"Despite this, many believe that the
popular media and mainstream arts
Communities either fail to represent
Oractually misrepresent gay and lesbian concerns." Given in three sesSions which focus on the arts, the

CALENDAR

media and politics, respectively, the The six sessions begin on April 4.
classes will be led by Arts Editor $130. For more info, contact the New
Sarah Pettit,
Features Editor School at (212) 741-5600.
Michelangelo Signorile and News
Editor Andrew Miller. $15 for the , bCENTER SHOWS presents Jeff
course, $8 for a single session. The Harnar, award-winning cabaret perfirst session is April 25. For more former. After raves at Eighty Eights
info, contact the New School at (212) and The Ballroom, Jeff and musical
c·
741-5600.
director Alex Rybeck will perform a
special benefit for the Center just
06 THE NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL
prior to their opening at The AlgoRESEARCHpresents A Psychoanalyt- nquin. $20. The Center. 208 W. 13th
ic Approach to Issues of Gender and SI. (212) 620-7310. Feb. 3.
Sexuality.
Instrµctor:
Adria E.
Schwartz. "Much has changed within LIVELY ARTS
psychoanalysis since Freud declared Also see the daily listings for showthat 'anatomy is destiny' and asked, ings of one or two days.
'What does a woman want?' We
approach sexual difference through TWEED (Theatre WOII<S: Emertj~
the work of feminist psychoanalytic
menial Directions) presents The History
thinkers such as Nancy Chodorow of Pornography, a multimdedia perand Jessica Benjamin in an attempt to formance work that explores the
understand the ways in which the pornographic phenomenon in Westfamily mediates the social construc- ern Civilization. Media include music,
tions of gender. Our concern is with movement, text and imagery. Written
the interface of biology, family and and directed by Kevin Malony. Music
culture. We critique the notion of by Carol Llpnlk, video by Matthew
'normative sexuality: assess homo- Caldwell, film by David Flanigan,
sexual development in males and projections by Nancy Hyland. and
femalse and examine variations in Tina West and choreography by John
heterosexual relationships." Six ses- O'Malley. $8. Tuesday through Friday
sions beginning Feb. 4. $130. For evenings at8 pm, Saturdays at 7 and
more info, contact the New School at 10 pm and Sundays at 7 pm. The
(212) 741-5600.
Ohio Theatre. 66 Wooster SI.,
between Spring and Broome streets.
bTHE NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL Info: (212) .575-3030. Jan. 12
RESEARCH presents Gay and Les- through Jan. 26.
bian Writing: From World War lito
Stonewall. Instructor: Joseph Cady. bTHE COLLECTIVEFOR LIVING CIN"The years after World War II wit- EMA presents Charles Burnell's
nessed a significant body of gay and Killer of Sheep. $6. Jan. 25 through
lesbian literature that has tended to Feb. 1 at 7 and 9 pm; Feb. 2 and 3 at
become overshadowed by the more 4, 6:30 and 8 pm. The Collective for
open homosexual expression of the Living Cinema. 41 White St. Box
post-Stonewall years of the '70s and Office: (212) 2111.
'80s. But the relative burst in gay and
lesbian writing from the mid-1940s bWESSELL O'CONNORLTD presents
through the 1960s contributed to the Donald MoHett's Wet Holes, a series
change in cultural atmosphere that of ba_cklit cibatransparencies employhelped make possible the contempo- ing both figuration and his distinctive
rary gay and lesbian liberation move- activist text. This exhibit is a further
,
ment and is an integra~ part of the continuation of the artist's examinabackground of the present gay and tion of sex and politics in the midst of
lesbian situation. This course, which the AIDS pandemic. With Moffett is
covers the years from late 1940s until Scott Lilshutz's New PaIntings, a
mid-1950s, identifies some of the series of portraits which focus entiremost important homosexual/bisexual lyon the backs of the artisfs friends.
writers in the post-war period and Wessell O'Connor. 580 Broadway, 8th
defines their basic concerns and floor. Gallery hours: Tu-Sa, 10 am to
strategies. Among the authors we 6 pm. (212) 219-9524, Through Feb.
may consdier
are: Tennessee
16.
Williams, Carson McCullers, Allen ARTISTS SPACEpresents Reframlng
Ginsberg, Sylvia Townsend Warner, the Family, a group exhibition and
James Baldwin and Janet Flanner." video program exploring the mytholo-

The Gay Br Le.bian
Switchboard of New York
daily. noon to midnight.
(212) 777-1800

,

gy of the American family codesigned by Connie Butler and Micki
McGee; and A Prolect, a conceptual
instalation mirroring Simone de
Beauvoir's 1971 Manifeste in support
of women's reproductive freedom,
co-organized by Kathe Burkhart and
Chrysanne Stathacos; and Ins,tallalion by Francois Morelli. Opening
recetion: Jan. 17 from 6-8 pm.
Gallery hours: Tu-Sa, 11 am to 6 pm.
Artists Space. 223 West Broadway.
Info: (212) 226-3970. Through Feb.
23.
bDON'T TELL MAMA presents The
Songs the GIrls Sang, a musical
revue conceived by David Perkins
and directed by Mark Cole. Musical
director: Matthew Ward. Their flyer
says: "Did you ever wonder why the
female characters always get the best
songs in Broadway musicals? Did
you come to New York hoping in your
heart of hearts you would be cast as
Nellie Forbush in South Pacific and
sing, "I'm in Love With a Wonderful
Guy," only to end up in the male chorus singing "There is Nothing Like a
Dame"?" Their answer: a revue in
which four men~Jey Montreal,
Allan Palmer, David Perkins and
Raberl Harryman-sing
Broadway
sh0v.: tunes all originally written fo~
female characters. $10, with a two
drink minimum. Don't Tell Mama. 343
W. 46th St. Jan. 27 at 10 pm; Feb. 3,
Feb. 10 and Feb. 17 at 8 pm; and Feb.
24 at 10 pm. Reservations: (212)
757-0788 after 4 pm.
THE GLINES presents Landscape
With Male FIgure, a farce about two
gay men and their sexual fantaSies,
written by J.ohn Crabtree. Director:
John Wall. Cast: Marlin Dulzen, Rob
Parker, Jimmy O'Neill. $15. Court·
yard Playhouse. 39 GroveSt. at
Bleecker Street. Wednesday through
..
Friday evenings at 8 pm, Saturdays at
,
6 and 9 pm, Sundays at 7 pm. ReserP1t
vations: (212) 869-3530. ThrOugh:'5;~
March 3.
';ik",¥
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bEL TEATRO RODANTE PUERTOR~;! .~,
RIQUENO inicia la 1991 temporada
.,;{
con Asl en MIami Como In II CIllo.
Escrito por el (jramatrgo Cub!lro
Raul de Cardenas, el estreno mll~i
al S9 trata del regreso al hogar dii un:
hijo gravemente enfermo, y el
doloroso encuentro entre dos generaciones con visiones opuestas de .Ia
vida. [EI Teatro Rodante Puertor•

,.

•

'riqueno kicks off· its 1991 season with
the world premier of Asi en Miami
Como en el Cielo. Written by Cuban
playwrig ht Raul de Cardenas, the play
depicts the return home of a gravely
ill son and the painful clash between
two generations with opposing
philosophies of life.] $12 and $15.
304 W. 47th St. Descuento para estudiants, mayores y grupos. En ingles:
We-Fr at 8 pm. En espanol: Sabados
y Domingos a las 2:30 y a las 8.
ROYAL COURT PRODUCTIONS presents Lips, a revue in gender illusion.
$10. Producers Club Theater. 358 W.
44th St., suite 7. Fridays at 11 pm.
Info: (212) 689-5789.

ines the impact of AIDS on a gay
male couple, a lesbian couple, a heterosexual couple and a child. 121
Christopher St. $27.50-$35. Tu-f at
8 pm. Sa at 7 and 10 pm. Su at 3 pm.
(212) 92H782.
RAPP THEATRE COMPANY revives
Thomas M. Disch's The Cardinal
Detoxes, "a chilling look inside the
hierarchy of the modern Catholic
Church exploring such issues as
AIDS, abortion, ties to organized
crime and homosexuality"; directed
by R. Jeffrey Cohen, starring George
McGrath as the Cardinal; 220 E 4 St;
$10 (TOK ok); FRI & SAT at 10
&11:30 pm, SUN at 2 pm (RT= 35
min.); 529-6160.

55 GROVE STREET presents Cam
Brainard and Bob Koherr's Brickface MONDAY, ,JAN. 21
& Stucco, performers who both
appeared in Parting Glances, their SAGE presents Letting Go, a closed
original comedy material includes two discussion group, at 6 pm; and AduU
jocks who learn they can vogue,
Survivors of Sexual Abuse at 7 pm.
retired Solid Gold Dancers, Amish All events happen at the Center. 208
rappers who put the "men back in W. 13th St. Sage info: (212) 741Mennonite," an early Simon & Gar- 2247.
funkel, and the Rocky Mountain Btitt
Boys who open at a gay rodeo in 'LESBIANS IN CREATIVE ARTS PreWest Hollywood; videos serve as lim inary Meeting. Join this new
transitions between live routines; at group now forming for multimedia,
55 Grove St (west of 7th Ave South); artists and appreCiators. Come share
$8 + 2-drink minimum; FRI at 8 pm; ideas, create projects, workshops,
366-5438
forums and events. Network, support
and socialize. The Coffeehouse. The
AMERICAN PLACE THEATER pre- Center. 208 W. 13th St. Info: (212)
sents I Stand Before You Naked by 982-7141. [Regular meetings begin
Joyce Carol Oates, about ten women next Monday]
dealing with life in today's America;
with Elizabeth Alley, Penny Temple- MEN OF ALL COLORS TOGETHER
ton,
Nancy
Barrett,
Annie
invites you to the Annual March and
McGreevey, Marguerite Kuhn, Bron- Rally to Commemorate Dr. Martin
wen Booth; 111 W 46 St; $20; WED- Luther King, Jr.'s Birthday. This
SAT at 8 pm, also WED & SAT at 2 event makes a good compliment to
pm, SUN at 3 pm; 840-3074
Friday's march on Washington. This
isn't a MACT-sponsored event, so
CHARLES LUDLAM THEATRE pre- they recommend you contact the
sents Ludlam's Camille, starring and mayor's office for the lesbian and gay
directed by Everett Quinton, with community at (212) 566-7385 for
Cheryl Reeves, Ken Scullin, Georg more info. 2 pm. At 7 pm, join MACT
Osterman, Eureka, Bobb Reed, Jim for a Financial Allalrs Planning
Lainb, Carl Claybourne,
H.M. Meeting. 251 E. 10th St., #4. Call
Kououkas, Jean-Claude Vasseux, James for more info. (212) 995Steven Pell, 1 Sheridan Square;.$25; 8063.
TUE-FRI at 8 pm, SAT &SUN at 7 pm;
691-2271
ACT UP/NY Weekly Meeting. The
Bank. 225 E. Houston St., at the
CHERRY LANE THEATRE presents southwest corner of Houston and
David Stevens' The Sum of Us, by Essek. 7:30 pm. Info: (212) 564the writer of Breaker Morant, starring 2437.
Tony Goldwyn and Richard Venture,
directed by Kevin Dowling, about a GAY ACTIVIST ALLIANCE OF MORfather who tries to help with his son's RIS COUNTY presents Womyn's Netgay relationships while he looks for a work and Men's Rap Group at 7:30
new wife; 38 Commer'ceSt; $27.50- pm, before their General Meelirig at
$32.50; TUE-FRI at 8 pm, SAT at at 7 8:30 pm. Tonight's discussion focus& 10 pm, SUN at 3 & 7:30 pm; 989- es on "Animals: their protection and
2020 .
.
care." Morristown Unitarian Fellowship. 21 Normandy Heights Rd. MorLUCILLE LORTEL THEATER presents ristown, NJ·. Info: GAAMC Gay
Falsettoland, the William Rnn/James Helpline: (201) 285-1595.
Lapine musical. The third in Finn's
Marvin Trilogy, Fa/setto/and exam- ACT UP/NY Weekly Meellng. Cooper
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Union. East 7th Street at Third
Avenue. 7:30 pm. Info: (212) 5642437.

Sage Info: (212) 741-2247.

ASIANS AND FRIENDS NEW YORK
presents ,.,embers Meet Meinbers:
TUESDAY, ,JAN. 22
Dusll Thai Restaurant. Socializing
and cocktails at 6 pm. Then, at7:3O,
BRONX AIDS COMMUNITY SERVICE it's dinner, price-fixed at $20 per parPROJECT ,presents Women Peer son, including tax and tip. Dusit Thai
Education Training III. Bronx AIDS Restaurant. 256 Bleecker SI. ReserServices, Inc. One Fordham Plaza, vations: Andrew Ng at (212) 674suite 800. The Bronx. 10-12 am. 5638.
(212) 295-5605.
.
BISEXUAL WOMEN'S GROUP GenerSAGE presents Sagerclze at 11 am; al Meellng. This group is just formSage Plus, a rap group for men who ing, so get in early. The Center. 208
are over 50 and HIV-positive, at 6 W. 13th SI. 6:30-8 pm. Meetings are
pm; and FV Team A. also at 6 pm. All second and fourth Wednesdays; next
events happen at the Center. 208 W. is Feb. 13. (212) 459-4784.
13th St. Sage info: (212) 741-2247.
SLOPE ACTIVITIES FOR LESBIANS
NY PUBLIC LIBRARY Fall Reading presents Pool Night. Featuring free
Series: tonight with Samuel R. pool, ping pong, billiards, air hockey
Delany, Triton, Stars in My Pocket and shooting hoops at Brownstone
Like Grains of Sand, The Fall of Tow- Billiard. Seventh Ave. at Flatbush.
ers; NY Public Library, 42 St Then, instead of The Roost this week,
entrance, Celeste Bartos Forum; 6 it's Dinner at the Rex Cafe. Seventh
pm; tix 930-0571 .
Avenue at 3rd Street. The evening
begins at 8:00 pm. Please call 24
GAY MEN OF THE BRONX General hourn in advance to confirm all SAL
Meeting. 1 Fordham Plaza, 8th floor. activities: (718) 965-7578.
6-8 pm. Info: ChriS (212) 0806
(English) or Robert (212) 882-3404. BODY POSITIVE presents Personal
Meetings are 2nd and 4th Tuesdays; Finances and HIV, a monthlyorientanext is Feb. 12.
tion forum held on the fourth
Wednesday of each month. Madera-·
GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS presents tor: David Peternon. With Fred de la
Vega, MBA, Financial PI,anner;
Health Seminars:· NutrHlonal Illues
and Benefits Information. For more Richard W. Bandfield, CLU, RFP;
Inform'alion, call the GMHC hoUine at Richard F. Stem, CLU, ChFC. SI. Vin(212) 807-6655 (TOD (212) 645- cent's Hospital-Cronin Building. 10th
7470 for the hearing impaired). 129 floor auditorium. 170 W. 12th St.
West 20th St. 7 pm ..
8-10 pm. Info: (212) 721-1619.
SLOPE ACTIVITIES FOR LESBIANS
presents Nutrition Night. Find out
more about vitamins, vegetarianism,
low-fat diets, super b1ue-grilen algae
and other things. Come to learn or
bring ideas of your own. Please call
24 hours in advance to confirm all
SAL activities: (718) 965-7578.

GAY MEN OF AFRICAN DESCENT
attends A Forum With Openly Lesbian and Gay Gl!vernment Officials,
featuring Dr. Marjorti HIJI, director of
New York City's office for gay and lesbian concerns, Tom Duane. the special assistant to Comptroller LIz
Holtzman and several openly lesbian
and gay state and city officials.
Assembly Hall. The Center. 208 W.
13th SI. 8 pm. ·Info: (212) 620-7310.

LESBIANS AND GAY MEN OF NEW
BRUNSWICK presents Attorney Deb,
orah Gusion: "What Gays and Lesbians Should Know Aboilt the Law." GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE pre:Friends Meeting House. 109 Nichol sents Tryouts for Advanced Division
Ave. New Brunswick, NJ. 8 pm. (second level of play) and Interm9!li(908) 247-0515.
ate B (fourth level). $75 for a 13-week
session. 351 W. 18th St., 7th floor
WEDNESDAY, ,JAN. 23 gyms. 7:30 pm. Info: (212) 666-4327
or 836-9219.
MEN OF ALL COLORS TOGETHER
presents Going Home, a personal A DIFFERENT LIGHT presents Irena
awareness seminar desgned to mysti- I(lepflsz, reading from her book A
fy the rites, rituals aild actual process Few Words in the Mother Tongue.
of dying. The Center. 208 W. 13th SI. 548 Hudson St. 8 pm. Info: (212)
Info: (212)
932-3138.
989-4850.
,
SAGE presents Men's 50-plus Rap
Group at 5:30 pm, and Sage Plus II,
a rap group for men who are over 50
and HIV-positive, at 7 pm. All events
happen at the Center. 208 W. 13th SI.

GAY MALE S/M ACTIVISTS Meeting
and Discussion: Humiliation and
Humility. $4 membern/$6 nonmembers. The Center. 208 W. 13th SI. 3rd
Roor. Socializing at 8 pm. Program at

•

8:30. pm. GMSMA info: (212) 7279878.

THURSDAY, .IAN. 24
~J~

BRONX AIDS COMMUNITY.SERVICE
PROJECTpresents Speakers Bureau
Training II. Bronx AIDS Services,
Inc. One Fordham Plaza, suite 800.
The Bronx. 10-12 am. (212) 2955605.
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES FEDERATION
NETWORK FOR LESBIAN AND GAY
CONCERNS Monthly General Membership Meeting. The Center. 208 W:
13th St. 6 pm. (212) 632-8027.
SAGE presents Exploring New York:
The Museum of Natural History at
2:30. For complete details, call
SAGE.At the center, it's Sagerclze at
11 am, Men Couples' Group at 6:30
pm, and Men's 4D-Plus Rap Group
at 8pm. The Center. 208 W. 13th St.
Sage info: (212) 741-2247.
THE NAMES PROJECT OF NEW JERSEY presents Beach Party, a fundraiser for the Names Project. $3. The
Raven. New Hope, Penn. 6-10 pm.
For'complete details, call: (908) 7394863.
GAY ACTIVIST ALLIANCE OF MORRIS COUNTY Program Committee
Meeting. 7:30 pm. Call GAAMC for
complete details: (201) 285-1595.
QUEER NATION General Meeting.
The Center. 208 W. 13th St. 7:30 pm.
Meetings are every other Thursday;
next is Feb. 7.

plus Rap Group at 7:30 pm and
Women's Couples Group at 8 pm.
All events happen at the Center. 208
W.13th St. Sage info: (212) 7412247.
BRONX AIDS COMMUNITY SERVICE
PROJECT presents Teen Peer Education Training IV. Bronx AIDS Services, Inc. One Fordham Plaza, suite
800. The Bronx. 3:30-5:30
pm.
(212) 295-5605.

ard Malanga, Baby Jane Holzer and
John Paler, as well as artist Marisol,
art critic Pierre Restany and poet Ed
Sande(s. Plus: Blow Job, in which
the sexual activity indicated by the
title happens off-screen; on-screen,
all we see is the face of a young man
and the emotions it conveys. The
Angelika Rim Center. 611 Broadway.
Midnight. (212) 995-2000. [See Jan.
26]

SATURDAY, .IAN. 26
SLOPE ACTIVITIES FOR LESBIANS
presents Final Friday: Pizza at
HYACINTH FOUNDATION, New JerRome at 6:30 pm. Rent's around the
sey's leading AIDS serviCe and educorner, and those holiday billl! ~re cation organization, ,presents a
rolling in, so let's keep it cheap. 85
Volunteer Training Program. The
Seventh Ave. between Berkeley and two-day program is free, and covers
Union streets. Then, at 8 pm, it's
all aspects of AIDS and related
Madonna Night, asking the question, . issues, and gives potential volunIs the Material Girl really a '90s femiteers the opportunity to examine
nist? Sc~eduled: the Blonde Ambitheir own responses to AIDS and
tion concert video, "Justify My
learn about areas of service in this
Love:' and a wanna-be costume confield. For complete detailS, contact
Hyacinth at (800) 433-0254.
test. Please call 24 hours in advance
to confirm all SAL activities: (718)
965-7578.
SAGE presents Support For You, a
bereavement group for men and
Attend a Comprehensive Financial
woomen dealing with loss, at 11 am;
Sem Inar for PWAs and their famiAstrology Wortshop at 1 pm; and a
lies, which will discuss finances,
Zodiac Social Gay Synogogue from
estates, wills and trusts. The $20 fee
1-5 pm. All events happen at the
will be contributed to an unnamed
Center. 208 W. 13th St. In the
gay rights organization. New York
evening, join SAGE (or their Third
Confidential. 306 E. 49th St. 7:30
Annual Dance Marathon. Tickets are
pm.
.free to marathoners, $25 at the door
and $20 in a!lvance. Proceeds will
benefit SAGE's program for olde.r
MEN OF ALL COLORS TOGETHER
people with AIDS. The Limelight.
presents Open House and Febroary
Sixth Avenue at 20th Street. 7 pm to
Newsletter Mailing. The Center. 208
midnight. Sage .into: (212) 741W. 13th St. 7:45 pm. Call James for
2247.
more info. (212) 995-8063.
.

SLOPE ACTIVITIES FOR LESBJANS
presents Game Night: Checkers and
Dominoes. Fun for all ages. Bring
snacks, drinks (no alcohol) and extra
checkerboards and domino sets.
7:30 pm. Please call 24 hours in
advance to confirm all SAL activities:
(718) 965-7578.

wow

CAFE presents Through the
Walls. "A woman too long alone in
her apartment signals through walls,
fantasy,
intrusion,
lingerie,
escape...." Written and performed by
Gabrielle Hamilton. Original music
written and performed by Terry
Dame. Rim by Mary Patierno and
Harriet Hlrshorn. WOW Cafe. 59 E.
4th SI. Reservations: (212) 4608067. Through Jan. 26.
AFR ICAN-AMERICAN
WI MMIN
UNITED FOR SOCIETAL CHANGE
Weekly Meeting. The Center. 208 W.
13th St. 8-10:30 pm.

FRIDAY, .IAN. 25
SAGE presents Men's 50-plus Rap
Group at 6 pm, Women's 40-plus
Rap Group at 7 pm Women's 50-

WOW CAFE presents Through the
Walls. "A woman. too long alone in
her apartment signals through walls,
fantasy,
intrusion,
lingerie,
escape...... Written and performed by
Gabrielle Hamilton. Original music
written and performed by Terry
Dame. Film by Mary Patierno and
Harriet Hirshorn. WOW Cafe. 59 E.
4th .SI. Reservations: (212) 4608067. Through Jan. 26.
BACA DOWNTOWN presents The
Ninth Annual Choreographers
Showcase, featuring original choreography by 13 artists and ensembles, including: Eva Dean Dance Co.,
Kathleen Laziza, Maxine Moerman,
Amy Pivar!Julie Tolentino Wood,
Regina Quintero and Susan WeitL
BACA Downtown. 111 Willoughby
St. Brooklyn. 8 pm. (718) 596-2222.
[See Jan. 26]
•
THE ANGELIKA FILM CENTER presents Thl! Cu.lture God of the 19605:
The Films of Andy Warhol. The sixweek series continues with Kiss, a
series of close-up sequences of couples kissing, and includtls Warhol
Factory regulars Naomi Levine, Ger-

SLOPE ACTIVITIES FOR LESBIANS
presents Ice Skating In Prospect
Park at noon, and then, at 7:30 pm,
Phon,e FantaSies and Personals
Party. Call those 900 numbers
you've been tempted to, or be entertained by others doing so. SAL
promises to turn up the speakerphone. Please bring some bucks to
chip in for the calls, as well as
snacks and drinks~ Please call 24
hours in advance to confirm all SAL
activities: (718) 965-7578.
MEN OF ALL COLORS TOGETHER
presents a Grand CI.ean-Up, PaintUp, Fix-Up Party of the the Charles
Angel-People of Color Room. Fourth
floor, west wing. The Center. 208 W.
13th SI. 1-6 pm. Info: (212) 8647936 or (212) 222-9794.
MOSAIC BOOKS presents Saflya
Henderson-Holmes reading poetry
from Madness and a Bit of Hope.
Mosaic Books. 167 Avenue B at 10th
Street. 7 pm. Info: (2J 2) 475-8623.
KNIGHTS WRESTLING CLUB presents a Gay Wrestling Tournament.
Featuring several medalists at the

recent Gay Games II. $5. The Center.
208 W. 13th SI. 8 pm.(718) 6395141.
BACA DOWNTOWN presents The
Ninth Annual Choreographers
Showcase, featuring original choreography by 13 artists and ensembles, including: Bandana Women,
Julie Carr, Heather Fenby, Andrew
Marcus, Otux and LeSlie Yancey.
BACA Downtown. 111 Willoughby
SI. Brooklyn. 8 pm. (718) 596-2222.
[See Jan. 25]
WOW CAFE presents Through the
Walls. "A woman too long alone in
her apartment signals through walls,
fantasy,
intrusion,
lingerie,
escape...." Written and performed by
Gabrielle HamlHon. Original music
written and performed by Terry
Dame. Rim by Mary Patlerno and
Harriet Hlrshorn. WOW Cafe. 59 E.
4th SI. Reservations: (212) 4608067. Through Jan. 26.
GAY NINETIES presents an Icebreaker Dance for Womyn. Admission
includes OJ, cOffee or tea, .and a
door prize. Also available: beer, wine
and delicious
desserts. $8 in
advance/$10 at door. Unitarian
Church. Nicolls Road. Stony Brook,
Long Island. For advance reservations: Make checks payable to
"cash:' and mail to The Nineties. PO
Box 732. Miller Place, NY 11764.
Info: (516) 474-2176.
BROOKLYN LESBIANS IN SISTERHOODAND SOLIDARITY and BRONX
LESBIANS UNITED IN SISTERHOOD
present BLISS-BLUeS Bash to benefit Lesbians Off to Atlanta. OJ Gini
DeSantis. $8. 421 Fifth Ave.,
between 7th and 8th streets. Park
Slope. Brooklyn. Travel: F to Fourth
Avenue or R to 9th Street. 9 pm to 1
am. Info: Irma at (212) 409-1131.
FOOT FRIENDS BAR NIGHT presents
The Second Foot Friends Saturday
Party. For men into feet, socks,
sneakers, shoes, boots and other
"safe sex only." "Masculine" attire
requested: No suits, sweaters or
cologne. $10 in advance. Send fee to
PO Box 304. Village Station. New
York, NY 10014. Party at 157 Eighth
Ave., #1, south of 18th Street. 9:30
pm. Door closes for entry at 11 pm.
Info: (212) 675-7352.
THE ANGELIKA FILM CENTER presents The CuHure God of the 1960s:
The Films of Andy Warhol. The sixweek series continues with Kiss, a
series of close-up sequences of couples kissing, and includes Warhol
Factory regulars Naomi Levine, Gerard Malanga, Baby Jane Holzer and
John Paler, as well as artist Marisol,
art critic Pierre Restany and poet Ed
Sanders. Plus: Blow Job, In which
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the sexual activity indicated by the
title happens off-screen; on-screen,
all we see is the face of a young
man and the emotions it conveys.
Th'e Angelika
Film Center. 611
Broadway. Midnight.
(212) 9952000. [See Jan. 25]

Tuning In: A TV/Radio Guide for OutWeek Readers
•

InformatiQn must be received by Monday to be included in the following
week's issue. Send items to OutWeek Listings, 159W. 25 St, NY, NY 10001.
ME (Arts & Ent, 555 FrfthAve, 10th A, NYC 10017;661-4000)
CCTV(Rick X, Box 700, NYC 101l~)
GBS (Gay Broadcasting System, BlIICh PeaS1on,1787th Ave,
Ste. A-3, NYC 10011;243-1570)
GCN (Gay Cable Network, lou Maletta, 32 Union Square East,
Suite 1217;4n-4220)
GMHC •(Gay Men's Health Crisis, Jean Carlomusto, 129W 20
St, NYC loo11;1!07-7517)
RB PROD (Robin Byrd Prod., Box 3/!i, NYC 10021;988-2973)
WABC-TV (77W63St, NYC 10023;456-7777)
WBAI-FM (505 8th Ave, 19th A, NYC 10018;279-0707)
WCBS-TV (51W52 StSt, NYC 10019;975-4321)
WNBC- Tv (30 Rockefeller Plaza, NYC 10112;664-4444)
WNET-TV (356 W 58 St, NYC 10019;560-3000)
WNYW-TV (Fox, 1211AV/AM, NYC 10036;556-2400)
WPIX-TV (220 E42 ST,NYC 10017;94~11ool

SUNDAY, .JAN. 27
SLOPE ACTIVITIES FOR LESBIANS
presen~s Super Singles
Stroll
Through the Brooklyn Art Museum,
co-sponsored
by LESBIANS AND
GAYS OF FLATBUSH. Meet at the
Grand Lobby Of the Museum at 1
pm. Eastern Parkway and Washington Ave. Then, join SAL as they
attend (not sponsor) a couple of
Manhattan Field Trips. The first is
Networking for Ambitious Women,
Inc. The topic is "Self-Esteem and
Success," and the ses!;ion will be
led by a psychotherapist. There will
also be a social hour with wine and
cheese. 17 W. 20th St. For more
info: on this evant, call (718) 9530910. The second filed trip is Interracial
Lesbian
Relationships,
sponsored by Lesbian Femini!!t Liberation .. See their entry on this date.
And, as always, please call 24 hours
in advance to confirm all SAL activities: (718) 965-7578.

MONDAY, .JANUARY 21

LESBIAN FEMINIST LIBERATION prefeaturing speaker Tena Marshall. $4
donation includes refreshments. The
Center. 208 W 13th St 3 pm. Info: (212)
627-1398.

FRIDAY, .JANUARY 25

cm

TUESDAY, .JANUARY 22
10:00 AM WABC- TV Sally Jesy Raphael SJR wins the mostridiculous-show-of-the-week award, with this segment
on "makeovers forthe spouses of military personnel in the
American, er, Persian Gulf. CH7
Z:3J PM MAX The Women Ignore 7V Guide's snippent about
"gossipy women." This is classic camp. WIth Joan Crawford, Rosalind Russell and Norma Shearer. Repeated
Wednesday at 3:30 on The Movie Channel.
10:00 PM TMC Drugstore Cowboy This is openly gay
director Gus Van Sa nt's second movie, and it features, besides Matt Dillon and Kelly lynch, queer
guru William S. Burroughs. Repeated today at 3:40
am and Friday at 5:30 pm
10:00 PM Another Country British boarding schools, homos
and espianage. Watch for the boat scene. CH 49
10:00 PM Rll PROD The Robin ByrrI Show. male and female
strippers; Manhattan Cable, CHV/35 (1:00)
11:00 PM GBS Out in the 90's: news, information and
•
interviews; Manhattan/Paragon Cable, CH C/16 (1:00)

EAGLE BAR Superbowl
Sunday.
$10,000 ,cash prize (200 tickets sold
at $100 each) and beer at $1.25.
142 11th Ave., at 21st Street. 4 pm.
(212) 691-8451. ("Superbowl lends

itself to a vel}' gay anagram, doesn'tit?-RX)
THE NAMES PROJECT OF NEW
JERSEY presents
a Superbowl
Party, a fund-raiser for the project.
$5. The Den. Somerset, NJ. 5 pm to
2 am. For details, call: (908) 7394863.
IN YOUR FACE PRODCUTIONS presents Freeland
Acting Group in

Homos for the Holidays, part II.

WEDNESDAY, .JANUARY 23

Drama, comedy, music and performance. Each piece pertains to gays
and the recently departed holidays.
$5. The Center. 208 W. 13th St. 5
and 8 pm. (212) 924-7602.
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THURSDAY, .JANUARY 24
1:00 PM WBAI-FM This Way Out; the international
gay/lesbian news magazine; 99.5 FM (:30)
1:30 PM WBAI-FM An Aftemoon Outing: local news and
information about the gay and lesbian community with
Lany Gutenburg; 99.5 FM (:31)
7:00PM WCBS-TV Hard Copy Scheduled: A segment on sexual misconduct and the clergy. CH 2. Repeated at 7:30 am
on CHll.
8:00 PM The Gay Oating Game Show with Tammy SeeIi and
Lahama Van Zandl; Manhattan Cable, CH C/16 (:31)
10:00PM WNBC-TV LA LawFrom last season, it's LA Laws.
episode on outing: A gay cop sues when he's outed bya
gay journalist CH 4
. '
10:00PM GCN Be Our Guest entertainment for and aboutthe
lesbian/gay community; Manhattan Cable, CH 0/17 (:3(1)
10:30 PM GMHC Living With AIDS: health and politics;·
Manhattan Cable, CH V/35 (:30)
11:00 PM GCN Gay U.S.A.: news and entertainment from
around the country; Manhattan Cable, CH V/35 (1:00)
Midnight GCN Men in Films: male erotica, interviews with
adultfilmstars; Manhattan Cable, CH V/35 (:30)
12:30 AM RB PROD Men For MefT. Robin BynI.presents gay
male porno stars; Manhattan Cable, CH V/35 (:30)

1:31PM WUSB 90.1 FM The Word Is Out Marc Gunning hosts
a weekly lesbian, gay and bisexual variety show featuring
music, news, editorials, comedy and guest interviews.
z.J PM WUSB 00.1 FM Lavender Wimmin News, songs and
music produced by women for women.
Z:3J PM WUSB 00.1 FM This Way Out More queer news.
5:00 PM TMC Black WidowDebraWinger and Theresa Russell star in this unsung lesbian-themed classic. Repeats
Thursday at 2:35 AM on Showtime.
8:30 PM Manhattan Cable The Brenda and Glennda Show
Brenda and Glennda ride Buffalo's Metrorail. CH 0/17
9:00 PM GBS Out in the 90's: community news, discussion,
interviews. BO Cable, CH 56 (1:00)
11:31 PM· Tomorrow!Tonight Livef. entertainmem; Manhattan
and Paragon Cable, CH 0/17 (1:00)
The Closet Case Show. Kloset Klips; ManhatMidnight
tan /Paragon Cable, CH C/16 (:30)

sents Intenacial Lesbian Relationships.

MEN OF ALL COLORS TOGETHER
presents.
Couples
Caucus
at
Mitchell and Loyd's. 305 W. 98th
St., #2-FS. 5-8 pm. Then, at 10 pm,
join MACT member David Perkins at
his cabaret, The Songs the Girls
Sang. See Lively Arts for a complete
description
of the cabaret. MACT
info: 663-2952.

But maybe ....CH 4
Midnight RB PROD The Robin BynI Show. maliland female
strippers, live call-in shoW; Manhattan Cable,CH V/35

2:30 AM Sidney Shorr Remember this one? It's the pilot
episode for prime time's one great effort to make a
show about a queer. Tony Randall stars. CH 11
6:45 AM HBQ TheTruth About AlexStraight boy Scott Baio
finds out th.at his best friend is gay. Repeated at 4 pm.
3:00 PM SHOW Kids-TV According to TV Guide, 'the
crew's investigation of AIDS separates the facts
from the fears.'
8:00 PM WNET-TV Smithsonian WorldThe series opens the
season with "Gender: The Enduring Paradox." Featuring
comments from children, anthropologists and poets.
11:30 PM WNBC-TV Tonight Jay leno hosts, among others , the Indigo Girls. The one question you probably
won't hear asked: Are they really the Blue Dykes?

I
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10:00 AM WABC-TV SallyJessy RaphaelScheduled topic:
educators and sexual misconduct. Expect anything. CH 7
2:30 PM WBAI-FM Rompiendo el Silenciu: todos los .
viernes, Gonzalo Aburto con tamas y noticias para la
comunidad latina gay y lesbiana; 99.5 FM (:15)
.
7:00 PM WBAI-FM AIDS In Focus, Michael A1ealay, producer; politics/culture of the AIDS pandemic; 99.5 FM (:15)
7:30 PM VicrorNicroria Julie Andrews plays a man playing a
woman in drag. Real queer characters pop up too. CH 11
8:00 PM A&E Divine Madness The Divine Miss M in 1980.
Incomporable. Repeated at midnight
10:00 PM WNET-TV Intercom Prime Time: A Priest on Trial
This is the story of Fr. Bernard lynch, a priest who campaigned for gay and lesbian rights and administered to
People Wrth AIDS in New York, and who was-falseIy----accused of sexually abusing a former student. A
dynamic story of church and city politics. CH 13
1:00 AM RB PROD The Robin Byrd Show. male and female
strippers; Manhattan Cable, CH V/35 (1:00)

SATURDAY, .JANUARY 26
8:30 AM WBAI-FM Any Saturday with David
Rothenberg; live call-in; 99.5 FM (2:00)
7:00 PM GCN Gay U.S.A: news and entertainment from
around the country; BO, Unity, ACV Cable, CH 56 (1:00)
(for Manhattan Cable, see THURSDAY)
10:30 PM WNET-TV A Taste of HoneyThe 1961 story of a "homely young girl" cared for by a homosexual friend
after an affair with a sailor leaves her pregnant CH 13
11:00PM Gay 7v: male porn; Manhattan Cable, CH V/35
1:00 AM RB PROD The Robin Byrd Show. male & female
strippers; Paragon Cable, CH C/16 (1:00)
1:30 AM RB PROD The Robin Byrd Show. male & female
strippers; Manhattan Cable, CH V/35 (1:00)

SUNDAY, .JANUARY 27
7:31PM WBAI-FM Outlooks, wiIh host MlllkAllen. Scheduled:
Queer Nation, discussing methods of combatting homophobia.
Alternates wiIh TheGay Show, 9!l.5 FM (1:001
10:30PM RB PROD Men For MefT.Robin Byrd presents gay
male porno stars; Manhattan Cable, CH V/35 (:31)
11:00PM GBS Way Outf, enterta inment for and about the lesbian/gay community; Rich Volo, producer, 254-7685;Manhattan Cable, CH C/16 (:ll)
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Monday
LineI9Jt (outVVeek's Get Out and Give party. Door goes to lesbian, gay and AIDS
organizations. 9 pmto 4am.$5) 47 W.2OthSt., at Sixth Ave. (212)1IJ7-7850
Private Eyes (Marc Berkley's Kool Komrads;strippers; downtown
crowd, students, professionals; $7) 12 W 21 St, club 206-7772
Temple (BillieKlub's party: a different theme each week.) 101 Avenue A

TUesday

.

Big City Diner ('Subculture; featuring dancing, food and bar. For men,
but women are welcome. $7.) 43rd Stat 11th Ave. (212) 268-4572.
;t. The Center ("Southerners:
C&W and two-stepping for queers on a
montly basis. $5 members1$7 non-menbers. Lessons at 7:15.) 208 W.
13th St-;..o
+Clit Club (Jocelyn and Julie add a second night of hot lesbian action in
the East Village. $5.) 101 Avenue A
+-c.-Club Edelweiss (1Vs, TSs, gays, bi's, singles, couples'; TUES espeCially for lesbians; but open to all TUE-SUN night) 167 W 29; 868-6989
+ Grand Central (Women's nighttonight. Mixed We-Su.) 210 Merrick
Road, Rockville Centre, LI; (516) 536-4800.
Kilimanjara (Tracks Tuesdays.) 531 W. 19th St. 627-2333.
.Roxy (Men on Wheels, gay roller skating; starts 8 pm) 515 W 18 St; 645-5156
;t.

,

;

Wednesday

.

·•

-crChannelli9 (Doors open at 10 pm, showtime is 1 am. Unda Simpson, DJ Dany
·Johnson. East Village crowd. $5.) 101Avenue A
IThe Building (Dallas' The Boys' Room; House music, downtown crowd,
go-go boys and a 6O-foot ceiling; $101$7 with invite) 51 W 26 St; 576-1890
+ Excalibur (Ladies Night, $1 drinks) corner 10th/Jefferson behind football stadium, Hoboken, NJ; 201-795-1161
-c.-Umelight (Disco 2000 with Michael Alig and Larry Tee;10 pm, $10;
Coors no longer selVedn 6th Ave at 20 St; club 807-7850
.
+ Private Eyes (Shescape Afterwork Party, 5-10 pm; $5 before 7 pm/$7
,
after; 2-4-1 drinks before 7) 12 W 21 St; info 645-6479, club 206-7772
· Private Eyes (YMVA Night; students, prof'ls, women; performers; $7; .
door often benefits a gay/lesbian organization) 12 W 21 St; 206-7772
Silver Uning (2-4-1 drinks, also open Tues·Sun, women SAT) 175 Cherry
Lane, Floral Pk, LI; 516/354-9641
. SUz (2-4-1drinks, also open daily) 2D2Westchester Ave, White Plains; 914'151-31ID

• Thursday
,

.

Cheap (It's a new party, promising 'cheap drinks and cheap queers.' No
cover.) 101 Avenue A
-c.-Copacabana (last Thu. of the month Susanne Bartsch party, next is
November 29; iffy door) 10 E 60 St, at Fifth Ave; 755-6010
Excalibur ($1 drinks, a.lso ~pen Tues-Sun, women WED) corner IOt/v'Jefferson behind football stadium, Hoboken, NJ; 201-795-1161
Hatfield's (2-4-1 drinks, female impersonators; also open nightly, women
on TUE & FRI) 126-10 Queens Blvd, Kew Gardens, Queens; 7181261-8484
.t.No Hause (Mixed gay/straight, male/female crowd, featuring technopop, new
wave, goth and punk music, but no house. $7.) Private Eyes. 12 E. 21st St.
-c.-Roxy (Disco Interruptus, DJs Sister Dimension and the Pop Tarts. Performance by Wendy Wild and Flloyd. $10) 515 W 18; 645-5156
Stingray's (Brand new club, brand new sound syStem, everything else is
a surprise. No cover tonight.) 641 W. 51st St. (212) 664-8668

Friday

.

.

IABC (Chip Duckett's ABC Fridays, DJ Merritt; ballroom, balcony, billiards,
boogying; $10/$7 w. invite; opened Nov. 16H71rving Place at 15 St
+Clit Club (Jocelyn & Julie, Every Friday Party, go-go girts, lesbo videos; opens 8
pm, billiards &$1 drinks between 8 and 9 pm; $5) 432 W 14St; 4$1)-1114
Columbia Dances (1st Friday of every month, Earl Hall, 10 pm - 2 am; next
is Feb. 1.) 116th St & Bway; 854-3574 days
I
+ Hatfield's (women's nights are TUE & FRI) 126-10 Queens Blvd., Kew
. Gardens, Queens; 718/261-8484
IMeat on Friday (Just like Saturday. DJ Nobody's Pussy. $5.) 101 Avenue A
-c.-Mike Todd Room (Sister Dimension's Panty Girdles) 123 E 13 St; 473-7171
+Millemitm
(Ladies' Nigfm mo NY Ave (Rte 110),Huntington, U; 516'351-1402
Private Eyes (YMVA Night; students, professionals, men) 12W 21 St. 'lIJ3- Tm

a surprise. Free, 7-10 pm. $7 after.) 641 W. 51st St. (212) 664-8668
+Visians (women's party) 56-01 Queens Blvd, Woodside, Queens; info
7181846-7131, club 718/899-9031

Saturday

Barefoot BOogie (2nd & 4th SAT; adulWkids, smoke & alcohol free; 8:3> pm12::11am, $4; next is Dec 8) 434 6th Ave (blwn 9/10 Sts), 4th Aoor; 832-6759
Center (2nd & 4th SAT, 9 pm to 1 am, $8; next is Jan. 27.) 200 W 13 St; 620-7310
+ Center (Women & Friends, 1st SAT; 9 pm -1 am, $8; next is December 1) 20~ W 13 St; 620-7210
IClub West End (Michael Fesco's Saturdays; midnight - 9 am) 547 W 21 St
Columbia Dances (SamE BuT DifferenT, 3rd SAT, next is Feb. 16. DJ
Karin Ward, 10 pm - 3 am; $5) Earl Hall, 116 St/B'way; 629-1989
Controversy (Hosted by Patrick Butts and the people who bring you
Disco Interruptus. $2.99) 101 Avenue A
419419 N. Highway, Southampton, LI; 516/283-5001
Love Zone (dancing & performers) 70 Beach St. Staten Island; 7181442-5692
• Meat (DJ Aldo Hernandez, every Saturday; go-go boys, videos; opens
10 pm; $5) 432 W 14 St; 353-3866
.Private Eyes (Shescape Saturday Night Parties for Women, opens 9
pm; $8 before 10/$10 after) 12 W 21 St; info 645-6479, club 206-7772
-c.-Roxy (Locomotion; gay boys, guys, men; non-gay women, some lesbians; mix depends on party) 515 W 18 St (btwn 10/11 Aves); 645-5156
+ Silver Uning (women's Sat) 175 Cherry Lane, Aoral Park, U; 516/354-9641
Sound Factory (mostly gay; serious House/Club dancing, no alcohol,
opens 11 pm) 530 W 27 St (10th/11th Aves); 643-0728
Stingray's (Brand new club, brand new sound system, everything else is
a surprise. $8.) 641 W. 51st St. (212) 664-8668
Tilly City (Featuring cheap drinks, cheap women and cheap thrills. $5) Now at 70
Grove St reet at Sheridan Square (Pandora's Box). (212)242-10.

Sunday
'The Building (Dallas' The Men's Room, students, professionals, men;
go-go boys & 50-ft. ceiling) 51 W 26 St; 576-1890
-c.-CafeSociety (Society Sundays Tea Dance, Hi NRG DJs, Society
Dancers; 5 pm- 11; $10) 8'way at 21 St; 529-8282
FUCKI (DJs Craig and Victor, "caged go-go animals' and 'ruff music for
rUff dykes and fags.' $2.99) 101 Avenue A
Kelly's (DJ Moaning Lisa spins the records for dancing dykes. Doors
.
open at 8 pm. $3.) 46 Bedford St. (212) 929-9322.
-c.-+Mars (Lahoma's Home for Runaway Boys. DJ Lany Tee, emcee Ru-Paul. TVs
and women welcome. $11Y$5with invite.) 13th St. atthe West Side Highway
Manster (Sun~ay Tea Dance at 4 pm; dancing also on other nights frOJ]1
10 pm) 80 Grove St at Sheridan Sq.; 924-3557
2O/ZO (Michael Fesco's Tea Dance, opens 4 pm; $6; free Mimosas & BMs
from 4-6, buffet at 7:30) 20 W 20 St; 727-8841

Every Night (or almost)
+ Bedrock (lesbian club, closed MON & TUE) 121 Woodfield Rd, W .
Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516
-c.-Club Edelweiss (1Vs, TSs, gays, bi's, singles, couples all welcome';
TUE for lesbians, but open to all TUE-SUN night) 167 W 29; 868-6989
'+Pandora's Box (formerly the Duchess) Sheridan Square & 7th Ave; 242-10
419 (nightly, Gay House Party, opens 6 pm) 419 N. Highway (Rte 27),
Southampton, U; 516/283-5001
.
Grand Central (closed Mon, 2-4-1 drinks Thursday) 210 Merrick Road,
Rockville Centre, LI; 516/536-4800
Magic Touch (ethnic mix: Anglo/Latin/Asian)
73-13 37th Rd, Jackson
Heights, Queens; 718/429-8605
Monster (West Village) 80 Grove St at Sheridan Sq.; 924-3557
Spectrum (good mix of gay men & lesbians; closed Mon-Tue, WED free,
THU free & 2-4-1 drinks, FRI male/female strippers, SAT recording .
stars, SUN variety show & free admission 9-10 pm; Coors selVet/J
80264th St@8th Ave, Bay Ridge, Bklyn; 718/238-8213
NOTES:
b[new info]
-c.-[attractsTVa] .[woman] I [man]
Send information, corrections, and complaints to OutWeek listings, 159 W 25 St, NY,NY
10001. You may also fax the listings Editor at (212) 337-1220.
,.January 30. 1DU1 OUTWEEK
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A.C.Q.C.
AIDS CENTER OF QUEENS
COUNTY SOCIAl. SER\(ICES
EDUCAnONoaUDDIESoCOUNSEUNGoSUPPORT GROUPS
Volunteer Opportunities
(718} 896-25OO(voice}
(718} 896-2985(TDD}

ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to
Unleash Powerl
498A Hudson Straet, Slits G4 NYC
l0014(212} 564-2431
A diverse, non-partisan group of
indMduals lIlitBd in anger and c0mmitted to direct a cUon to end the
AIDS crisis. GQ.n. meetings Mon.
nigh1s 731; in The Grast Han, Cooper
Union, 01) Cooper Square oo1lNeen
Astor a.nd St Ma'r\(s Place's.
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. AIDS RESOURCE CENTER
(ARCI
Supportive housing for homeless
PWA:; (Bailey House and apartments}. Non-judgemental pastoral
care lor fflA:; and loved ones. Voluntser opportunilies. (212} 481-1270,
24 West:Jllh St, NYC lOOn

BAR ASSOCIATION FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS
Lawyers Referral Service for the
Lesbian and Gay Community Full
RangeofLegaISaMces
.(212}~
4873 Frea Walk-in Legal Clinic.
Tuesday 6-8 pmLasbian 8. Gay
Cooimunity Centr. Ground Roor
BIDS (BISEXUAL DOMINANCE
. & SUBMISSION GROUPI
Share SIM axperiences and fantasies wi1h oIhars in a positive, noojudgemental
atmosphere.
First
Sunday of the month. 4:46pm It the
Commlr\ity CentDr2m W. 13 Slreet.
NYC. This group is partalthe Now
yorlt Area Bisexual Ne1!NOrk.
BISEXlJALINRlRMATION &
COllNSElWG SERVICE. INC.
A profes8ionaly staffed, non-profit
organiZation for bisexuals, their
fammes and partners, facing prOblems of a psychological or medical
kind. We also work with those in
doubt about their sexuality. C0nfidentiality is protBctsd by law. For
infonnation phone: (212} 49&-!IiOO

ALOErJAPl11I-NY
BISEXUAL PRIDE
(A.ian Lasbians
of the East
DISCUSSION GROUP
Coas\'Asian Pacific L8sbian Nat- . Topical discussions dn issues of
WOIk-Naw York} We are ..a politiintsrest ID the co .. I "unity in a concal, social and supportive network
geniala1mosp/lare, follOWed by an
of Asian Pacific .Iesbians. Planning
infonnal dinner at a friendly local
meetings on the 1st Sunday and
restaurant
Every Sunday, 3:110social events on the last Friday of
4:30pm at the Community Cantsr
each month. Call (212} 517-5598 for
2m W. 13 Slreet, NYC. Part of the
more infonnation.
New York Area Bisexual Network.
ARCS.(AlDS-Relatad
Community Servica.}
for Dutchess, Orange, Putnam,
Rockland, Sullivan, Ulster and
Westchester
counti~s.
AIDS
education, client services, crisis intervention, support groups,
· case management,
buddy and
hospital visitor program.
214 Centrall4le. WhitD Plains, NY
10606 (914} 993-0606
838 Broadway, Newburgh, NY
12250 (9141562-5005
AIDSlina (9141993-0607

I•

BIWAYS NEW YORK
Monthly social events for the
Bisexual community and friends.
Call NYABN for data~s of upcoming events. (212} 4!i9:4784
BIPAC (BISEXUAL POUTICAL
ACTION COMMmEEI
Polilical action on issues aI importance to the Bisexual/lasbiarv'Gay
community. Monthly. meetinG'
potluck held ~
on four1h Thur&day of tha month at members
h<mes. Cell NYABNfor tIis mcuth's
location ((212} 45&-4784

-

ASIANS & FRIENDS- NEW YORK
A not-for-profit
organization
· which promotss friendships with
A:;ian/Pacific
Islander, AsianAmerican, and non-Asian gay
· men through social, cultural, educational, and service activities
and programs. Call our HotUne:
212~4-5064, or writs to: P.O. Box
6628, NY, NY 10163-6023.

BISEXUAL YOUTH
Infonnal social & support group
for Bisexual kidslyouth. Monthly
maeting/potluck
lunch hald
1:00pm on fourth Sunday of the
month at members homes. Call
NY ABN for this month's location.
This group.is part of the New
York Area Bisexual Network.

ATR (AIDS TREATMENT
RESOURCES, INC.I
.
Pubishes a bi-monthly DireclDry aI
clinical trials of experimental
A1DSlHlVtraa1mants in NY/NJ,and
has educational materials/seminars lor trial par1icipants. ATR also
advocatss for improvements in the
trial systBm. P.O. Box30234, NY. NY
101Hll02. (212} 26&-4196. Publicalions freeldonation requested.

BWS-BRONX LESBIANS
UNITED IN SISTERHOOD
. Social, political and support natworking group lor woman and their
friends. Regular social events and
meetings on the first and third fridays alevery month. At The Cornmlrity Cents~ 2m W. 13 SIraet. fran
~
For mora info can Lisa at
(212}B2lHB17.
•
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and families. Program includes
music and discussion led by our
Rabbis. CaK (212} nJ-7fm

BODY POSITIVE
If you or your lover has tasted
HIV+, we offer support groups,
seminars, public forums, reference
library, referrals, social activities
and up-to-date national monthly,
'THE BODY POSITIVE" ($2!Vyaarl
(2121721-1348.2095
Broadway,
SIRI 3l8; NY.l~

."

BROOKLYN'S LESB'liN'AND
.GAYPOUTICAL

cuiB;> .

LAMBDA INDEPENDENT'·

'

DEMOCRATS
liD. endonas II1d WIlks for canci~
illocal, sIIIIB II1d nafcnII aIootions, lobbies for legillation,and
ca-dJctII CCIIlTIri:yCldraachflouj1
straetfais 1I1d~lIlspec:ial~
ics. Jcin us. 336 Ninth St,SIitD Ui
Brodd>,n.NYI1215 (71819!15-84B2
CIRCLE OF MORE UGII1'
Spiritual suppOrt and sharing in a
gay!1esbian affirmative group.
Wast-Plirk Prasl7r'tllrian Clun:h 165
VIlest., SIreat \Mild: wonhip
'lice 8:31 pm, progmn 7:n MeI1ha
(212)314-4373Clarie (212)8111-7118.
,
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COMMUNnY HEAIllI
PROJECT
:!IIWest 13111Street, NYC, New
York loon Foi- Appoin1mants and
Information
(212} 875-3559
(TTYNoica}PROVIDING CARING,
SENSITIVE AND LOW COST
HfAlTH CARE 'SERVlCES TO THE
LESBIAN AND GAY COMWNIlY
COMMUNnY HEAIllI
INFORMAPROJEcr.,HEALTH
nON UNE FOR TEENs
Do \'OUhave questions about \'Our
health? Your Body? Coming Out?
Safer Sax? Feal like you hive no
one to talk to? Not In( monilNow
you can cal the HOlT-UNE. 212255-1511The Tean HOTT-UNE for
Healthl Call Monday ID Thuralay,
7pm to 9(IIn. At other lime&, leave a
message ilndwa'K cal you bickl
COMMUNnY
RESEARCH INITIATIVE
CRllasts experimantll drugs and
traamanIB for AIDS ind IIIV ralRId
illnasaes. Monthly trea1mant and
I8S88rch gioup for H1V+ incividuala.
Treatment and research nllWlllatb!r;
forums and public seminars. CaU .
Alice Spears or Ken Foniatero at
(2121481-1(8)forinfo and ~
iat.

CONGREGA1l0N BETH
, SIMCHAT
TORAH
NY's Gay and Lesbian ~agogue
Services· Friday at 8:30p,,! 57
Bethune Street For info. caN; (~"2}
9'29-9498.

"

CONGREGAnON

B'NA! JESAURU~
Monthly Spritual Gatherings and
free catsrecf fastiva luncheons for
all People Wrth AIDS, their lovers

DIGNnY
BIG APPlE
A community of Lesbian and
Gay Catholics. Activities include
Liturgies and socials every Sat,
8:00 pm, at the Centsr, 208 W. 13
Street, NYC.Call
(2121818-1309.
DIGNnY NEW YORK
LaslilwlII1d 'itVCatldcs and frill ids
AIDS ~
SjiduaI 0IMlIapma1t
The Ca1hadraIPrqect. Wonship Ser'lices & SociaI-SIi1. Ews. ~
Jllhn's Ejiscopal Church 218 Wast
l1ilSreatCWave~2179
ED.GEElllICIIIion in a DiAllled
Gay Emilllllllint
For the physicaDy ol88b1ed Lesbian
and Gay Community. P.O. Box 3IIi
\llageSlation, NBWYoIk,NY 10014
FRONT RUNNERS .
A ruming dubforlasbian and gay
atNeIBaofalaliities. Fm Rtn all6 niles held fN8ry Sat at lOam and
Wads. st 7pm i'I Central Park and
_ryTuas. at7pm in Prospect Park.
Forinfonnaiat cal(212}72~
THE GAY AFRICAN AMERICANS
OF WESTCHESTEII(The G.AA.I
isa community based support
g!OUp f.. lllad in WestchasIBr Coint¥ Various aclM1ias al8 plamad for
the cOllillg months. Please caD 914~formora
info.
GAY FATHER'S FORUM
A support organization for gay
father's, their lovers, and oIhers in
child-nurt1lring situations. Monthly meetings include a poIIuck suppar, support groups on varied
apaciafizad topics, speakars. and
socializing.Meetings:
1st Friday
each month, 7pm, at The Canter,
208 W. 13th St, Wast of 7th ~e.
Contribution: $8. Bring a main
course for 4 people (or pay a IS
food charge.fForinformation
can:
212-97&-7541 or 212-28&-3238
GlAAD
Gaya ....... n AIIi_
ApinotIWlnlion
80 Varick Slreet. NYC 10013 (2121
986-1700 GIAAD combats homophobia in the inacia and aIsaWlel8
by pRtnoling visibility aI the lesbian
and gay Clll111ll1ity and llI!Ianizing
grassroots response to anti-gay
bigcUy. Do you haw ~ minuCBs a
month in I9rthornophobia?Joi1 the
GIMD PhoneTrealCan (212!-96&17OOfotinformalion.
GUB
Gay and Lesbian Independent
Broadcasters invites you to tune
into Ol1TLOOKS on WBAI-NY, 99.5
FM every other Sunday, 7:30-

It'!Opm and join us IIV8I'f Tuasdl'(
aO:OOpm to 9;OOpm to became •
member of GUB. Noaxparienca'
neadad.!iIIi EigIth AwnUII, NY.
l0018.Attn: OU1l.ooks or cl!lI (2121
245-6386- ask for GUS.
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GAY a LESBIAN HEAIllI
CONCERNS
An office of the NYC Dept of
Health, provides linkages b8twn
NYC Health & Human SVcs, arid
tha Lesbian & Gay comm.unity, ,
focusing
in ALL health concerns; resource inform.tion for
haalth services consumers and
providers.
125 Worth Street,
Box 87, NeVI' York, NY 10013. Fo~
info call (2121586-4995.
.
GAY MALESIll ACTMSTS
Dadicated to saM and responsible S/M since 1981. Open meeting8 w/programs·
on SIM
techniques,
lifestyle isiues,
.
political and social concern,.
Also special evants, speake'"
bureau, workshops,
demos,
affinity group.,
newsletter,
more. GMSMA -Dept. 0, 498A
Hud80n Street. Suite 023 ,NYC
lOOI4.(2121727-987s.
GIIIW) (GAY10&4

OFARIICM

DESCENI)
80 Variek SIreat, NYC 10013 a support group of Gay Man of Africa!!
Descent dadicafs!l to conscioUs- .
nes&-raising and the daVIIIopment
of the Lesbian and Gay Colli mllity.
GMAD is inclu8ive of African;
African-American, Canbbaan and
Hispanic/Latino
'men of color.
Meetings are held, v,.wIdy. on ftt.
days. For mora inform.tion,
can 718-802~182.

•

GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS
HOTUNE
FORI~
ON SARRSEX.
AND HIV-RELATED HEALTH SERVICES,AND FOR NUIt.WION ON .
ONE-n~ WAI.J(-IN AIDS COONS8.JNG SBMCES
Z1Z..'OHi&55Z1Z~5-74io TOO
(Fer .. Hi.illl1.......-n
Mon.-Fri. 10::30a.m.1D 9 pm.
12:001D :tOO
GIRTH a MIRTH
CWB OF NEW YORK
Social club for heavy, chubby
gay men & their .d~irers.
Monthly social8 at the 'Center', weeklv b.r nights Thursdays at the "Chelsea Tr.nsfar',
monthly Fit Apple Review, bimonthly F.A.R. penpals.
For more informl,tion
call
Ernie at 914-899-n35 or write:
G&M/NY, Dept 0, P.O. Box 10,
Pelham, NY 10803.
HEAL
(HNIdI EIIucation AIlS Li.i_n)
Weekly info. and 8Upport group
for treatments for AIDS which do

•

-

•

•

not compromise the immune system further, including alternative
and holistic approaches.
Wed 8pm.
208 W. 13th St.
(212)674-HOPE.
HERITAGE OF PRIDE. INC.
Organizers of New York's lesbian
and Gay Pride events: the March,
the Rally and the Dance on the
Pier. Call (212) 691-1774 for mae~
ing schedule or more infonnauon.
208 West 13th Streot. NY,NY 10011.
HETRICK-MARTIN
INSTTTUTE
for lesbian and gay youth. Counseling, drop-in center (M-F, 36pm). rap groups, Harvey Milk
Iligh School, AIDS and safer sax
infonnation, referrals, professional
education. (2121633-8920 (voice)
(212) 633-8926 T1Y for deaf
HISPANIC UNITED
GAYS & l£SBIANS
Educational services, political
action, counseling
and social
ac1ivities in Spanish and English by
and fur the Latino lesbian and Gay
Community. General meetings 8:00
pm 4th Thursday of every mon1h at
208 West 13th Streot
Can 201-653-7824 or write H.U.G.L,
P.O: Box 226 Canal Street Station,
New York. NY 10019.
IDENTITY HOUSE
Now in our 20th year, we provide
peer counseling, therapy referrals and groups for the lesbian,
gay and bisexual community.
Call us at (212) 243-8181. Visit Us
at 544 6th Ave., between 14th15th Stree13, Manhattan.
INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN
IDENTITY INC.
New York's non-profit lesbian
and gay psychotherapy
center.
licensed psychologists, psychiatris13, and clinical social workers.
Sliding
scale
fees.
Insurance accepted. Individual,
couple, and family therapy.
Variety of Men's and women's
groups forming continuously.
118 W. nnd Street.
212-799-9432
INTEGRITY /NY
lesbian and Gay Episcopalians
and friends. Eucharist and program every Thursday, 7:30pm.
St luke's Church, Hudson and
Christopher Sts. INFO: P.O. Box
5202, NY NY 10185
(718) 720-3054

LAMBDA
l£GAL DEFENSE
AND EDUCATION RIND
Precedent-setting litigauon nationwide for lesbians, gay men and
people with AIDS. Membership
($40 and upl inc. newsletter and
invitations to special events. Volunteer night on Thursdays.
Intake calls: 2-4pm Mon thru Fri
(212)9&8685.
LAVA
(l£SBIANS ABOUT
VlSUAlARn
Call for slides for lesbian Artis13'
Exhibition, Gay & lesbian Com-

munity Center, NYC. For more
infonnauon, send SASE to : Miriam Fougere, 118 Fort Greene
. Place, Brooklyn, NY 11217.

and Gay Community Sarvices Canter,208 W. 13th S!re~t For mor!!
info. call: (212) 24s.6388 or (212)
222-8794..

THE LESBIAN
AND GAY
BIG APPl£ CORPS
Get your instrument out of the
closet and come play with us.
Symphonic, Marching, Jazz, Dixieland, Rock, Flute Ensembles
and Woodwinds. 123 West 44th
St. Suite 12l Naw York, NY
10036 (212) 86&-2922.

METROPOUTAN TtNNIS
GROUp(MTG)
Our 200 member lesbian and gay
tennis club includes players from
beginning to tournament level.
Monthly tennis parties. Winter
indoor league. Come play with
usl For infonnauon: MTG, Suite
K63,496-A Hudson St:, New York,
NY 10025. (7181852-8562.

l£SBIAN & GAY
COMMUNITY
SERVICES CENTER
208 Wast 13th Streat New York,
NY 10011 (212) 620-7310 9am11pm everyday. A place for community organizing and net-working,
social services, cultural programs,
and social even13 sponsored by
the Center and more than 150
community organizauons.
l£SBIAN AND GAY LABOR
NETWORK
An organizauon of lasbians and
Gays who are active in their labor
lI1ionslM)rt<ing on domestic per1nership benefits and AIDS issues. For
Il1OI8 infonna1ion cal (212~
LESBIAN AND GAY RIGHTS
PROJECT
of the American Civil Uberti ..
Union KNOW YOUR RIGHTS/
WE'RE EXPANDING THEM (212)

MOCA (Men of Colo, AIDS
PI_lllion
progrwn.)
Provides safar sex and AIDS aducatio.n 'information to gay and
bisexu.al Men of Color; coordinates a networi< of peer-support
groups for gay and bisexual Men
of Color in an 5 boroughs of New
Yolie City 303 Ninth Ave, New Yorl<.
NY llXXllor call (212) 239-1796.
NATIONAL GAY AND LESBIAN
TASKFORCE
is the nauonal grassroots po/"i1ical
organization for lesbians and gay
men. Membership is$3Olyear.
Issue-oriented projects addrass
violence, sodomy laws, AIDS, gay
rights ordinances, farrilies, media,
etc. 1hrough lobbying, educBtion,
organizing and direct action.
NGllF 1517 U Street m-I. WashingtDn, DC 21m!. (2Il2)m-8483.
NlWYOII(ADVBmSING

944-9800, ext. 545

l£SBIANS AND GAYS OF
RATBUSH
Brooklyn's social organization for
both gay men and lesbians. P.O.
Box 106, Midwood Station BroOklyn. NY 11230. (718) fl5S.9437
LESBIAN HERSTORY
ARCHIVES
P.O.Box 1258 New Yorl<.New Yori<
10116212/874-7232Since 1874, the
Archives has inspred, shaped and
reflected lesbian lives everywhere. Call to arrange a visit or to
voIuntaer for Thursdayworkrigh1s.
LONG ISLAND ACT-UP
Meets Tuesdays at 8pm at 181 Post
Alo. in Westbury. NY. Support us for
change on long Island. Mailing
address: PO Box 514, Westbury. NY
11!Bl.516-33&<1662.
LSM
is a support and infonna1ion group
for lesbians and bisexual women
inJarested in fantasy, role-playing.
bindage, discipline, S/M, fatishes,
alta(llate gender indentities, cos·
tumes and so fur1h. Membership is
available only to women 18 years
and older. Actual. experience is not
reqLimd but g&nlil9 i1tDr8st and 111
open mind ara. For infonnation
pease wits; P.O. Boc!m, MJrlll'ilil_
Station. NswYa1c, rN 101!il
MEN
OF AlL COLORS
TOGETHER NY
A multi-racial group of gay men
against racism. Meeungs every
Friday night at 7:45 at the lesbian

11m
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NYACNis the cQlmunity's largest
gay and lesbian prdassional group,
welcoming all in, communications-and 1heir friend,s. Mon1hly
meetings, 3I'd Wed .eqopm at.the
Community· Center. Members'
newsletter, job hotline, annual.,
arec:tDry. Pholle (212) 517.{81).for
more info. Menuon OutWellk for. one free n8l.·;sIlIIIIIi:
N.Y. FEMMES
Support and discussion group • fori
lesbians whg self id8ntify.,as
Femme and ara plimanly aUracted
to butch women. For memberllhip
infonnation call lisa (212)829-9817.
N.Y.WOWENS SOFI1JAU.CUJ) .
For experienced, serious SciftbaA ,.
Piayers,Coaches and Managers.
We play mod/fast pitch weekends in Manhattan and aueens:
Try-ollis begin Feb. ll1hiu Apnlor until filled. (212) 255-1379 Janet

rfNTH STIIEEJ CIMBI
Since 1973, a COlIIIIUnitydelicatad to demonstrating that a h0mosexual lifestyle is a rauonal,
desirable choice for individuals
dissatisfied with the· rawa rds of
iWlg. Psychologcaly
COf1IIIII1IionaI
- focussed rap groups, Tues., Sat, 8
to 10 pn peer COlI1S8Iing available.
319 E. 9 Strea!, New Yor1<,NY llXD3,
for info cal (212) 228-51Sl
•
NORTH AMERICAN MAN/IIOY
LOVE ASSOClAnON (HAMBtA)
Dedicated to sexual freedom and
,!lSP8cialy intBl'8tad in gay int8rgerterauonal relationships. Mon1hly
BLllalin and regLlar chapter mealings on the first Saturday of 88ch
.

mont/!. Yearly membership is $20;
INIita NAM8I.A PO Box 174, Mil1DroW1 SIation, New York, NY 10018
or can (212) 807-8578 for information.
.

NORTHERN UGHTS
ALTERNATIVES
Improving Quality of Ute for People with AIDS/HIV. THE AIDS
MASTERY WORKSHOP: Exploring 1he possibilities of a powerful
and creative life in 1he face of
AIDS. Can (212) 255-8554
NYC GAY & WBIAN
AN1"I-VIOl£NCE PROJECT
Counseling, advocacy, and information for SUMVOIS of anti-gay
and anti-lesbiin violence, sexual
assault, domestic violence, and
other types of victimization. All
S8MC88 free and confidantial.24
hour hOlline (2121807-0197
PARENTS/RIIENDS !)F LESBIAN AND GAYS
let P/FlAG help you and your
family deal with theupheaval
of your coming out Our meetings are fr8e: monthly on the
4th Sunday, at 3:00 pm, in
Duane C/1urch, 201 Weat 13th.
Info? call Jeanne, 212-463-0629
PEOPl£. wrrH.,.AIDS
COAUTION
(212)532~l~otline (212) 532-0588Monday 1hru
Friday lOam-8pm Meal programs,
_ support groups, BIIucauonal and
referral seMces for PWA's and·
F'WArc's.

F'WA's .208 Weat 13th St NYC
10011, (212) 741-2247
SETHIAN GAYS.

LESBIANS AND BISEXUALS
For ·all of U8 interested
in
reaching out to each other in
exuberance
to spontaneol,lsly
explore and expand upon the
Seth/Jane
Roberta 'Philosophy' as it raaltes to our lives,
personally, sexually and politically. Call AI (212) 979-5104
SII'4OANCE
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
SOClElY
A non-profit club offering Outdoor activities far every season
including hiking, biking, skiing,
water activities and other out-,
door a ctivities for the Gay/le.sbian community. For infonn.tion
or complimentary
Newsletter
call (212) !i9Pr4726.
THE.OUTREACH
USING
COMMUNAL HEAUNG
(TQUCHI
COII.IIUIity volunteers providing a
weekly buffet supper for the
BrookJo,n AIDS commulily. ToucA
meets Monday eves. 5pm to
8~pm- at downtown Brooklyn
Friend. Meeting Hou8e (110
Schennerhorn St near Boerum
PlaC8~ lirritad trai18pclf111tionmay
be arranged. Info: (718) 622-2758.
TOUCH welcanas conlributions of
funds, food and volunteers.

ULSTER COUNTY GAY AND
l£SBIAN AWANCE
Meelll
first and 1hird Monday of
HEALTH GRoUP
88ch
mon1h
at 7:3) pm at the UniU,dergiWld. buye~.
.
. club injxring
tarian Church on Sawkil Road in
not-yet-ap~
il1edica1ions and
Kingston. For Infoimation, ~all
nutri1ional supplements. 31 West
2BlhSt4th Roa- (212)532-028) . 91~3203
-

PEOPLE WITH AIDS

PINK PANTHER PATROL
Ccxm1II1ity sIraet·patroI ~ E-. and
VWJst lfil!lge decicated tg'd818ning
violent CIjme agailst gays and leebians. West ViII~ge W84kIY mee.t~
ii)gs at Tues. evenings
at
60rmulity Cenlat Call for time and
Info: 212-475-4363. For East \IIIag8
patrol i1fo, ~1212-24&&!.
PROFESSIONALS IN
RlJNVIDEO
338 Canal Stint, 8th Roor, NYC
l001321~1
QUEERNAnON
The L88~ia'1 and Gay direct
action group dedicated to fighting homophobia
and Gay and
Lesbian invisibility. Anyone can
suggest an actiC!n and should
cl1me to meetings prepared to
organize
and implement it ON,
.
.
Box 1524, Cooper Stauon, New
York, NY lIio03. Call 212-4637208 for meeting info.SAGE:
(Senior Action in _ ':'y

fmriroll1*lt)
Social SaMce Agency. providing
care, activities, & educational
services for gay & lesbian S8nior
citizens. Also serves over 160
homebound
seniors & older
•

WHAMI
WOllien'. H.. 1th Action And
Mobilization.
A direct action group commited to demanding, securing al1d
defending absolute reproductive freedom and quality health
care for all women. We meet
every Wed. at 8:30pm atl 05, E
22nd Street, 4th floor. 212-7~
5968Mailing address: WHAM!;
PO Box 733, NYC 10009

-

WOMENS fDERNATJVE
COMMUN InCENTER (WAtC)
A nOfl1lrolit,le8bian
community center serving Queens, Nassau and Suffolk Counties.'
Thu .... night weekly discussion
groups. 8:30 pm, for other
activities plesse contact us at
516-483-2050.
• WRESTUNG FOR GAYS •
LESBIANS
Watch 1he m.n of the knightS
wr8ltling clu~ inaction eVl!ry
Sunday at 7:30 PM at the GAY
CENTER.The club al80 conduct
training cia ....
onalternate
Saturdays aftemoon (1st & 3rd
Saturdaysfor
men 2nd & 4th
Saturdays for women) for morelnformation please call: 718639-5141

,

•

•
•
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CHELSEA
•

Barbary Coast, 64 7th Ave. (14th St.1. 675-0385
The Break, 232 8th Ave. (22nd St.1. 627-0072.

D·uchess II, 70'Grove St 17thAve.1.242-1408'(Womenl

Cell Block 28, 28 9th Ave. (M-W, 8 pm to 3 amI

Dugout, 185 Christopher St., 242-9113 (formerly
the Ramrod)

Don't Tell Mama, 343 W. 46th St., 757-0788

Eighty Eights, 228 W lOSt., 924-0088

Chelsea Transfer, 131 8th Ave. (bet. 16th & 17thl.
929-7183
Eagle's Nest, 14211th Ave (21st St.l, 691-8451
•

Sally's Hideaway, 264 W. 43 St., 221-9152

The Hangout (J'sl, 675 Hudson St., 242-9292

9th Ave at 46th St., 307-1503
Town & Country,
•

Julius, 159 W. 10th St., 929-9672

Trix, 246 W. 48 St. (B'way/8th Ave), 664-8331

Keller's, 384 West St. (at Christopherl. 243-1907

Private Eyes, 12 W. 21 st St. (bet. 5th & 6th).
206-7770

Kelly's Village West,46 Bedford St., 929-9322

Rawhide, 212 8th Ave., (21st St.1. unlisted.

Marie's Crisis, 59 Grove St. (7th Avel, 243-9323

Spike, 120 11th Ave., 243-9688

The Monster, 80 Grove St. 17th Ave.l. 924-3558

WEST VILLAGE .

New Jimmy's, 53 Christopher, 463-0950

The Cubbyhole,
243-9079

438 Hudson

(Morton

Stl.

NY Confidential, 306 E 49 St., 308-8390

Uncle Charlie's, 56 Greenwich Ave., 255-8787

Rounds, 303 E. 53rd St., 593-0807

WEST SIDE.
Candle Bar, 309 Amsterdam Ave., 874-9155

D.T.'s Fat Cat, 281 W. 12th St., 243-9041

Cat's, 730 8th Ave., 221-7"'19

EASTSIDE

Johnny's Pub, 123 E. 47th St., 355-8714

Ty's, 114 Christopher.741-9641.

Crazy Nanny's, 21 7th Avenue South, 366-6312
(Womenl

Ave (at 81stl.

G.H. Club, 353 E. 53rd St., 223-9752

Two Potato, 145 Christopher St., 242-9340.

Cellblock 28, 28 9th Ave, 733-3144 (j.o. club,
open on a limited basis, call for infol

The Works, 428 Columbus
799-7365

Brandy's Piano Bar, 235 E. 84th St., 650-1944

Sneakers, 392 West St., 242-9830. .

Boots & Saddle, 76 Christopher St., 929-9684

, The Vault. 28 9th Ave. (F. 7-11 pml(212) 255-6758

Boga rt's, 320 E. 59th St., 688-8534

Ninth Circle, 139 W. 10th St., 243-9204
Badlands, Christopher & West St., 741-9236.

Gents, 360 W 42 St. (9th Ave), 967-0659

South Dakota, 405 3rd Ave (at 29 St)., 684-8376
Star Sapphire, 400 E. 59th St., 688-4710
The Townhouse, 236 E. 58th St., 754-4M9
Twenty-Nine Palms, 129 Lexington Ave., 686-8299

EAST VILLAGE
The Bar, 68 2nd Ave. (at 4th St.), 674-9714
The Pyramid, 101 AvenueA,420-1590
Tunnel Bar, 116 1st Ave (7th St.), 777-9232

BROOKLYN (718)
After Five Plus, 5 Front St., 852-0139
Spectrum, 802 64th St. (at 8th Ave), 745-9611
Sweet Sensations, 6322 20th St., 435-2580
•

QUEENS (718)
Breadstix, 113-24 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills,
236-0300
Friend's Tavern, 78-11 Roosevelt Ave., Jackson
Hgts, 397-7256

II

•

Hatfield's, 126-10 Queens Blvd., Kew Gardens,•
261-8484

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

: Sunday, February 3rd, 7:30pm TIckets $20 :
:

At The Center- 208 West 13th Street, NYC

:

•

for ticket information call: (212) 620-7310

•

)

.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Hideaway, 87-36 Parsons Blvd., Jamaica, 657-4585
Love Boat, 77-02 Broadway, Elmhurst. 429-8670
Magic Touch, 73-13 37th Rd, jackson Hgts,429-8605

•

,
,,
.

,

••

RI(HARD ARTS(HWAGER

STATEN ISLAND;

ROSS BLffKNER

ROBERT BORO"o

•

Sandcastle, 86 Mills Ave., {718~ 447-9365- .

WESTCHESTER (914) .
Playroom, 590 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, 965-6900
Stutz, 202 Westchester Ave, White Plains, 761-3100

LONG ISLAND

~

I
*
Over 600 titles
from $19-29.95

LOTS OF IT.

NASSAU (516)

Bedrock, 121 Woodfield Rd., West Hempstead,
486-9516 {Women~
'.

Blanche, 47-2 Boundary Ave., Farmingdale,
694-6906

A PREMIERE OffERING OF FINE ART,
FURNISHINGS, FASHION, FANTASIES.

Grand Central, 210 Merrick Rd, Rockville Centre,
536-4800
'-

<::I

~

Pal Jre{s, 2407 JeMaIernAve., North Bellone, 7ffi.!m1
Silver Linirg, 175 Crerry Lare, Ne.v Hyde Park, 354-fli41
Station House Pub, 3547 Merrick Rd, Seaford,
785-9808

Send $1 for brochure
Get $2 coupon off of or~er

:z:

;<;:;
~

;:;:

RECEPTION,5,)0 PM
IILENT AUCTION BIDDING ON
110 ADDITIONALITEMI DURING PREVltW, JANUARY 24·27

~
~

~

Cl

LONG ISLAND

MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 1991, 7 P.M.

;;,:

SUFFOLK (516)

C"l

~

.1IRNITURI O. TNI 20TN C.NTUR'
227 win I7TN Inln, NIW 'ORK
IN.ORMATlON,
212-924-2657

~

419,419 North Highway (Rt.
283-5001

~ ANNIE LEIBOWITZ

BRUNS(HWIG fT FILS STEPHEN

Cherry's, Bayview Walk, Cherry Grove, Fire Island,
597-6820

Ice Palace, Cherry Grove Beach Club, Fire Island,
597-6600

The only Lesbian and Gay TV
Serving ALL of Manhattan .... and Queens!

Kiss, 161 Farrnardie Dr., Lake Ronkonkoma, 467-9273
Club 608, 608 Sunrise Hwy., W. Babylon., 661-9580
Millennium, 1770 NY Ave; Huntington, 351-1402
Starz, 836 Grand Boulevard, Deer Park, 242-3857
Thunders, 894 W. Jericho Tpke., Smithtown,86+ 1410

NEW JERSEY (201)

In
The
,

90s

··News·
• Interviews
• 00eo Coverage
• AIDS Updates

•

Charlie's West, 536 Main St., E. Orange, 678-5002
•

Feather's, 77 Kinderkamack Rd., River Edge,
342-6410
Friendly's Bar, 6310 Park Ave., West New York,
854-9895

- Television That Matters
to the Lesbian & Gay Community.
•

Excalibur, 10th & Jefferson, Hoboken, NJ, 795-1023
Nite Lite, 509 22nd St., Union City, 863-9515
Vibrations, 165 Cedar Lane, Teaneck, 836-5518
Yacht Club, 366 Berkshire Valley Rd., Jefferson,
697-9780

GAY BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

•
.January 30,1_1

..

i
...
;:::

~

Bunkhouse, 192 N. Main St. Sayville, 567-2865

Club Swamp Disco/Annex Restaurant, Montauk
'\.. . Hwy, Wainscott, 537-3332

""

~

~

271, Southampton,

3::

§
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Gay U.S.A. 11:00
I

')<

THURSDA¥S
·it>.

pm-l~;pPMid.

CH (35)V

A National Overview of late breakiilgN~W$and Entertainment from around the Country

.

..
•

,,

•

•

I

l
I
I

I .

I

Men & Films 12:00Mid.-12:30am

CH(35) V

•

REVIEWS OF MALE EROTICA ALONG WITH
,•

••

tIlme in December 20 at I1pm fcir~iid"lfQiIi!ip"#,~'iJelibrating
the life of Vito Russo
32 UnionSUareEasfSuite
....g.................. ..
,.
New¥6tkNY1'0003
:::.:;.;: -:.:':-:..,
;::.::-:;:.(214)477+;4220

1217

-;

:::;::;::;:;:: :;::::::::::;;;;:::.,
..
"

,

"-:.:. :-:.:-:-:-: -:.:-:-:-"

I

C"'bralin'DUr Bth."ar.

•

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DENTISIS

COMPUTERS
.
<

CONTRACTORS

Volunteer
Ministry to
Persons With
AIDS.
.If interested in joining us

•. call Tony or Bill at the
. Church of St. Francis

The Male Stop
A computer BBS.
Use your modem.
(212)721-4180 Free!

<

ARTHUR LOVEJOY
LICENSED ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
Repairs and New Installations.
. Commercial and Residential.
Courteous, Professional Service.
Available Eves. and Weekends .
(718) 782-4735

QUALITY DENTISTRY AT AFFORDABLE FEES WE CATER TO COWARDS
Serving the gay community for over
10 years. 'l37 First Avenue, Suite 407
(212)473-9002

FITNESS
PERSONAL TRAINER
Own gym. Beginners welcome.
CARLOS (212) 243-0443
<

EATING
AWARENESS
'!"RAINING

W!!at if you could eat
whatever you want,
whenever you want
and still keep your
natural shape?

Call Ross Jacobs
(212)929-0661

COUNSEliNG

21 2-&95-1 500

APARTMENT
.ClEANING

I

A Clean New Year
Tired of the mess? So do it Let me help
you clean and organize your life.,Think
. it's hopeless? Let me tryl Rates $40 and
up-just do it Call Paul (212) 941-0603.

I

SS CLUB
Top/Bottom J.O. Group
Welcomes Fit, Healthy, Fun,
Hot Guys to Weekly Meetings
Open To All Races After
Membership Approval. PIX/PH:
Box 6097, FOR Sta, NYC 10150

M,',A.,

Counseling
212-989-6006

Nude Cleaners
Responsible & Cleancut
College Boys
Manhattan Only
Available 7 Days
(212) 787-4ID3

•

HElP WAITED
lIfmlE aPPIITIlm

Looking for 12 people to become executives in a 15 billion $ industry. Together,
each of us will achieve total financial
independence & retire for life within 18
to 36 months. PT/FI
213-964-2539 24hr. recorded mess.

-

HOUSES FOR RENT

seeks

Staten Island" Grymes Hill
9 Room Contemporary for rent,
Magnificient Ocean Views, 'Private"
Prestigious Area, Vaulted Ceiling,
3 Baths, Fireplace/Guest Suite,
Terrace, Double Garage, Easy
Commute to New York
$2200.00

Los Angeles
sales
p

,

sentative.
,

Call

•

atthelN
•

•

(21 2) 337-1 2

0

Pearl Foreman Realty 718-273-6880

INSURANCE
INSURANCE ••
...of every lcind
BERNARD GRANVIllE
(212) 580-9724

,

,
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•

When YQufinally get serious ...
•
•

The Introduction Service for Professionally-Oriented Gay Men
Serving the Tri-State Area Since 1985

Call for a free brochure Mon.-Fri. 7 pm-11 pm

•

In NY, NJ & CT (212) 580-9595

FINANCiAl SECURITY
-INSURANCE NEEDS ....

.....

•

HEALTH,
DISABILITY INCOME
.......
RETIREMENT PLANS ......
CHERYLLAPOW (2121725-1220

MODELS
.P_alagrlp_y..

718-768-7729

PUBLICATIOIS

,

NUDE MODELS
Nude models wanted for national gay
magazine must have hot body and
looks pay $100-400, call Greg Phillips
at 302-9143, 9-5 pm.

'

Based on over 7 years of living.
Send $9.95 to T.M. Publications
P.O.Box 310743 Tampa, FL 33680
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
"

REAL ESTATE·
,

DISTINCTIVE DECO APARTMENTS

I

I

MAN WITH VAN AND
HELPERINCU.lDED
, Phones answered personally

INDIV1DUALS--COUPLES'
Holistic Psychotherapy for'
Personal{Transpersonal issue to help
you enhance your self and your
intimate relationships 15 years
experience with Gay Men
Call David Rickey 212/242-2983

.

UViNG A GOOD UFE WITH AIDS

.

,

PERFECTIONISTI

Special Attention to Detail.
• Courteous· Reliable· Reasonable
Plastering and light renovation
Spectrum Painting

II

LIFE,

•

THERAPY·

PAIITING

IISURAICE

FiJlly renovated apartments in the art
deco district of Miami Beach. Perlect
full time residences or the best in
affordable second homes. VINTAGE
PROPERTIES,1601 Jefferson Ave.,
Miami Beach, FL 33139:(305) 534-1424.

David Lindsey Griffin,
C.S.W., C.A.C.
Gay Affirmative Therapy
• Individual/Couples
• Alcoholism & Substance Abuse
• ACOA and CODA Issues
• Career & Professional Blocks
• Sexual Compulsion
Fees based on the ability to pay
LicensedlInsurance Reimbursable

(212) 582-1881

212-929-5067

THERAPY

II
I

.-.
No
No

Extra For Travel _
Extra for Box Delivery.
Fully insured DOT 11221
Piano Artwork Antiques

Yes
Yes

(212) 447-5555
sefVing the Gay Community

GAY MOVERS

•

1 .

FREE
FREE
•

•

I

Box Delivery
Estimate

• Local & Long Distance·
• Piano & Art Work •

!I
• NO CHARGE FOR TRUCK.

"

800-564-STAR
7~ au I'VEEK

.lanua." 30, 1_1

New}brk
1~<;ych()therapy
Group
A -REFERRAL NETWORK OF
LICENSED AND EXPERIENCED
PROFESSIONALS IN
PRIVATE PRACTICE.
For Help With:
A Anxiety A Depression
A Relationships A Low Self Esteem
A Career Concerns A Shyness
A Loneliness A Couple Conflict
A Sexual Difficulties
A Substance Abuse
Locations Throughout N.Ve. Area.
Moderate Fees Based On A
Sliding Scale.

673-0884

INSTI1UfE FOR HUMAN
IDENITIY, INC.

New York's Non-Profit
Lesbian/Gay
Psychotherapy Center
Groups forming: male
couples, men's,
and
,
women's
•

118 W. 72nd Street
(212) 799-9432

sliding scale fee

•

THERAPY

THERAPY

- .

'

•

"TRAVEl

,

FT. LAUDERDALE B & B
Private waterfront home w/pool,
located near downtown, bars and
. beaches. All Rooms (305)764-5137

'Etta L. !R.pliming,
5lCSW, CSw, C51C

GAY COUNTRY INN
With 20 charming rooms, 100 scenic
. rriountainacres, hottub, x-country
skiing, peace + privacY,we're your
" perfect vacation choicel
Downhillnearby, mid-week,
discoul)ts. Highlands Inn, Boxll80K,
Bethlehem NH 03574 (603)869-3978,
Grace,lnnkeeper.

PsychotherapisVConsultant
Chelsea Location
Ind ividuals,
Couples, Groups
By Appointment Only
212918-1941

,
•

NEW YORK
,

'

ALAN PEARL

:'I~~

MD - PSYCHIATRIST
Help with

Competent & Compassionate
Psychotherapist
Stewart M. Crane, ACSW
Individual,Couple,

• Relationships

• Depression

• Self-Acceptance

• Addictions

• Anxiety

• Disorganization
"

Group Therapy

* FEAR OF INTIMACY

.

724-5188
135 West 70Ih Street

* AIDS ANXIETY

Ad"once Re$ervoliOr)s SU9ges1ed.'VISA/MosterCord Accepled

,

* DEPRESSION

Chel~ea Pines Inn
317 West 141hStreet,New York.NY 10014

* ACOA ISSUES
* COMING OUT
New Men's Therapy Croup Forming

*

Exp.rienced
licensed
Insurance Reimbursable

.

Offices: Greenwich

Village 21:2/645-0646
Teaneck. New Jersey 201/836-4206

•

BECAUSE THE
HOLIDAYS AREN'T
ALWAYS HAPPY

,

Supportive and Insight-oriented
. Psychotherapy

LAURENCE BAKER, PSY.D.
Licensed, Clinical
Psychologist

924-4661
Insurance accepted

HYPNOTHERAPY·
A supportive, gentle approach to
trallSformation. Hypnotherapy helps you
tap your deepest inner resources to
modify negative habits, enha'lCe selfesteem, deal with problems and live
successfully.
CERIIFIEO PSYCHOlHERAPln/

(21.2) 929·1023

SUPPORTIVE GAY
THERAPIST

,

MICHAEL A. PANTALEO
C.S.W., C.A.C.
,

Your home away 'om home in...

ork

Individual,Couple/Group Therapy -

-Alcoholism
-Substance Abuse,
-Sel.f·Esteem
-Anxiety
-Depression
-ACOA issues
-Co-dependency
-A.,ony-:nous Sex
-Health
(HIV) .
,

FROM

$

•

-Experienced -L/censet!
-Insurance Reimbursable
•Chelsea Office'

i:I:ii" lax
Charming, newly renovated
Private ba.th w/remgerator OR
Color TV • Telephqnes,' AIC
breakfasl • Adyance reservations

Included

Brownstone
s.hared bath· .•
• Continental
suggested

(212)243-9669 'FAX (212) 633-1612

Colonial House Inn
CHELSEA 318 W. 22nd. St., NYC 10011
,

:' .

,

·212-691-2312

TRAVEl

'~

•,

COUNTRY COUSINS'
BED & BREAKFAST; VERMONT
18~4Greek Revival House, music room,
,with Cathedral ceilings~ Rumford fireplace, outdoor hottub. A truly traditional B&B. Weekly and wkday specials.
Contact Rti B Box 212 Shaftsbury,
VT05262 or call 802-375-6985.

HYPNO I HEKAPIST

DR. BURT AARON SIEGEL
(212) 570-9047

Pleasenl, comlortable rooms
Singles/Doubles Irom $ 50
P"vale and shared balh
TV In every room
Conlinental breakfasl
Short walk 10
Chrislopller Streel

DISCOUNTED AIRLINE TICKETS
Planning to go to Rio,Paris, Nairobi, or
anywhere else in the world? We'll get
you there for less. Contact NUYU
Adven1l.lres toll free at 1-800-9 BRASIL.

INN

Son Francisco

A

leather-Ievi-weslern
bed and breakfost. Quiet, relaxed environment. Castro
Street Victorian house. Minutes to Soulh
of Market. Fireplace, sundeck, kitchen.

(41 S) 863-0131

.... nuary 30.
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•

•

HElP lilTED

TRIVEl
Our finest amenity ...
.the freedom to be yourself.

• •

Your all-season resort in .
the Pennsylvania Poconos

•

For Reservations
Call 717-223-8484

II
•

NEWVOAK
,
~

An Histor:;cGreenwich Village Inn
All rooms with private baths
Most with fireplaces
and kitchenettes'
, ,
aUairconditione'd
$85-$100
Now available two bedroom
luxury suites $1401$160

I

•

houses,

. Part TIme Admini$b'ative Assistant
Midtown lawyer with varied pra!:tice
seeks meticulous personable college
grad with WP or bookkeeping experience and Della Street instincts.
Flexible schedule in a congeniallesbian & gay setting. letter & resume to
Assistant, 500 Fifth Avenue, Suite
1205,NYC 10110.

estates,
buildings,

:

AIDS Writers

:

:

OutWeek has several

:
:
:
:

: freelance positions for talented
:
reporters who can explain
: AIDS-related medi~1 issues
and the politics behind them in I
"AP-objective" style for a
: .
general ,gay and lesbian
reaqership. Journalism
experience a plus. NY based
or out-of-town is ok.

Now in Key West:

~~.,

-

I

.':~,
.

• A luck.ed away inn anp enchantinQ garden
villa in the heart of Old Town

KEVWEST
•

Outweek's
.real
estate section',. '..
.

~

I
I
I
I
I
I

E.O.E. Women and people of
color encouraged to apply.

I
I

I
~I

Hey!

Don't see your

category repre8ent~d in
the classified section?

•

THERIPY

Create one!
212-337-1222

•

GAY SONS/STRAIGHT FATHERS
Q" workshop

for gay ~n

to explore

their relations.hipe wI their fathers

SPORTS
.,

,

GOTHAM VOl1.EYBALL LEAGUE
'Join the 350 gay men and lesbians
who belong to NYC's largest VB
league. Registration for the
Recreational Division (intro level) is at
2:30 pmr Saturday February 2 at 351
West 18th Street, 7th floor gyms. The
$75 fee is for an ll-week season.'

wheth~r living , or deQ~. 'Sat. May
12 or S~t. ~µne 9 .•, 10am-3pm
(reduced fee available).315
CPW.
,
.
.
.
$40, For brochure, .;noreinfo, and
reservations
call' Ani'~ Fridkia, CSW
.
(212) 724-7205
:i.,;
.-~.'.
,.,;,-\ t

•

I

I

NY BONDAGE CLUB
Ravesfor our Njlw Meeting Place Meet
Dec TU 25,Jan Sat 5, Tu8, 22Watch
demos, for Xports & Novices For details
write to 'John Strong at POBox 4fil,
New York NY 10018
Info: call NYBCat 212-787-0329

•

,
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32 EIGHTH AYE., NEW rORK, NY 10014
212/206·0007

ANOREW'SINCENTRA
3Q51294·7730

advertise them all in

I

NY, NY 10001
L

castles •••

Interested reporters
should
.
send a resume and
non-returnable clips
(no phone calls) to:

P.R. Coleman/OutWeek
159 W. ~5 St.

INCENTRA
VILLA~E HOUSE

land,

r-----------------------,

~

I

,•
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FAX that ad in
today!
Just what are you
waiting for?

212-337-1220

•

IISSI'GI/IODEIS
•

,,

,

.,.

,

11/2 HOUR RUBDOWN
Deep and relaxing by
goodlookin~ guy.
Also do couples.
Reasonable. $50 In/Out$75
Marc (212)864.0091.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE
BY RTNESS tRAINER
West45st
Swedish/Deep Tissue
Sports Massage
In/Out (212) 586-6149

•

•

SENSUOUS MASSAGE
Strong, Safe BodyworkHandsome
Italian TED (212)721-6718

HOT TORSO
Athletic ~odywork from boyish
150# 5'9" 1]yo with very muscular
build and a nice tan line.
Clean cut and friendly.
Also available with Damon.
Noonto4am.
CHRIS (212) 496-6710

TREAT YOURSELFI
'Sweet man with great handsl seeks
clients for nude nonsexual vigorous
Swedish/I;salen massage. $50 ail
hour. CA certified. Gary 212-2282243. Serious onlyl

IIt'IlbWESTERN BOY
5'10",150# 19 y-o college student
with beautiful body and cute face
available for body work.
Very friendly.
Call for in/out appts.
10ain-4am any day.
Also avil ila ble with Chris.
Damon (212) 496-6710

,

IODEIS/ESCOITS
AlWAYS HARD
6'2" 190#
. Very good looking blond jock.
8'/cut/thick w/big juiCy low hangers
KEN (212) 206-7138

VOICE-MALE I HOT MENI
.
FREE10-DAY ACCOUNTI
,
BROWSE DETAILED OUES1l0NAlRES
FROM 100'S OF GUYSI
THE WORLDS MQST
. AMAZING SYSTEMI
TOUCHTONE THE AUTHCODE:
6004(818) fl36-Tm / (213)
370-2266
•
•

•

COMPETITIVE
28 yrs., 5 '9' ,225 Ibs.,
huge pecs, monster legs, XX hung

'II

,

With the, neW year upon us, one
cannot compromise towards the
selection of the last of the best
masculine men around. Come to
the privacy of my lUXUry condo
for one of the most provocative,
yet discretely sensual moments
that you may ever experience.
The sculpted, tanned, muscular
aesthetics are captured in my 5'8
1/2' Italian frame at 170 Ibs. I'll
give you a thorough hot towel
full-body rubdown accompanied
by a light Swedish, Strong or
sensual touch. Amenities beyond
compare. Clean, discreet, privacy
well assured. Starts $100 for a
35 min. session. $175 for the hr.
CALL ME, TONY,AT 212-677-7656
6 DAYSMON-SAT9:30AM-11 :30PM

Forthe discerning Gentleman, comes a
voyeuristic prodigyyou cannot refuse ...

ATHLETIC BODIE~

Italian . Kris 212-213-8657
ISRAEU STUDS
2 Hunky, horny BB'S
H~ng Big. xx- Thicklll
Very masculine, x-handsome .
Watch or join in. Will travel
Vjsa/Me, AMK accepted.
Kobi or Tomer (212) 356-7212

••

ATHLETIC MASSEUR
Handsome/cleancutlgreat
. nude massage, also into
wrestling & sensuous situations
John 212-741-3282

. MARRIED MUSCLE JOCK
6't 220. Straight cycle stud
in leather or uniform needs hungry
service. Out only. $200. NJ/NY.
On your knees and dial,
Dave 212-529-9675

,

.0

I,

HANDSOME MALE BODYBUILDER

. BODYBUILDER

,::'IASSAGE/IODElS
"

IODEIS/ESCOITS

6 FT BLOJIIDE DANCER
Swedish or Ta,;tric Massage
WeSt 14th Street Area
Robert 212-929-4019

----------------'.-----EX-CAIWlIAN
COP

,~

5'10" 1951bs
rugged hairy and muscular
provides full body rub in
relaxing and pleasant surroundings.
Caliisn (212) $8-6986
MANDSOME, CHARMING WASP
6T,33YRS OLD
Swedish Institute Grad.,
Swed/Shiatsu, Safe, Strong
$50 InI$75 Out,
Village location
Chris Macbeth
(212)254-4527
.
.
.
PLEASURING THE HEART
Sensuous, deep, healing bodywork.
.. In/Out Paul (212)228-1889
..
-

POET'S TOUCH MASSAGE
Sensual Beyond Imagination
212-691-7934

.'

-

\.
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YOUNG, GOOD LOOKING,
very
friend!}' guy,look;ing for live-insituation.
I am tbo peifccl hoUseboy - I can cook,
clean and pe~r
thD Jjgb.t men,- other
poo,ibillties ooWd develop. If you'''' 3().
50 y.o., .tn=ferably i]1-NY. call ~ so we
can talk. Ext. 1240
;.

NJ BM, 30 Y.O_, 5'6", 1471bo, loom
for a '[nend. BlaCK: or Latino for a great
tiIpe, have a ni~
round butt. 1 am a
boltom person and lookin2. for someone
with a Dlg dick. Ext •.1309"
CATNIPFORBLACKCATSool~'A
s1JPC:rspecial treat lovin&l,Y,...&,iver1
haixlsomoardcntGWM:~
1U",155
brlb1, topman_ Ext. 1308

.

GWM, 34, 150 LBS, 5"", handsome,

a
,

masC't top. has performance problems,
ac:cb Cute, yng., bottom, 18-30.Y .o'j with
patience to tum me back on. Ext. 249

,

BMt 28.15'7", 149 LBS, ~fes5.•
looJcir:lg ror Whites Blacks or l...atin08

--

~ell hung, tall ;;;;d hand,emefor g;;;;I
t=SipoS!. rclatlOllSh.,18-40y.o .•
Ext. 300
_

GwM 37,SEEKING
gr<JUjo,a:"... nd
partiesf Let's organize it. Iam bot, bung
and well deve1oPCd! Ext_ 1302

I

·SEEKING FRIENDILOVER!
GWM,
51 y.O:> 5'7", husky sIp' bair. bme~
agre&uve 191'- . Yau: ~55 y.o.
9IDCCl'C. Serious only!
Ext. U77
MADONA & MARAL YN no< for me give me Fnmk & Ella. GWM, boyish·
Cl!\CA ~'8:"nh,lendcr,
brlbr\pro(.,_ks
Gw M, .ro--"!.I. .. fit, good oolcing, no
drugs! Ext. U42

GWM,25 Y.O .• 5'9" , 160 lbo, from
Eurc!p'c, blond, blue eyes, attractive,
athlcti~. l~king for young good1ooking
&'UXWllIl moe long hair.
Ext 12113

GWM,~,
SEEKS life100g ",lationship
with GM, 18·28,5'10"-, small butt, no
ferns, airbcads, attitude. Ext. 1247

SLAVE
WANTED:
Obedience,
sincerety, trust, humble attitude, most
important
hegmers
trained,
limits
reioectc:d and expected. Must do what
told!! Ext.1276

,

••

ATTRACTIVE
GWM, seeks a man
v.;ho}s ca~
& loves_t(;U~O OU!-!. Me:
510 ,l801bii, b1~.
HlV-,wa.t1ngto
be wined. anddnr4 by nghl&uy!Ext.1JOS
BOYS AT HEART,
especially those
who can or want to suck their own dick.
HAIRY GOOD LOOKING ITALlAN,
32, 6' , 190 lbo loves theat"," .. vc1, """k> Me: hcaJthv, teal cute" GytM, 38, with
jj
sound mind and body. LCt 8 go guy.
very musc.
B types for ex~riencing
Ext_1306
lires great joys or JU'Jtfor fun! Ext.1JOl

GREAT BODY &
"""kshot GWM. I am
brlbr, v. attr., b~.
,mooth, hunWdl!ng,

YOUNG STUDS SOUGHT! You: 18·
24 j' .0., ~t
shaee. clean shav~
5' 10" +. excel. body mto~. wild, safe
sex. Me: 27, Gennan-Amoncan, 6 .170
Ibs. work-out body. clean shaven, \Iel)'
handsome. 8" +. uncut, army haircut. s,
Ext.U39
_
GWM, 32, 6', 185 LB~, bmlbm,
goodlooking, good shape, well endowed,
ltali~
prof., always horny, soeb
similar for safe horny sex! Ext. un

GREAT MIND,
29 1601bo 5'11',
You: 25·35 y.o.,
horny. Ext. 1303

VERY
. ATTRACTIVE,
MASC.,
slim. 25 y.o., good sense of humor,
intell., enj~s OOI1versation, 10l)g walks,
and more diverse interests, looking for a
caring, honc.st sincere, intcU., rational
BUGBM, who\';; dirC<tion inltis life. If
you are able to laugh at life· give it a
shot.MU'Jc1es are a plus but not
necessary. Please, no fems{ no d!U&S. I
answer all respooscs!!! Ex. IUS

IF YOU LIKE TITS &< HUn,
then ATTR. 46 Y_O. SUBMITS to malel
you'll like me: S'g", 35, 300 Ibs,. BGM female BD TM, white brief fetish A+.
THREE
FOUR OR MORE! Two
Ext.12M
who's very oral, passionate 1knE. JOr that Safeonly noheavies.
GWM's scelri.ng thme. four or mOre
'haity guy that can handle it all. Ext. 1304
- "
-.'.
""
'&.oodlooi;;';;- guy, for hot times. You;
THE VERY FATTEST! G"oolooking
CIean~:Jb'8.40's,
good bOd's. Give us
G\VM, 301 6'1", hamsome, clean cut, ·GWM 32, S'll",';'·lSO·lbs, 80eks super a call!!
seeksfrienatoshov.rmcNYCGaySoe~.
obesc,'masc·. guys, 3~ +. The l?igger Ext. 1275
Ext. 1307
yOu are-the faster mY call.' Ext~ .1266,

--- -

J. VARGAS! We met in Hobok. Calk
Ieave your number this time-I!! Ext.t2m

HEAR THE VOICE OF THE MAN YOU WANT TO MEE:...=...T_
.

.

CALL 1-900~234-DIAL(342S)LISTEN AND RESPOND TO THE MOST EXCITING GUYS IN THlf AREA

To answer a NYC-AREA.DIALOGUEa~ : Easl as '·2·3

1.

You may browse

1 Call1·900·234-DIAL

2.

Meet someone

3.

Respond

4.

Mo·st advertisers

(3425)'from

2 Press the four·digit
3 After hearing

extension

the advertisers

NOTHING

fO

a touch

tone phone

number shown
message,leave

IT _ IT'S

THAT

ana hear

our greeting

lit the end of the ad
your

own message·

then hang up

EASY

••

BI WM,24, 5'10" ,164 LBS,darkblond,
bl~ eyes, DOHorn, seeks PUerto Ri"",
Domini~ age IS·25,MU'Jtbe sare an:l
discrcc:t. I am new to New York City,
attractive,
"All-American",
Midwestern. Ext. 1284
GOOD LOOKING, BOYISH, TRIM,
26 y.o., 136 lbo, 5"~", rcdIb1~,~I'!1""
3(}.~ y.o., attractIve, prof., -for fµn,
romance, intell~ent oooversation and hot,
sex. Ext. 1263"
WM,37,S'8",165LBS,
hards~prn
hair. blue eyes, masCu1~" HIV+,
as~omatic
M,D.,
enjoy motorcyc1it]gl gardclling, movies, cooki!l&. No
orc-rugn{ers. Exr. 1262

before

a day,

7 days

leave greelings

is 99

cents
989·9332

. Hear

his own voice

ANY PROBLEMS, CALL CUSTOMER

SERVICE 9AM·5PM,

LOOKING
FOR YOUNG,
masc.,
strai~tlbi
men for .early morning or
midaay
get-togetl'w::rs,
Eut
side
Manha:ttan.1 am European, 44, 6'2", 186
Ibs. Ext. 1232

EXOTICALLY
HANDSOME EU_RO
lqngdarkhair, 6'1....
slUD, sexy. aIlCctlonate,
romantiC,
~sterious,
sophistic., lookint. for' the
right;nan to ,spent time. with. EXt. 1214

GWM, BEARDED,U,
aur'l HIV·, bot
service for all oIder men, 45 + with COCK HUNGRY LATINO, looking
ho!"'y dicb to fill my hole/thrOllt. ~kd for BilGM, 20-40, to force feed my
hungry hole. Me: 6', 170 lha, musc.
unimportant. Ext., 1292' .
.
Rectprocation weloon£/not I'IICC., will
answer
all
serious
replies
BLK/PR WITH
HUNGRY BlJIT
''!''IItt by husky WM, 6'! You wanrit i.;J 8,9,10" +extra thick!! Ext. 1299
• I i;lve It goo:1! Brir!&·favorite t9Ys!! If
you rslimand hung, iliat's A+ !Ext.t280
COlWLE INTO 3S0MES,
mixture,
COIll>e ~ GWM, 30, 5' 10', 165# & G
t}NCur TOp· .loves head. .Heal~y Indian, 20" dark, 5'.", 150 N, -king
lifestyle. dark, gd1~ GWM, tnm, nla:
str. acting top, ~40 y.o. Ext. 1239
body, 36 y .o.&eeb .friend. Ext. 1294
BEEFY BOY, 26 musc.,smooth.Irish·
GWM,6'1",160LBS,35V.O.,HfV+,
Italian, 5'9- , 16511,;, look!!.l&for Latino,
loo~
for. GBM, into safe cuddliN.,
musc., horse-hung men. Ext. 1234
rubbmg, hairy A +, dcscrcet.Ext. 1279
SAI'~ HUT GROUP!
Muscular,
JERSEY BOY 3' 5'1-'"
,.- , II
f
' -,
v '1~~ IC.OW attractive top\~,
155 Ib8, 5'8 bmlbl,
sports an, s..P9!1tanc.ous~ lu.> movies.
!lOCkssimilar not; healthy young guys for
dIners and qwck" getaways. Ext: 1158
safe fun all togetncr.
'.
GBM 48,5'~", 140 Ibs w.ishin£ to tnqet Ext. 1293
GWM~BM. Ll~
tocoqk, listen fomu§lc.
.
,
rjo d.ru~/smolOP&. How much l'want to G~ M, 40 S.t59 LBS, blue eyes, seeks
hye m~.YC:a81overs together. No one· cleancut men, .21.35 y.o., excellent
rughters,nottmCloplaygamcs.Ext.llS5
shap:c, 8;gresStve. and bonest
for

GWM - A MEMBER OF HCM,..,.,"
Olhc-r GWM's who are also :HCM
~Dlbers for friends. ·Ext. 1212

GPRM 34, S'l1", averag~, blk eyes,
"tacl!c,.r,.;~rd, 19"" bcach:wa1 .. , !alks,
relal10nship onentcd'soc'b
same, no
beavydNgS/smokers.
Ext. IE'
ATTRACTI;VE
MAN'!
lam19
s.tudent
NICE JEWISH DOCTOR, 37, y.o.,
physici~seeks intelli&ent, gOodlookin2. loo!cing .for attractive Italians ;Woo 'a~
GWM, ..".30\ HIV·, w,th a food body.l
caring, Wllom, loviJtR.life .. 1do. 1,,* that,
somooncwhO~rcSr
Ext.1213.' .. ' '. .
am 5' lO~, we 1built. Ext. 261
SEXY LATINO TOP SOUGHT
by RARE FIND IN NYC! GWM;:'29,6'T''', '
165
Ibs,
bllbl.
I·am
a
fit. rnase'i' smartt
cute Oriental.bottom.. 25, S'S:.l 130IbS,
RC,rsonab1c JTUµ\ w~',~.1ots
9
ror hot, fun tunes. You: ~JIJ y.o., no ~,
~.IalP loolring fora IOVUl&
rc:'lallonship
corrunitment ncocssary, but discreet.
With another man; race urumpoz:t~.
Ext. 1260
Ext. 1135
... ""_~f'.:;
" .'. ,'"
GBM,3'!, 140 LBS, SEEKSlwskyWM/
t Ie ._>
p~~ies~=\"'IFv~on:J
I··FYO"U·ARE· A·GBM
ltalianlPK,
for fun. romance, and B~!f025· M FOGRSMY9UIw~fl:,,~y··,io::
y.o.
OU: GWM 5'10- l-50lbs
"a
nleU l~.
I00""-16
L.:_~;""D
.' tha't me In>-possible relationship. My. hot buns need ma~ a
~., ICC sat19 10.1.
".
".
bU I ha'
lor a rca l' Situation
r,&X;3
;".'...
'l..:_'
thi "I curl:t ~r, WI
the al....::..·-Call Ext 1128
... for the right hungry penon.
18-30 y.o., not perled. but prcsen\;a~.le.
'-".'
0,' g.veY9U.~slr.
c .. ovc. stlckJustlhc
l}IJ~,
•
•
Ext. 1259
'
. Ext. 1297
'::--l...'
way yOu li.., it, kl. pos,ible. Exl_ 1102 GW COUPLE 20/26 bot!
I
.
-.
1..._..
' ood ~ooking
. top, ma.9C.,
GWM, YOUNG 55, 6'2", 195 lbo, BI BM 26, 6', 175 lha. !lCCb~boy
, Fks 1)'"
type, 19.26 y.o~ for occassionil! boy to' D,-.oDY WANTS BOY! G'VM, 50, . '~~!.~:
very g 3O
attractive, ''§;ex)" in-sha~, prof. .. warm,
Ext. 1."
.'". -,
,'''. shm, 6 .150 Ibs, slache, halty, n::dI SUIUVUI ,.1,S up to
years, lor sale,
sensitive, canng, can be ihc lover or bOynm.
,
.'
_,
.',
-f
blond,
blue-gm,'
t~-;-'-uncut,
seeks
rough
sex.
Ext.
1106
special rriend for men all ages. Ext. 1258
COLLEGE FUN! Smoo,h""¥,..l8·42,:
bottomanyra"",,~y:L08tmcs,.
BOrr
M GM 4S
cu",;~, fromendAUJl· PIcascCaUaga",!ExtI082
~Obyhands'
+'lrB~~
cH~:
TOPS
WANTED
BY
NYC CUIe,scns~.l,5"r-J'~tby.nla:;
>y.;'
5 8 31, frenc~ for safe
'.
.'
.
omctop
BOTTOM 35, b11bl,6',200 lbo, .... king elegantGt\M,
19· V...O. 'ASf-AN
COLLEGE
gent ,mshape, for safe fun. r.xt.1147
agressive, dark hair, facial hair, tgp8 for kidSgames , I onl~rgrou:p·. , Ext.-l224
.S1;I:JDENT.
1ookingf"r GWM 18-30
rou~slopp~
butt/oral service. In and
for fw1fl-flthc!lk4
w!lI~~tl.lc.v}.lla&.e-,j
GWM STUDENT IN NJ, ~'"" 70 Ibs}
GWM,
32.. VERY Ml}SCUL~R,
Out. Ext: 1251
, "
moustache, mto hot t1l"nc8 WIth men mto don t It
tl"Ullan t
. Ext. lZKS br/gr, In.mR, wants to meet a W M, 3()..4.J
GWkinM'/33,.59 t 168LlI.~,CLEAN,"r.
musclei2~thcr, )/0 groupo.
yca .. o1d rorhot romantictimesExt.l185
90 mOVII:.s,
g a~mih ~, tt~.of b&rsoe~,
Ext.l
.
1likes
a~,
dlJl1!lg, versatile.
MUSCLES BONDAGE' T 11
Y
hould be
'1 and 25. 35
I'
•
a, musc.
E~th.s6
,uru ar
• y.o..
LATIN SUMO HA~SOME,
.5'9',·
-ex-jock, 6'4', 2051bo,~"
to(f guy"
32. ma.9c., bottom, artlSt. You: Masc.,
2()..:40 y.o., for creative,
mtensc,
BIG GWM,24,INN.NJ
6'1" hairv
MATkh~,loverofbi&JTlCn,hotkisse8,
~age,tic.orgcttic;d,r~tbczing,safe
HKS for fun or"! Ext. 1150
action, posSible relallonship. Ext. 1182
smart, prof.. ~ks hl;ddies lor

M·F 1·212·255·8827

GOODLOOKING
MAN, youthful 34,
New Jersey, 6', 175 Ibs, sensitive,
lookin£ for young, smooth, clean shaven
men, f\I-22 y.o ...,e1!ioy ura.rwear, bot.
massage. Ext. 1268
SICILIAN BOTTOM, hot, no< hun&,
&eeks dom. beer belly over 210 Ibli.
ch~
animal to fake care of, only tops
~over30y.o.!!
Ext. 1269

,

'this-

~"~t:f'

:

:=::~~:-:-~~.,.,,_~,....,
......
:
"

!.'

;.,~

1

~n;ndsh1p

writing

DOWN ON YOUR KNEES and open
wide! GWM, 27, husky wasp r<:Cds
regular fro servioe. You: ura.r 40 y.o"
clean, pass. recip., if it's big young &
cbn. "F.yt.1267

M

'.1

- No need for letter

per minute ($ 1.991he first I
AREA DIALOGUE YOUR AD NOW IT'S PUBLISHED FREE!

GBM,32,S'1O",
150lbs. Iam athletic.
wiU~. kinky, safe/hcal~..
political.
You re
age, fun. loyal, mteresting.
Shock me. Ext. 1290

\\{M, 24, gme~

in

a week

I KNOW U ARE 0UI' THERE - but
who",? Good1ooking GBM, 28, 5'lO",
seekin2. a friend/lover and somconc. to
share me and ~ with! Ext. 1215 . ~.

mr

I

of the country

your next visit in one of the cities we advertise

to ads 24 hours

5. Telephone rate
SEND OR FAX(212)

1-900-234-DIAL(3425)

,

ads in other areas

fitnz

GBM,30,6'
t70LBS sccksverymasc,
musc., top, dBM/Bi, (8.35 y.o., HIV-!
Ext. 1270
HISPANIC,26,
5'7",150 lbs, educated,
hands~,enj9Ysmovies,dancin2.
seeks
masc. intell., bardsome male. call Mc!
Ext. 1271
COUPLE
GWM'"
attractive,
sex. Ext.

INTO 3 AND 4 SOMES!
mid 30'"
bmlrcd,
'lim,
scc~ new
bodys ror safe hot
1274

CHUBBY~ 33, 5'10, 280 L",S, hai»'\.
--'top , 8 Y••0 + i,l''or hot t·_·
""-.:;0. Tel
me what you Jleed - m yours! Ext. 1205

""""e

--

GOOD LOOKING

WM

seeks serious

relat with preuy lran'l~tite
Must be
pass:
in public. Serious ooly! Ext. 1295
GWM, 30'S, 6'3"
seeks muscular
GWmlGBM 45·60
for evening fun,
over 6' p",fei.d! Exl_ 1287

/0.

, "
H~NG TOP, 52, 5 6 .135 lbo, wa!'"

iJ5j

cl::'y~t~fu~~I~~bip::1~r'

.
•
GWM SEEKS FRIEND/LOVER'22
'
.
.:,
6,. 165,lbs, brlbl, HIV·, enJOYs biking.
sw~
movIes travel and more
LkngforGWM,25-35,gdlnk&,
Ext. 121i
HANDSOME

qWM, 24, 6' 1:,

SEXY,
INTELL
195 Ibs, enjoys tbcat~:

WILL BE KEPI" CONFIDENTIAL _ AVAILABLE TIlROUGH TOUCH TONE ~utgutg.
mov""".
I for
am lovcr
romantic,
UlCxpencnccd
looking
25·3,
PHONBpNLY"
TELEPHONE RATE: 99 CENTS PER MINUTE ( $ 1.99 TIlE ARST) - YOU'll BE y.o .. Ext. 1289
._ NOTIFIEl):BY #;,1/1.. WJiEN YQUR AD WILL APPEAR AND tI0W TO REfRlEVE RESPONSES ":GO~0::-:D:::L::'0":;0:=:K:':I:-:N:::-G"'L":"A:::T:-::1N7:0

and furi.
You: vo..vory
allie haIry.
aI)d curtous. I am ALL INFORMATION
295
lbo, bmlbm,
.Exi. 12S5

..

~. _, •._..

MAIL

.

I~J~~

r _ ~ ...~ ~,,,,~ .• - ~.~.~- - _ ...- - ~ - - -.

;1,...

TO:

NYC

AREA

DIALOGUE,

OR FAX TO:

(212)

StJITE'·~360,·1,75
9a9-9332

FIFTH

AVE.,

NYC, NY

PLEASE P,qI'YT CLEARL Y

10010

1

160lbs masc:,veryar.rectiona~,~kS
E::~i~:iLahnoforsenouo"'la"ooship.
I LOVE UNCl!fMENan

J~~!J"";~;1 Print or type on _extra,sheet 30 words or less! 1 25gdlkng.Can'tgete~!~xt.l286

~ro""r
to. ,ubmit to ELT ,DankiNt,
fondltng and/or g-~.
xl.
.
GOODLOOKIN.G,
29 Y.O.,
SUB
BOTI0Mrnasc.
with top.
s~rTor safe
bultfun.desitts
dominant
Faroe'
IDe to ~r """ties/be made. Ext. 1115
,
/

un -

1
I·

.

NAME
ADR

_
,.

APT

#

DAY PHONE
. ;,"
CITY

ESS

STATE
.

.

NYC AREA OIAlOGUERESEIIVES THER!GIfT TO EOIT ORREJECTANY AO
..

'

--------------,----

1
1

EVE PHONE·
~. "
.
ZIP

PAlO AlNERTISEMENT
•

..

a e,GWM,

DADD\, IS HERE' This 6'1" 230 lbo
L
__ >__
44'· y.o.seeuymmger
,.!
'
~&I3VlI_,preppy',
l
Inmguyto,ba",hotsex,funanilcanng.
·Ext.lI90
.
,

' MASC.,musc.
YO! 2 BM'S, 30131,
see~
3rd for &.000times. Ready to get
busy!!.
Ext.tun
.
•

-

~

•

..'

;;-r.

•

•

,,

•

OUTRAGEOUS
.
ilUL ....
ETIN S,OARD

•

,
message or
Leave a
one left by
Jisten to
other men

CDNFERENCE
With up t.o B hot guys

MAN SCAN

ne
Exclusive one-on-o
rematch feature

~i

,

THE SACK ROOM
privately coded
connections

,
,

SSC!:PER MINUTE!
.,
YOU MUST BE 1B

-

;

,

,
,

,

,
•

,

•,,

,

•
••

,

;p.

,' '-',

••

•
•

)

I hang
out with. No·
specifications-just

want.to make the
I AM A MATURE
wor1d a better
19YR OLD
place for Lesbians
.'
like to have one
. Slim, attrratiive
and gay men. I
OutWeek. With new articles on sex, humor, plus per- hell of a good time.
black lesbian at
57" 120 Ibs seek- . also want to eat
Chinese food and
sonals and phone-line ads, Hunt is available in gay
ing a lesbian or
HOT DYKE
take long walks.
bisexual who is
SEEKS SAME
Send me somewhite, hispanic or
bars and community· centers nationwide.
Baby I'm an
thing that
mixture of races.
, infemo-wil~ou
Any age under 19
describes ~u.
be my fuel. I can
Outweek
x
up to 30 for friendGBF 31 LIGHT
bum even the
Outweek Box
3845.
ship or relationSKIN
most infiam#3847
ship. Please
Seeks unattached
. mables.5' 6" 23y.o.
light skin GBF or
respond, all will be
GWF short brown
FAILED SOUTH,
gay hispaniC
.
hair-eyeglasses
answered Photo
'
ERN LADY
Opptionall Please
• CHINESE SAP- . Seeks mature
aggressive female
make my
counterpart 28-38
vision pierce your
PHOWANTED
woman with sense
send respond
to
OutYieek
Box 3889
for shari~, caring
soul to depths you
For marriage in
of humor. I'm 36,
relationship.
Pease
never knew it had.
China. Help your
pleasant to look,
LEFT HANDED
send to OutYieek
friend and mine
A photOIphone#
BE MY
at, tax accountant,
ABCDE
Box 3809 .
VALENTINE
make life easier
will get you the
like foreign films,
Seeks same. Who
in difficult environsame-if you have
LETS GET
books, desire
knows why some
HEY THERE .
the courage to see
ment. GCM, 37,
SERIOUS
serious committed
people "click". Alii
I'm a nice, cute,
intel, Prof; seeks
in yourseH what I
GWM4257"
relationship.
know for sure, is
100% lesbian who
PTR for social
can show you ..
send Photo if avail1951bssucessful
that I'm 32 with
needs to meet
arrangement.
Outweek Box 3719
secure sweet guy
able.to Outweek
short red hair. I
more fun dykes to
Discretion
looking for a spaBox # 3905
ASRD.
-

.
has expan ded
Hunt, the personals magazine,
. and Ieft

I

women's I
,ersonals

.
•

I . •

I eI S
,erSlllls

.,

•

•

•

78

OUTWEEK .... nuary 30,1991

•

,

•

.

•

-

.cial n1~
fa start a
relati6nship send
Photo/Phone to
POBox 315
Jackson Heights
NYC 11372
. COMPACT
GUYS

Tall dude 6'3"
blond 190 35 good
looki~ and in
,good shape looking for compact
guys up to 5'8" in
good shape 20-35
yrs with thick tools
for massage,
wrestling and other
• intense fun. Work
my sculptured tool
and I'll lift you to
new safe heights.
Please send note
" and photo (If possible)'to Rick P.O.
Box 938 Rock
'I ,.
, Center Station
10185-0009
DAD SEEKS
SON GWM
59
•

White hair handsome7"uncut
APFR APGR very
French & give
good F. I am insatiable in giving pea,sLire you under 40
Arab, Asians,
,Indians or any race
;is:fitle live in .
i I,Jercey' City Visit
,NYC frequently.
Outweek Box 3906
EXHIBITIONISTS

Do your neighbors
aCl'O$Sthe way
watch you play?
Do you like it?
,DOes your food
delivery man know
,what your dick
.looks like? If you
're now hard send
phOto-phone#
Outweek

J~ox#3896
,
FAT IS WHERE
IT'S AT!

Heavy bisexual
man, 38, is seeking to correspond
'with heavy bisexuaVgay men and
bisexual/lesbian
women. Does
anyone share my
conviction that an .
"abundant" body is
beatufull and that

being termed
"obese" is •an accolade... Not a mark
of shame? Lers be
friends, perhaps
morel Write: Bill,
PO Box 62 Little
Genesee, NY,
14754. Phone:
716-928-2692
•

GWM285'7"
,

145LBS BR/BR
Trim beard
wrestler Fantasies
shy inexperienced
drug-free HIV- not
fem hairy a +
westchester a +
but have car willing
to exchange photo"
phone, fantasies,
. & maybe more?
Send to Outweek
Box 3878.

GIVEN
On bare bottom
over the nkee of

handsomeGWM
6'3" 195# with
strong arms and
muscular legs age
35 will use my
hand, hair brush or
wooden or leather
paddle whatever is
needed to get your
ass red hot and
squirming also top
into GR/Toys.
Answer this ad and
only your ass will

letter and Photo to
me-32 Tall slim
attractive Via
Liverpool London
NY now CT.
Considerl
OutweekBox
#3903

be sorryl P.O. Box
1467 Old Chelsea
SIn. New York, NY
10011
I WANT GUTS
AND SOUL

No sign yet in NY
or CT but out there
is someone to
make love to me
but respect me.
He's hot homy
honest real serious
and a laugh to be ,
around. Is it you?
Could it be? Send

MEDICAL
EXAMINATION

37 yo GWM
"Patient" sks appt
w/ "Dr" for detailed
exam: umlysis,
enema and other
"tests" ordered by

"Dr" "Office" only.
"Heal" mel POB
1715 Bloomfield
NJ07003
NEW FRIENDS

WM, 35, 6'1", 185,
handsome, masculine, wor1<sout,
and sincere.
Career-oriented
businessprofessional, but hot &
creative; humorous,probing, and
supportive. Seeks
similar very tallguy

,

HOT
BOTTOM/SPAN
KING
Very good look-

ing/good build
GWM 6'2" 190#
hot bottom wants
hot top'
for safe grlspankingltoys etc. take
care of my' ass.
Especially like· big
guys my age or
older or hung or
muscular, but like
all top guys into tits
and my great butt.
P.O. Box 1602 Old
Chelsea Station,
NY, NY 10011
HOT SPANKING
GIVEN
On rare bottom

over the knee of
handsome GWM
6'3" 195# 35 with
strong arms and
muscular legs·will
use my hand, hair
brush or wooden
or leather paddlewhatever is
needed to get your
ass red hot and
squirming ~
into GR and toys
answer this ad and
only your ass will
'be sorry..I
P.O. Box 1467 Old
Chelsea Station,
New York, NY
10011
HOT SPANKING

eet the men you want to meet from the Ne\\' York area. With The Gay Connection,
_
. talk pri\':ltl,j\, OnC-l1l1-0nc with others who share your intl're~ts. Or, L'all Gay Selections
;lnd li"ten to '\'UiCl' plTsnnal" messages <lnJ responJ \\'ith a rnessage of your (1\\·n.
T\\'l) gn:at \r;l\'-,,"to 1l1L'Crrhl' right onl'.
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(212)967.8809 (one.on.one)

....nu..ry 30, 1_1

OUTWEEK
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tor explosive
action, intense .
friendship,and/or
caring, long-tenn
relationship. Call
Art,btwn 8pm12mid, at (212)
675-7352.
NEW LOVER
FOR NEWYR

•

I!I.
t

I

II

GWM, 5-8, 145,
young 42; goodlooking, masculine,
healthy, in-shaspe,
fun-loving,. witty,
intelligent, unpretentious, sincere,
honest, clean.• shaven seeks new
close friend, poss.
Iong-tenn relationship~ My interests
incl. news, current
events. gay .
activism, wdre,
.music, running,
wrestling; pot, par. , tying, lethear, mild .
stm. action & HiTech movies. Etc.
. youngertaller
butch guys &
actiVists encouraged. Send Photo
to Outweek Box
3863.
.
TALL, TRIM,
HAPPY HANDSOME, AFFECTIONATE
·50 y.o. adolescent

t
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. intense sex and .
more. Photo a
must; discretion
assured. Box
3873
VERY TALL
MEN

Who require really
exciting serviceTop or bottom-by a
hotWM,34,
friendly, attract,
and masc. write tor
your sweaty explo- ,
sive action and
more. Ken, PO
Box 304, Village
Sta, New York, NY
10014
WE SHOULD
MEET IF

You like going to
the beach in the
winter, early 20th
Century English literature, Wagnerian
music dramas,
.
JOseph Campbell's
works·, fountain
pens, macro food,
broad falls.
Rannel sheets and
wool blankets.
Me?GWM28
Letter to Outweek
Box 3893
WINNING COMBINATION

handsome AlI~erican
guynext-door 39,
6'2",190, It bl1!blue,
cln shvn, masc,
sincere,athletic.
Enjoy succ career
in advertising aridsports, travel,
beach, arts, ph0-

who's smart
't I enough to know .
Mr. Perfect doesn't
exist, and crazy
eno~h to belie'(e
Mr. Right does!
. Seeks similar
younger guy who
is ready to get
tog &
,
cooking.Seeks
.
close I 1st match
bright, sensitive All
wins!! Box 548 F.
. Amer/Prep 25-40 .
Square, NY 11010
withsimilar interests to create winVERY HAND•
SOME IRISH
nlng
GM, 5'11, 150,
combination. Photo
br/bl, 35, HIIV-,
and phone a
smooth, swimmustlOutweek Box
mer's build, easy3587
going, masculine,
WRESTLING
humorous, inteUke being twisted,
grated, fairly literhugged, squeezed
ate, sexual but not
into submission?
promiscuous, not
GWM, 34, 6'1",
into bars. Seeks
•
180, good looks &
dark (Italian?),
body, seek other
handsome, possiattractive, in-shape
bly toppish GM, at
guys under 35
peace with himself,
ready to tum
for sensual,

eo

OUTWEEK .. _ ... ·-~·30.

~_~

I

wrestli~ fantasies
into reality. No serious pain or
bruises. Safe, discreet and kind of
shy about all this.
Smaller, muscular
guys welcome. If
you live in
Manhattan, there's
a lot better chance
we'll be able to get
together.
photo/phone to
Box 710,
RadioCity Sta., NY,
NY 10101-710
YOUR PLACE

Handsome, sexy
GWM 30's needs
space with piano
to teach 8HRSWk
in exchange for
piano lessons or
other musical ser•
VIces
OueensINassau
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WHAT TURNS
YOU ON?

A summer night
on my futon ...we
start out in boxer
shorts ...wrestle
over the last bite
of ice cream .. .1
win ...feed it to
you ...some remains 6n your
mouth ... it's
mine .. .1 lick it
up ...can't help
it...nibble on your
lip ...What turns
you on, sexy
woman .. .finish
the tale. Photo/
letter/intrigue/risk
gets mine.
Outweek Box
2792

Border Area Scott
718-392-0520 serious only .
•

,
.

~

POLICY

.* All orders and
cancellations must
be received by
noon
on friday. No
, .
exceptions!
,
i

.r

.

*\ Orders must be
mailed to or
d.ropped off in
s~aled envelope at
OUTWEEK
address.
•

* All

telephone
numbers
iii "ads must be
verified prior to
publication.
•

*

Full payment
must accompany
ad order form and
must be paid by
individual placi~g
ad.

* All corrections
and changes are
$10.00

CLASSIFIED I PERSONAL ORDER FORM
•

•

OFFICE USE ONLY

•

Address---..,-

--:--

#---------------------

,

City/State/Zip~

_

_
,

,

Phone:
,

"

Start Issue:,

Paid

_

All OUTWEEK Classified Advertising is prepaid.
. Deadline: reg. lina ads, NOON FRIDAY ten days prior to on-sale date.
Class. display ads:. NOON WEDNESDAY,12 days prior to on-sale date.
OUTWEEK reserves the right to edit, reject or rewrite any advertisement.
In case of error on our part, no refunds --additional insertions only.
$15.00 fee for copy changes or cancellations.
Mail sent to OUTWEEK Box #'s is forwarded weekly, on Mondays. OUTWEEK boxes
are NOT to be used for the distribution of bulk mail or advertising circulars.
FORYOUR SAFElY, NO STREETADDRESSES ARE PERMITTED IN THE
PERSONALS SECTION. OUTWEEK BOX #'s OR P.O.BOXES ONLY.

Keyed

Proofed,

__

Return this entire page,
with appropriate payment, to:
OUTWEEK Classifieds
159 W. 25th Street, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10001.

CLASSIFIED / PERSONAL ORDER FORM
CLASSIFIED RATES:
$5.00 per line (seven lin!l
,
minimum). Please conform your
ad copy to the grid.
FREQUENCYDISCOUNTS:
4)(
1 00/0
8x
15%
13x
25%
, 26x
30%

One letter, space, or punctuation mark per box.
1

2
3

4
•

5
6

PERSONALS RATES:

7

•

$2 per line (seven line minimum). Please

8

conform your ad copy to the grid.

9
10
11

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED
RATES:

12

$35/ column inch. Please inquire
for frequency discounts. Column
width: 1 7/B'

13
14
15

. . PERSO,NALS
~

lines

times

@

CLASSIFIEDS

$2.00 (seven line minimum)=:

Category:

weeks ad is to run:

__ lines

Give me an OUTWEEK Box #
and forward my mail each week for __
months @ $15 per month =
Telephone verification charge:
(if your phone # appears in ad) @ $7.50

times

-

,
@

$5.00 (seven line minimum):
weeks ad is to run:

if ad is to run four or more times,
deduct appropriate frequency discount:

=
,

TOTAL ENCLOSED:

TOTAL ENCLOSED:
Charge my Visa / Mastercard. Acct. #:
Signature:

Exp.:__
_

•
•

by. Greg Baysans
Edited by Gerard Mackey

Cross"VVorci
1

12

13

5

14

14

15

17

18

6

7

18

10

111

112

13

20

•

11. Russian mountain range
12. Java's neighbor
13. Org.
21. Remainder: Fr.
22. Canine, for one
25. Sedan
26. Barbers need

27.
32
\

37

41
44

•

•

.049
•

57

158

59

60
63

•

66

•

SOLUTION IN NEXT WEEK'S OUTWEEK-ON SALE MONDAY
•

47. Pick up the tab
48. Japanese stateman
50. "
the season ..."
51. Close calls?
60. Normal
61. Colorless
62. Noted archer
63. Parisian'S income
64. Gambling cubes
65. Madame Bovary
66. Successful one, perhaps
67. Belgian river
68. Haze

1. Conceal

5. Despise
9. Underwater gear
14. Buck, character

15. Eve's grandson

,

16. Tapestry
17. Rational
18. Above
19. Small containers
20. Flower?
23. Catch-all abbr.
24. Mine find
25. 1929 event
28. Family memo
30. Cirele parts
34. Kiln
35. Smell __
36. Anger
37. Brainstorm?
•
41. GI's address
42. Cravings
43. High cards
'44. Wimp's relative
46. Actress Charlotte
82

OUTWEEK

I Lay Dying

28. Salty solution
29. Riches' opposite
31. "
cock horse ..." .
32. Arete
33. One of seven
35. Word with code or rug
37. Juan or Jose
38. Poet George Gordon
39. Foot bones
40. Diamonds: sl.
45. Grow wider
47. Logger's cry
49. 10th US president
50. Small amount
51. Ache
52. Dare: Fr.
53. Moon: pref.
54. Whirlpool
55. Onassis, et al.
56. Halt
57. Half: pref.
58. Shade trees
59. Blind part

•

•

SOLUTION TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE

•

d«ll(
1. Not quite all

2.jai __
3. Warbled
4. Leg joint
5. Well-being
•

"anuary 3D, 1991

Hay, Huley title
7. Implement
8. Spot
9. Enjoy
10. Russian peninsula
6.
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.ub~scribe(sab skrlo') vi. -scribed', -scrJb'ing IME subscriben < L
.ubscribere: see SUB- & SCRIBE) 1 to sign.{one's name) at the end of
a document, etc. 2 to write one's signatur~on (a document, etc.) as
an indication of consent, approval, attesfcltion, etc. 3 to support;

r--------------------------------------,
I

I
I

The Ne\N Lesbian and Gay Weekly Ne\Ns Magazine
PLEASE SEND ME:

:
I

V
V
V

$69.95.
26 issues at $39.95
15 issues at $29.95

52 issues at

I

\l Please do not make my name available to other mailings.
\l Please mai

myIltlnk n a confidential envelope.

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery of first paid issue.

I
I
I
:

:

Name: Mr.!Ms.

:

I

Address:

I

.:

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
L

City/State/Zip
Charge my

-

v Visa v Mastercard. Acct. #:
v Check or money order enclosed

:
Exp.:

.<

Signature:

Mail to: 159 West 25th Street· 7th Floor, New York City 10001

For immediate service call Toll-Free 1-800-0UT-WEEK.
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